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207-453-2114 
800-872-4406

fax: 207-453-2192
info@poulinantiques.com

Poulin's Auction Co.

Steve & Jeannine Poulin 

199 Rt. # 201
Fairfield, ME 04937

BONDED Steve Poulin LIC # 1115 INSURED

Please Read Before Placing Bids 

  

  Please click on the words below for the next day you wish to view.

Friday - March 7 (Lots 1 - 491)
Saturday - March 8 

(Lots 1000 - 1481)

SUNDAY - MARCH 9, 2008

FINAL DAY

                    Please note: Some guns are pictured together. This does not mean they will 
                    be sold together. Most guns will be sold separately unless stated otherwise 
                    with their picture.

NOT ALL VIEWS ARE READY YET.

2001.    German Pre-WWII DSM-34 (Deutsches Sportmodell) Single Shot Bolt Action Training Rifle by 
Waffenstadt Suhl 1935.   Cal. 22. S# 8843.  Overall condition is good plus. Bore is bright and shiny. Receiver 
retains better than 90% original blue. Barrel shows approx. 85% with some slight rub marks halfway between the 
front sight and barrel bands. Trigger guard and barrel bands show better than 90% original blue with some light 
scattered corrosion. Buttstock and hand guards show good with mostly light but a bit of moderate dinging present. 
Sling shows very dry. (07-1163 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 1000 - 1800. VIEW PHOTO
 
2002.    German GECO Model DSM-34 (Deutsches Sportmodell 34) Pre-WWII Single Shot Bolt Action 
Training Rifle. Cal. 22. S# 3232.  Overall condition is very good. Bore is bright and shiny. Rifle retains better than 
90% of the original bright blue with a few minor rub marks on the front of the barrel and front band. Buttstock and 
hand guard show very good with only light handling marks present. (07-1164 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 1500 - 3000. 
VIEW PHOTO
 
2003.    German Model W625B pre-WWII Military Training Bolt Action Rifle by BSW. Cal. 22. S# 156433. 
Overall condition is very good. Bore is bright and shiny. Metal of gun retains better than 90% of the original finish 
with a couple of bright spots, one up around the muzzle and one directly behind the front band. Trigger guard 
assembly shows more of a plum. Buttstock and hand guards are good overall with light scuffing throughout. Sling 
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is dry but overall good. (07-1165 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 1200 - 2000. VIEW PHOTO
 
2004.    Martini Henry Enfield Manufactured Artillery Carbine MK II Converted to 303. S# 3166.  Overall 
condition is good as reworked. Bore is bright. Metal retains approx. 90% of a reapplied arsenal finish with light 
scattered spotting throughout. Buttstock and hand guards show good with light scuffing present. Bayonet shows 
fair with scattered spotting. Sling is dry. (07-1097 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 650 - 900. VIEW PHOTO
 
2005.    660 Code 1940 Manufactured G29-40 German Infantry Bolt Action Rifle. Cal. 8mm. S# 834D. Overall 
condition is good. Bore is bright showing moderate wear. Rifle shows 98% of finish turning plum with high edge 
wear. Non-matching bayonet shows good plus. Laminated buttstock  and hand guard show good with minor 
handling marks and all inspector marks present. Sling is overall good. (07-1107 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 700 - 
1000. VIEW PHOTO 
 
2006.    G43 WWII German Issued Military Semi-Auto Rifle. Cal. 8mm. S# 2148C. Overall condition is good. 
Bore is slightly dark with strong rifling. Receiver retains approx. 70% of it’s blue but has the scope rail removed. 
Barrel shows approx. 70% finish turning plum while the barrel band and cleaning rod show better than 90%. 
Laminated buttstock and hand guard show good with light scattered scuffs and dings with very visible inspector 
marks and the letter “R” branded in the right side.  (07-1108 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 1500 - 2000. VIEW PHOTO
 
2007.    Mauser Banner Pre-WWII Shooting Team Bolt Action Rifle with Non-Matching Bayonet and Sling. 
Cal. 8mm. S# 23236H.  Overall condition is good as reworked. Bore is bright and shiny. Rifle shows better than 
90% original finish except the trigger guard and floorplate which have been refinished. Equipped with a target rear 
sight that is adjustable from 50 to 300 meters, instead of the normal military rear sight. Rifle is roll died on the front 
receiver ring “TSTD” with the association number 20098. Bayonet shows near excellent. (07-1110 / BK / BS) 
Curio. Est. $ 600 - 900. VIEW PHOTO
 
2008.    660 Code K98 Converted from a Radom 29-40 WWII Bolt Action Rifle, dated 1939, with non-
matching bayonet and sling. Cal. 8mm. S# 5317A.  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. Shows 
better than 90% of it’s finish on all metal, turning slightly plum with wear on high edges. Rifle shows all matching 
numbers except the bayonet and has all German proofs intact. (07-1109 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 700 - 900. VIEW 
PHOTO
 
2009.    945 Code 1940 Manufactured German WWII Model 33-40 Bolt Action Mountain Carbine with Non-
Matching Bayonet and Sling. Cal. 8mm. S# 41.  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny showing 
moderate wear. Rifle is in a laminated stock instead of the hardwood stock that should be for a 1940 gun. Metal of 
rifle retains better than 90% of the original finish with the buttstock and hand guard showing good with only one 
slight chip, approx. 1 1/4” in front of the buttplate and the slightest bit of corrosion on the takedown lever. (07-
1111 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 500 - 700. VIEW PHOTO
 
2010.    JHV Model 98/40 German Bolt Action Military Rifle with Non-Matching Bayonet and Leather Sling. 
Cal. 8mm. S# 4546L.  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny.  All matching except the safety lever. 
Metal shows better than 90% of the original blue with only high edge wear with a couple nicks on the barrel and 
front band. Buttstock and hand guards show overall good plus with a minimum of scuffing and dinging and all 
German proofs intact. (07-1113 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 500 - 700. VIEW PHOTO
 
2011.    DOU 42 Code Model G.24(T) German Service Bolt Action Rifle with Non-Matching Bayonet and 
Postwar Sling. Cal. 8mm. S# 2191K.  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. Entirely matching 
except bayonet and sling. Metal shows better than 80% original finish thinning on the receiver and barrel with the 
buttstock and hand guard showing mostly light nicking with a couple moderate and all proof marks still visible. (07-
1114 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 400 - 600. VIEW PHOTO
 
2012.    JHB 42 Code Model 98/40 German Bolt Action Rifle. Cal. 8mm. S# 9439L.  Overall condition is good. 
Bore is bright showing moderate wear. All matching numbers except the bayonet. Metal of rifle shows better than 
85% of the original finish with some thinning on the barrel and bands. Buttstock and hand guard show good with 
light scuffing and a couple moderate dings. Non-matching bayonet show very good. Sling is slightly dry and 
cracked. (07-1115 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 450 - 600.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2013.    DOT 42 Coded G33/40 German Bolt Action Rifle with Bayonet and Sling. Cal. 8mm. S# 8464.   
Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. Barrel and receiver show better than 90% of the original blue 
as does the front barrel band   middle band, trigger guard and floorplate show less turning to a smooth gray patina. 
Correct but non-matching buttstock and hand guard show good with only minor scuffing present. Non-matching 
bayonet shows good. Sling is dry but very intact. (07-1116 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 500 - 800. VIEW PHOTO
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2014.    BNZ 44 Model 98 German Bolt Action Rifle with Bayonet and Sling. Cal. 8mm. S# 1044C. Overall 
condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. Metal shows 98% of an arsenal refinish but remains matching. 
Buttstock and hand guards show having been cleaned with all inspector marks barely visible. Buttplate shows a 
spotty brown patina. Non-matching bayonet shows near excellent with the sling showing good. (07-1117 / BK / BS) 
Curio. Est. $ 350 - 500. VIEW PHOTO
 
2015.    660/39 German Bolt Action Rifle with Bayonet and Sling. Cal. 8mm. S# 3059B. Overall condition is 
good. Bore is bright and shiny. Receiver on this matching rifle retains approx. 85% blue with the bolt showing 
approx. 75% and thinning. Barrel and barrel bands show approx. 70-75% thinning blue with the trigger guard and 
floorplate showing about 80%. Buttstock and hand guard show good with numerous light dents and dings 
throughout as well as all proof marks being quite visible. Bayonet shows good with only light corrosion and sling 
starting to get dry. (07-1118 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 500 - 750. VIEW PHOTO
 
2016.    BNZ 45 German Bolt Action Rifle with Sling. Cal. 8mm. S# 1153T. Overall condition is very good. Bore 
is bright and shiny. This rifle is a good example of the 98K evolving towards the last ditch. Going back to a 
hardwood stick, eliminating the band clip and cleaning rod assembly as well as the capability of retaining a 
bayonet. The bands are held on by wood screws. Metal of rifle retains approx. 85% of the original phosphate finish 
thinning somewhat on the trigger guard and floorplate assembly. Hardwood stock has been lightly cleaned but still 
shows the German acceptance stamp. Buttplate  shows an even patina all around. Sling is in overall good 
condition. A very nice example of a late war 98. (07-1119 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 700 - 900. VIEW PHOTO
 
2017.    German Mauser 98K SWP45 Bolt Action Rifle. Cal. 8mm. S# 4933F.  Overall condition is good as 
refinished. Bore is somewhat bright with heavy use. Barreled action shows better than 90% of an arsenal refinish 
over some spots of scattered pitting. Buttstock and hand guard shows good, having been cleaned and varnished, 
with only minor scuffs and no German acceptance marks. Non-matching bayonet shows overall good. Sling is 
good. No cleaning tool is present. (07-1121 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 400 - 600. 
VIEW PHOTO
 
2018.    DOU 43 German Bolt Action Rifle. Cal. 8mm. S# 5626L.  Overall condition is overall good. Bore is 
bright and shiny.  Rifle shows approx. 80-85% of the original finish with all numbers matching with the exception of 
the bayonet which shows overall very good condition. Buttstock and hand guard show good plus with only light 
scuffing and handling marks and no visible acceptance stamps. Original sling shows deteriorated but complete. 
(07-1124 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 550 - 750.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2019.    BNZ 44 German Bolt Action Rifle. Cal. 8mm. S# 1632L.  Overall condition is fair to good as arsenal 
reworked. Bore is bright showing moderate use. Barrel and receiver show approx. 95% of an arsenal refinish over 
some fine scattered pitting. Inspection marks are still present. Bolt assembly shows approx. 90% of original finish 
while the trigger guard and floorplate assembly show approx. 80% original finish as do the barrel bands. Buttstock 
and hand guard show good but buttstock is not matching. Non-matching Bayonet shows near excellent. Buttplate 
shows bright, having been cleaned. Sling is deteriorated but intact. (07-1125 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 500.  
VIEW PHOTO
 
2020.    CE44 German Bolt Action Rifle. Cal. 8mm. S# 2421L. Overall condition is good on this matching rifle. 
Bore is bright and shiny showing moderate use. Receiver and barrel assembly show 90% original blue with high 
edge wear and some very minor fine scattered pitting present. Barrel bands, trigger guard, floorplate assembly 
show approx. 80% of the finish with some moderate corrosion present. Buttstock and hand guard show good with 
only minor scattered nicking. Non-matching bayonet shows good with the sling showing very good. (07-1128 / BK / 
BS) Curio. Est. $ 650 - 800. VIEW PHOTO 
 
2021.    IBM M1 Carbine. Cal. 30. S# 3708167.  Overall condition is very good plus with an incomplete 
restoration. Bore is bright and shiny. This fall of 1943 carbine shows a very good partial restoration with major 
parts being IBM except the front barrel band and the rear sight. Rear sight is adjustable while the front barrel band 
is a repro with an original sling swivel. Barrel has been re-crowned. Stock is a high wood, high cut, with RMC/B 
with an ordinance bomb in the channel and cross canons on the right hand side. Nice little carbine that deserves 
to have it’s restoration finished. (07-1189 / BK / BS) Modern. Est. $ 600 - 900. VIEW PHOTO
 
2022.    Argentine Model FA/FN-49 Military Issue Semi Auto Service Rifle with Bayonet made by FN in 
Belgium for Argentina. Cal. 7.62. S# 3095.  Overall condition is fair. Bore is slightly frosty. Bayonet is in fair 
condition. Receiver retains approx. 70-75% of original matte enamel paint. Barrel retains less thant50% with 
significant scratching from use. Rifle has a rare 20 round  magazine specially made for these rifles. Barrel band  
shows approx. 85% of blue turning patina. Wooden buttstock shows light to moderate denting and gouging 
throughout. Good example of a real FN battle rifle. (07-1191 / BK / BS) Modern. Est. $ 500 - 1000. VIEW PHOTO
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2023.    Springfield M1 Garand Semi-Auto Rifle with Bayonet. Cal. 30. S# 1115875.  Overall condition is good. 
Bore is frosty. Rifle shows having been rebuilt at least once with a 1945 barrel and miscellaneous parts inside. 
Metal shows better than 85% gray green parkerizing. UFH 10” (cut down) bayonet shows very good. Sling is 
original, later WWII. Wood shows good with no significant denting or marring with the #407 stamped where the 
cartouche would normally be. (07-1194 / BK / BS) Modern. Est. $ 500 - 800. VIEW PHOTO
 
2024.    Springfield M1 Garand Type 2 NM Semi-Auto Rifle with Bayonet. Cal. 30. S#  5482431.  Overall 
condition is near excellent. Bore is near mint, bright and shiny. This is a typical example of a well preserved Type 
II National Match showing the following components NM marked:  sights, barrel, gas cylinder, operating rod and 
leather sling. Rifle is glass bedded both hand guards and stock. Wood shows only light occasional scuffing. 
Bayonet is AFH made 10”. This is the real thing. (07-1196 / BK / BS) Modern. Est. $ 1800 - 2600. VIEW PHOTO
 
2025.    Winchester M1 Garand Semi-Auto Rifle with Bayonet. Cal. 30. S# 2441539 (CAI Import).  Overall 
condition is fair to good as rebuilt. Bore is bright and shiny. Receiver shows significant scuffing and scratching, 
minor pitting. Barrel and gas cylinder show better than 95% original gray green parkerizing. Wood is a mix of 
walnut and birch with light and moderate scuffing throughout. Has stamping “AA1371” in buttstock. Korean War 
bayonet in good condition. (07-1199 / BK / BS) Modern. Est. $ 400 - 600. VIEW PHOTO
 
2026.    Beretta M1 Semi-Auto Rifle. Cal. 7.62. S# 027.   Overall condition is near excellent. Bore is near 
excellent. Metal retains 97-98% of original parkerizing. All marked components are Beretta. Wood shows near 
excellent with no bangs or scuff and only a couple of very light rub marks on the upper hand guard or buttstock. 
This Beretta would be nearly impossibly to upgrade. Bayonet and scabbard are also Beretta and are near 
excellent with bayonet showing one slight nick.  (07-1205 / BK / BS) Modern. Est. $ 1200 - 2000. 
VIEW PHOTO
 
2027.    Japanese Copy of U.S. Carbine by Howa, Japan, for Issue to Siamese (Thai) Military or Police 
Forces. Cal. 30. S#  07937.  Overall condition is very good. Bore is bright and shiny. Shows better than 80% on 
receiver. Only significant wear being where the operating rod travels. Bolt also has scuffing from being used. Other 
than that, gun shows near excellent. Birch or other hardwood stock shows near new with no other dings or gouges 
in it. (07-1202 / BK / BS) Modern. Est. $ 600 - 900. VIEW PHOTO
 
2028.    Un-Quality M1 Carbine. Cal. 30. S# 4437629. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. Rifle is 
an update with a mix of Winchester and Inland parts that someone has returned to a flip sight but sight base is 
previously staked. Receiver shows better than 90% of original finish with very slight high edge wear. Winchester 
barrel also exhibits better than 90% original refinish with a blued Type II barrel band that has a 1/4” hole drilled in 
the top. Rifle has a M3 flash hider and a white presumably British sling. Trigger guard assembly shows overall 
good condition retaining most parkerizing and off a foreign gun being that it has a serial number stamped in it. 
Retains the correct high wood, eye-cut stock with Q-RMC in the channel. Would be a great candidate for 
restoration.  (07-1207 / BK / BS) Modern. Est. $ 800 - 1200.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2029.    National Postal Meter M1 Carbine. Cal. 30. S# 4156118.  Overall condition is very good plus. Bore is 
bright and shiny. Rifle shows very good plus condition as a restoration. Receiver is possibly refinished and shows 
better than 95% parkerizing. Flip sight is a reproduction. Underwood barrel shows better than 90% original finish 
and retains an Underwood flash hider in good condition with very fine pitting. Front barrel band is correct but has a 
modern replacement screw. Stock is a correct high wood marked MPM over FJA with an ordinance wheel. All 
internal components seem to be correct. Accompanied by a Boyt USMC marked magazine pouch and a 30 round 
magazine. (07-1208 / BK / BS) Modern. Est. $ 900 - 1500. VIEW PHOTO
 
2030.    Remington 03 Bolt Action Rifle. Cal. 30. S# 3256486.  Overall condition is very good. Bore is bright and 
shiny. Appears to be an original rifle with the exception of the buttplate. Retains overall very good plus condition 
with receiver and bolt showing better than 95% original parkerizing. Extractor, cocking knob, striker and magazine 
cutoff being blued. Rear sight assembly also blued. Front of barrel and barrel bands retain better than 95% 
parkerizing with all R marked components. Trigger guard and floorplate (also R marked) retain better than 95% 
parkerizing with screws and trigger being blued. Buttplate is the early WW I checkered Springfield variety. 
Equipped with a 16” UC marked bayonet that shows good with scabbard and a WWII dated sling. (07-1215 / BK / 
BS) Modern. Est. $ 1200 - 1800. 
VIEW PHOTO
 
2031.    Remington 1903 Bolt Action Rifle with RIA 1919 Bayonet with Cloth Covered Scabbard. Cal. 30. S# 
3321306.  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright.  Retains approx. 95% of a refinish. Receiver and sight sleeve 
retain about 95% of a reparkerizing. Bolt retains about 85% original parkerizing. Middle band retains approx. 85% 
original parkerizing while the front band and barrel show about 95% of a repark. Upper hand guard shows good 
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with only a couple slight nicks while replacement “C” stock shows good with only a couple of minor nicks and no 
inspector marks. Sling is an original WWII leather. (07-1217 / BK / BS) Modern. Est. $ 700 - 1100. 
VIEW PHOTO
 
2032.    1903 Rock Island Arsenal Bolt Action Rifle. Cal. 30. S# 390215.  Overall condition is good as rebuilt 
and refinished.  Bore is dark and corroded. Receiver and bolt assembly shows better than 85% of a reparkerized 
finish that was applied at the arsenal. Barrel and bands show about the same. Barrel is a November 1930 SA. 
Upper hand guard exhibits good condition with no significant dents or scuffing. Buttstock shows several moderate 
dents between the front and middle bands with the rest showing just minor nicks and dents with an RIA over FK 
cartouche. Trigger guard and floorplate assembly exhibit  better than 98% reparkerized finish. Buttplate is probably 
original to receiver with a blued finish. Sling is WWI and just beginning to get dry. Bayonet is 1905/17 with a 
parkerized finish and a cloth covered scabbard. (07-1220 / BK / BS) Modern. Est. $ 400 - 600. VIEW PHOTO
 
2033.    Remington 1917 Bolt Action Rifle with Bayonet. Cal. 30. S# 567657. Overall condition is: if you wish to 
buy a Remington P17 in original condition, this gun is as good as it gets. Bore is bright and shiny and shows no 
wear. Receiver retains better than 95% original blue and just a little high edge wear. Bolt exhibits better than 80% 
original blue with a couple of light marks and scuffs from being actuated.  July 1918 barrel and front band 
assembly show no wear with just a bit of light nicking from having the bayonet installed and removed. Trigger 
guard and floor plate show just the least wear from the sling rubbing on it and one or two very small spots of 
surface rust. Rear barrel band shows better than 98% with just a little patina around the edges. Buttstock and 
hand guard assembly show the most minor amount of scuffing that you could expect on a rifle of this age. Thin 
coat of varnish throughout. Either a rack number or museum tag number on a nickel tag in front of tang nailed into 
top of the buttstock. A nickel oiler is in the butt trap. Buttplate exhibits only high edge wear with the curve showing 
better than 98% blue. WWI sling is very good but could be improved on. Remington marked bayonet shows new. 
Scabbard shows better than 90%. (07-1223 / BK / BS) Modern. Est. $ 1000 - 1500. VIEW PHOTO
 
2034.    Springfield Model 98 Krag Bolt Action Gallery Practice Rifle. Cal. 22. S# 476922. Overall condition is 
fair to good. Bore is poor. Receiver shows 90% blue with a lot of patina and browning present. The normally bright 
body of the bolt is showing a bright patina while the rest of the bolt retains a heavy brown surface patina. Barrel 
also turned brown. Does not appear to have significant pitting. Barrel bands 90% blue with a couple of minor 
scratches. Trigger guard shows 80-85% blue with a couple light nicks. Buttplate shows even brown patina with 
brightness on high edges. Upper hand guard shows very good with a couple of  nicks, but no gouges or cracks 
present. Buttstock is good plus with a few light scratches and nicks from what appear to be removing the stock. 
Nice script cartouche. Also what appears to be a bit of spilled dried varnish on the right side of the stock from 
where it appears to have rubbed up against a gun with a fresh coat of varnish. 1899 dated bayonet shows near 
new with a couple of light surface scratches from going in and out of scabbard. Scabbard shows better than 95% 
original blue with early hook. An original example of a very rare Krag. (07-1226 / BK / BS) Modern. Est. $ 1300 - 
2000. VIEW PHOTO
 
2035.    Springfield Model 1898 Krag Bolt Action Rifle with Bayonet. Cal. 30. S# 388792. Overall condition is 
near excellent. Bore is bright and shiny, exhibiting little wear. Retains nearly all original bright blue military finish 
with some very light scratches on front band and muzzle. Receiver shows better than 95% original colors as does 
the sideplate and magazine door. Bolt is bright except for the handle which is turning patina. Barrel retains better 
than 90% original blue with a  few light scratches towards the muzzle. Trigger guard and buttplate assembly retain 
better than 80% original finish with high edge wear. Bolt is bright. Extractor shows nearly all of it’s nitride blue 
finish. Wood exhibits very good with minor handling marks throughout. The most significant on the left side finger 
groove. Finger grooves and 1902 dated cartouche are sharp. 1903 dated bayonet shows very good with the 
scabbard showing good. Equipped with an original sling in good condition though somewhat dry. Stock appears to 
have a small chip repaired between the magazine door and the bolt. (07-1229 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 1000 - 
1500. VIEW PHOTO
 
2036.    FN Model 1949 Semi-Auto Rifle. Cal. 7mm. S# 7126. Overall condition is very good. Bore is bright and 
shiny with no apparent wear. Made for Venezuela. Has original leather sling and bayonet (not numbered to the 
gun). Shows near new condition having no significant markings to the enamel finish. Upper hand guard shows 
only a few light scuffs while the buttstock shows just a few minor nicks and retains very sharp finger grooves. 
Bayonet and scabbard show new. (07-1237 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 500 - 800. 
VIEW PHOTO
 
2037.    Belgian Model FN 49 Semi-Auto Military Rifle with Bayonet and Sling. Cal. 30. S# 0947.  Overall 
condition is very good. Bore is bright and shiny. Made for Columbia. Has a rubber butt pad (standard for 
Columbian guns). Enamel finish is very good with only a few minor scuffs, mostly on the magazine body. Upper 
hand guard is good with a couple minor nicks as is the buttstock though significantly darker in finish. Bayonet 
shows near new with some markings from having the scabbard moved. Sling also shows very good plus though it 
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is a little dry. Overall a really nice Columbian FN. (07-1243 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 700 - 1000. VIEW PHOTO
 
2038.    Beretta BM69 Semi-Auto Rifle with Bayonet  Cal. 7.62. S# 1339. Overall condition is good plus. Bore is 
bright and shiny. Shows better than 95% original dark green parkerizing. Equipped with a Tri-Comp as well as a 
bayonet, grenade sights, and a folding integral bipod. Has a Beretta rubber butt pad and sling. Receiver retains 
better than 95% original finish. Only wear is from the slide going back and forth. Barrel assembly shows slight 
wear around the muzzle from having the bayonet installed. Buttstock and hand guard assemblies show minor 
nicks with one repair approx. 2” long directly in front of the rear sling swivel. Overall a pretty nice example of a 
rarely seen BM69. (07-1244 / BK / BS) Modern. Est. $ 1500 - 2000. VIEW PHOTO 1     VIEW PHOTO 2
 
2039.    Yugoslavian M48A Bolt Action Military Rifle with Sling and Bayonet. Cal. 8mm. S# 10379. Overall 
condition is near excellent.. Bore is bright and shiny. Shows little to no signs of use with the receiver retaining 
better than 98% original blue. Bolt is bright. Barrel assembly has several small scratches on the top. Non-matching 
bayonet also very good with minor scratches and wear as does the scabbard and frog. Wood shows little to no use 
with minor scattered scarring. Matching trigger guard and floorplate assembly show very little blue loss, just a 
couple minor rust patches and some light scuffing. Barrel bands show better than 90% original blue. All external 
parts appear to be matching. Buttplate is bright with a couple of minor scratches. Sling is old and dry but very 
much intact. (07-1246 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 400 - 600. VIEW PHOTO
 
2040.    Czech VZ24 Bolt Action Rifle. Cal. 8mm. S# 4721. Overall condition is fair to good. Bore is bright but 
shows significant use. Receiver retains about 80% blue with most of the wear being on the high edges. Bolt has 
turned from bright to a soft patina. Exposed portion of the barrel shows about 80% thinning blue with the bands 
showing somewhat better than 90%. Bayonet shows very good with minor nicking on handles. Blade and 
scabbard are exceptional. Upper hand guard and stocks show light to moderate dinging throughout and no 
significant chipping or gouging. Overall a decent WWII Czech rifle. (07-1247 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 450. 
VIEW PHOTO
 
2041.    Yugoslavian Model 1944 Mauser Bolt Action Rifle with Bayonet and Sling. Cal. 8mm. S# R8658.  
Overall condition is good as reworked. Bore is bright and shiny. This is a Yugoslavian rework of a WWII German 
98K. Most if not all of the German markings have been removed. All external serial numbers match.  Receiver 
retains better than 98% of an arsenal blue finish as does the bolt with the majority of the wear being on the 
extractor. Barrel also show better than 95% of arsenal refinish along with barrel bands, trigger guard, and 
floorplate. Wood also shows very good with a few minor nicks and scuffs. Bayonet shows near excellent as does 
the scabbard and frog. (07-1250 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 550. VIEW PHOTO
 
2042.    Mauser GEW 98 Bolt Action Rifle. Cal. 8mm. S# 1182.  Overall condition is good. Bore is slightly 
frosted. Receiver and bolt show a bright finish with a little patina and a nice blue on bolt release.  Barrel and rear 
sight assembly show better than 90% original military blue with a bit of sight corrosion forward front. Numbered 
barrel bands are better than 90%. Bayonet is bright well worn and polished. Gray painted muzzle cap and front 
sight protector is very good. Buttstock and hand guard are very good with sharp finger grooves, crisp inspectors 
marks and a minimum of fine scuffing. Sling is dry and starting to deteriorate. (07-1183 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 
300 - 500. VIEW PHOTO
 
2043.    Mauser GEW 98 Bolt Action Rifle. Cal. 8mm. S# 083. Cal. 22.  Overall condition is very good. Bore is 
slightly dark with light pitting present.  Bright receiver and bolt. Barrel and rear sight assembly are approx. 85-90% 
blue with barrel bands snowing approx. 80%. Bayonet is poor with moderate pitting throughout blade and 
significant nicks in the handles. Wooden hand guard and stock are good with only light scuffing and sharp finger 
grooves. Buttplate is patina with some scattered fine pitting. (07-1184 / BK / BS) Modern. Est. $ 600 - 1000. VIEW 
PHOTO
 
2044.    U.S. M1 Carbine by Irwin Pedersen. Cal. 30. S# 1768579.  Overall condition is near excellent as 
refinished. Bore is bright and shiny. Shows blue or black oxide finish on receiver, barrel, operating rod, trigger 
housing with other components showing gray green parkerizing. Flip sight present with Type I barrel band and 
Underwood marked M-3 flash hider. Type 3 sling and oiler are also present. Buttstock and hand guard are good 
with heavy varnish and no inspector stamp present. (07-1188 / BK / BS) Modern. Est. $ 600 - 800. VIEW PHOTO
 
2045.    Inland M1A1 Paratrooper Carbine with Bayonet. Cal. 30. S# 3071694. Overall condition is very good 
as rebuilt. Bore is near excellent. Rifle shows approx. 98% finish. Shows updates such as bayonet lug and 
adjustable rear sight. Low wood stock is a composite of two different but original stocks. All white/cheek piece/
buttplate are all original. Hand guard is a 4 rivet replacement. (07-1186 / BK / BS) Modern. Est. $ 1800 - 2200. 
VIEW PHOTO 
 
2046.    Mauser Model GEW 98 Bolt Action Rifle. Cal. 8mm. S# 88334. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright 
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and shiny. Receiver and bolt show bright with a very slight patina just starting. Bolt release shows fire blue and 
has an interesting wooden single shot adapter on top of the floor plate. Barrel shows better than 95% of a deep 
luster blue with very minor nicks and corrosion up around the front barrel band. Front sight cover and muzzle 
protector are good. Saw back bayonet is good having been restored. Barrel bands show better than 90% of a 
deep rich blue with bright spots on high edges. Trigger guard and floorplate show 80% of a duller blue turning to 
patina. Buttplate shows a patina finish. Original sling is good but is very dry. (07-1185 / BK / BS) Modern. Est. $ 
300 - 500. VIEW PHOTO
 
2047.    U.S. M1/A1 Paratrooper Carbine with sling and bayonet. Cal. 30. S# 6687183.  Overall condition is 
very good to near excellent.  Bore is good, bright and shiny. Dec ‘44 manufacture with some parts changed. 
Shows some updates such as flip safety and bayonet lug added as well as an earlier type II operating rod. Pistol 
grip is also a replacement. Wire stock, buttplate, leather cheek piece are all original but leather is starting to 
deteriorate. US MC marked magazine pouch is also present.  Bayonet is near mint. Scabbard still has leather on 
it. (07-1187 / BK / BS) Modern. Est. $ 1800 - 2200. VIEW PHOTO
 
2048.    Springfield M1 Garand Semi-Auto Rifle with WWII Bayonet. Cal. 30. S# 3678032.  Overall condition is 
good. Bore is slightly frosted. Rifle is a Spring of 1945 battle rifle showing mostly original components. Operating 
rod is a –3 with a field cut and trigger housing is a –8, which are both a little early for this gun. Buttstock is a WWII 
replacement without cartouche. Barrel and receiver show better than 90% original parkerizing with high edge wear 
and is equipped with original battle sights. Gas cylinder/front sight assembly shows better than 90% parkerizing. 
AFH 10” bayonet shows better than 90% original finish with a near new scabbard. Sling is a foreign replacement. 
Wood is good with no significant gouging and light nicks here and there. (07-1192 / BK / BS) Modern. Est. $ 500 - 
800. VIEW PHOTO
 
2049.    Springfield M1 Garand Semi-Auto Rifle with Bayonet. Cal. 30. S# 2963457.   Overall condition is fair to 
good. Bore is   very slightly frosted. WWII rifle rebuilt, circa 1967, showing a mix of WWII and Korean parts. Barrel 
and receiver (lend lease) show a dark gray parkerizing over light pitting. Gas cylinder is good as is the Korean War 
era bayonet. Rifle has an Enfield sling. Wood shows no significant gouging or marring but there is an AA with the 
number 16608 stamped into the buttstock. There is a chamber brush and a pull through in the butt trap. (07-1193 / 
BK / BS) Modern. Est. $ 500 - 700. VIEW PHOTO
 
2050.    Springfield M1 Garand Semi-Auto Rifle with Bayonet. Cal. 30. S# 4340402.  Overall condition is near 
excellent. Bore is bright and shiny showing virtually no wear. This 1953 original rifle shows near excellent original 
condition retaining better than 98% of it’s original green parkerizing on all metal components with a very slight 
scratching on the bottom of the trigger housing from the spring clasp. Wood shows very good plus with no 
significant bruising or scarring and just a few dimples below the op rod from pushing cartridges back into the clip. 
Even buttplate is better than 98% finish. Sling is WWII era. Bayonet is Korean war also and is near mint except 
has been sharpened. (07-1195 / BK / BS) Modern. Est. $ 1000 - 1500.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2051.    International Harvester M1 Garand (postage stamp) DCM Semi-Auto Rifle with Bayonet. Cal. 30. S# 
4558097.  Overall condition is near excellent as redone. Bore is bright and shiny, slightly dark in the grooves. Rifle 
shows excellent condition as refinished and rebuilt at the Ledder Kenney Arsenal with mixed components. Upper 
and front hand guards are walnut, stock is birch. Rifle has light gray parkerizing overall showing about 98% finish. 
Stocks show no scuffs, dings or mars overall. Bayonet is a WWII AFH 10” as manufactured. In good coverall 
condition having been sharpened and refinished. (07-1197 / BK / BS) Modern. Est. $ 500 - 800.  
VIEW PHOTO
 
2052.    Springfield M1 Garand Semi-Auto Rifle with Bayonet. Cal. 30. S# 1593706. Overall condition is good 
to very good. Bore is bright and shiny. Rifle is very close to an original gun with a couple of minor parts changed. 
Asterisk stamped into front of receiver ring. Operating rod is correct but modified. All other receiver components 
are original to the gun. Upper hand guard and front hand guard have been refinished with some enamel paint 
applied around the front hand guard. Rifle has had some updates. Barrel has been chromed at the gas port but 
appears original for the gun. Gas cylinder shows better than 98% finish with the barrel showing a little rack wear. 
Buttstock is original WWII EMCF inspected and shows just slight nicks and dents. Bayonet has been reparkerized 
and shows nearly new. (07-1198 / BK / BS) Modern. Est. $ 900 - 1400. VIEW PHOTO 
 
2053.    Springfield M1 Garand  Semi-Auto Rifle with Bayonet. Cal. 30. S# 1756370.  Overall condition is good 
as refinished. Bore is bright and shiny. Rifle shows original barreled action refinished and restocked with updates. 
Hand guards are birch and in excellent condition. ? is blonde showing one small nick and a nice DOD cartouche. 
Bayonet is Korean war era and shows new. Overall  a nice rebuilt Garand. (07-1200 / BK / BS) Modern. Est. $ 500 
- 700.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2054.    International Harvester M1 Garand Semi-Auto Rifle with Bayonet. Cal. 30. S# 4525417.  Overall 
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condition is very good as refinished. Bore is frosted. This is a pure IHC retaining all correct components as well as 
the wood but has just been refinished. Has some light scratching through the powder on the receiver. Even the 
sling is correct. Wood is correct and very good with rear hand guard showing one slight nick. Stock cleaned but 
still retains all inspector marks. (07-1201 / BK / BS) Modern. Est. $ 750 - 1000. 
VIEW PHOTO
 
2055.    BRNO Mauser Model 98 Bolt Action Rifle with Bayonet. Cal. 8mm. S# E2031. Overall condition is fair. 
Bore is bright and shiny. Shows approx. 40% blue on receiver with wear showing bright and a bright bolt. Exposed 
portion of barrel appears to have finish worn off and shows traces at the wood line. Barrel bands show bright with 
traces of blue in protected areas. Rifle equipped with a sling that shows dry with serious use but is still intact. 
Trigger guard and floorplate assembly shows blue worn to bright with a small gouge about 1/4” in bottom of trigger 
guard. Buttplate bright with mild corrosion. Bayonet bright with a few scattered spots of pitting with the handle and 
scabbard painted gray. Wood shows fair to good with light and moderate nicks and scuffs throughout. No cracks 
or gouges. (07-1203 / BK / BS) Modern. Est. $ 300 - 500. VIEW PHOTO
 
2056.    Winchester Garand M1 Tanker Semi-Auto Rifle. Cal. 30. S# 1277480.  Overall condition is very good 
as a re-weld/re-man. Bore is bright and shiny. Receiver shows better than 90% of a dark gray parkerizing with the 
bolt being a black oxide finish. Op rod spring is slightly weak. Barrel shows better than 80% blued finish with the 
gas cylinder showing very good. Trigger guard and floorplate assembly shows better than 90% original 
parkerizing. Upper buttplate screw is a replacement. Equipped with a 1954 dated sling and a WWII UFH 10” 
bayonet. (07-1206 / BK / BS) Modern. Est. $ 600 - 800. VIEW PHOTO
 
2057.    Danish Model 1889 Krag Jorgensen Carbine with Bayonet. Cal. 8mm. S# 52826.  Overall condition is 
fair to good. Bore is bright but well worn. Rifle appears to have an added phosphate finish showing some 90% 
coverage on all metal with only light surface scratches present. Bayonet is in fair condition showing some pitting 
and corrosion. Stock shows a heavy coat of varnish over minor nicks and scuffs and a couple moderate ones. 
Appears to have an added bolt on the left side of stock at rear of receiver for an unknown use. (07-1209 / BK / BS) 
Modern. Est. $ 350 - 500. VIEW PHOTO
 
2058.    Winchester M1 Carbine with Grenade Launcher. Cal. 30. S# 5693806.  Overall condition is near 
excellent. Bore is bright and shiny. Appears to be 100% original gun. Equipped with a KM Company M6 grenade 
launcher. Receiver and barrel retain original green finish except a very light scratch on barrel from disassembly. All 
small parts are blued as they would be on an original gun. Round bolt retains 75-80% blue. Even the magazine is 
BW marked. Hand guard shows no nicks, dings or scuffs. Buttstock shows one little nick that is barely discernable 
with the naked eye. Has a W stamped the channel with an ordinance wheel on the right side which is 100% 
correct for this era. Push button safety has one small patch of rust measuring about 3/32”. Nearly impossible to 
upgrade. (07-1210 / BK / BS) Modern. Est. $ 1600 - 2200. VIEW PHOTO
 
2059.    Remington 03/A3 Bolt Action Rifle with Bayonet. Cal. 30. S# 4200670. Overall condition is very good 
plus. Bore is bright showing slight wear. All small parts of this Remington show Remington’s military type blue as 
they would in 1943. Receiver and barrel assembly show better than 95% of the original green parkerizing. 
Equipped with a 10” AFH manufactured WWII bayonet showing very good with 75% of the parkerizing. Also 
includes a slightly later WWII sling. Buttstock and hand guard show very good with a couple of very small nicks in 
the hand guard and one possibly two in the buttstock and a very visible cartouche. (07-1211 / BK / BS) Modern. 
Est. $ 650 - 850. VIEW PHOTO
 
2060.    Smith Corona 03/A3 Bolt Action Service Rifle with Bayonet. Cal. 30. S# 3712851.  Overall condition is 
very good plus. Bore is bright and shiny, shows little use. Appears to be all original parts except the buttplate and 
middle band which is blued and should be parkerized on this gun. Receiver and barrel retain better than 90% 
original green parkerizing. Small parts are blued as they should be. Smith Corona bolt with “X” mark on top shows 
approx. 85-90% of original green parkerizing with the exception of the striker, cocking handle and safety latch 
which are blued. Magazine cutoff is also blued. Front barrel bands show 98-99% of original parkerizing with the 
floorplate showing approx. 95%. Bayonet is “UC” marked and is a cut down showing a refinish. Upper hand guard 
shows a couple minor nicks in rear while buttstock has one major and two minor dents in front of the trigger guard. 
Inspector marks show very well with a small “s” next to the circle P on the wrist. (07-1212 / BK / BS) Modern. Est. 
$ 600 - 800. VIEW PHOTO
 
2061.    Remington 03/A3 Bolt Action Rifle with Bayonet and Sling. Cal. 30. S# 3400231. Overall condition is 
good to very good. Bore is very slightly frosted at the breech end. Also equipped with an 03A4 (Sniper) buttstock. 
Shows better than 90% of rich green parkerizing on the receiver with blued components. Bolt shows better than 
90% original blue. Barrel bands show 80% blue with a couple of bright spots on the front one. Remington marked 
bayonet band is parkerized so may be slightly late for this rifle. Bayonet is a 1905 dated 1906 with a WWII 
fiberglass scabbard. Trigger guard and floorplate retain approx. 65% blue mixing with brown patina. Upper hand 
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guard shows good plus having been cleaned and retains no nicks or dents of any consequence. Buttstock shows 
light to moderate dings and small chip repair at the front reinforcing bolt. No inspector marks present. Sling of the 
middle to later WWII variety. (07-1213 / BK / BS) Modern. Est. $ 600 - 800. VIEW PHOTO
 
2062.    Remington 03/A3 Bolt Action Service Rifle with Sling, Bayonet and Muzzle Cover. Cal. 30. S# 
3566319. Overall condition is very good. Bore is bright and shiny. Early Remington shows very good overall with 
receiver retaining better than 90% of deep green parkerizing and the blue components retaining better than 90%. 
Exposed portion of barrel shows better than 90% parkerizing. Middle and front bands shows better than 90% while 
the front bayonet band shows parkerized with a blue screw. Trigger guard and floorplate assembly show better 
than 85% with a couple of nicks from the sling catch. Rifle is equipped with a UC marked 1942 16” bayonet and 
scabbard. Bayonet has a broken scabbard hook on it. Buttplate shows better than 75% original blue and sling 
appears to be original to the gun. Buttstock that has reinforcing pins instead of bolts (as it should at this date) 
shows very good plus with a couple of light nicks and a slight rub mark approx. halfway between the rear barrel 
band and receiver. Hand guard is good with one sanded dent on the right hand side and shows a slight 
continuation of the stock rub mark on the left. Otherwise shows no abuse and has a prominent cartouche. (07-
1214 / BK / BS) Modern. Est. $ 650 - 850. VIEW PHOTO
 
2063.    Remington O3/A3 Bolt Action Rifle. Cal. 30. S# 4065145.  Overall condition is very good. Bore is bright 
and shiny. Rifle retains better than 95% finish on receiver with all small components including bolt being blued. 
Barrel bands also blued showing better than 95%. Exposed portion of barrel and front sight cover are parkerized 
and show 95% finish. Trigger guard and floorplate assembly shows better than 95% and have a couple scratches 
and rubs from sling. Upper hand guard shows a couple light nicks while buttstock shows only one or two. 
Cartouche is very prominent as are the sub-inspector marks on the bottom. Blued buttplate shows better than 90% 
finish with scratches on high edges. (07-1216 / BK / BS) Modern. Est. $ 650 - 850. VIEW PHOTO
 
2064.    Springfield Armory 1903 Bolt Action Service Rifle with Bayonet and Sling. Cal. 30. S# 
267611. Overall condition is fair. Bore is rough. Shows better than 85% blue with some patina. Has a Lyman 48 
receiver sight and a front globe sight. Receiver shows better that 95% blue and barrel bands show a greenish 
patina parkerizing. Barrel shows blue turning brown and spotting  with a rough bore. Trigger guard and floor plate 
show better than 80% original blue with spotted  rust here and there. 03/A3 buttplate shows good. Upper hand 
guard shows good with just a couple tiny nicks and some flaking of white paint. Buttstock shows good with a few 
minor nicks throughout  WWI sling is dry but has no rips or serious cracks. 1922 dated bayonet with cloth covered 
scabbard shows very good showing better than 80% blue with one nick in the blade. Scabbard has no rips and just 
a little broken stitching. (07-1218 / BK / BS) Modern. Est. $ 400 - 700. VIEW PHOTO
 
2065.    1903 Rock Island Arsenal Bolt Action Rifle with Bayonet and Sling. Cal. 30. S# 325505. Overall 
condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny with moderate wear. Shows approx. 90% of a reparkerized finish with a 
later 03A1 parkerized bolt serial numbered to the gun. Barrel and bands show better than 90% parkerizing with the 
front barrel band showing some pinprick pitting. Barrel is an SA6-42 replacement. Bayonet is a UC cut down 
exhibiting very good reparkerized condition. Trigger guard and floorplate show better than 95% re-parkerization. 
Sling is a WWII with rusty keepers and very dry. Upper hand guard is good with no nicks or gouges. The 03A3 C 
stock shows good with a couple of nicks present. Has an 03A3 buttplate. (07-1219 / BK / BS) Modern. Est. $ 400 - 
600. VIEW PHOTO
 
2066.    Rock Island Arsenal 1903  Bolt Action Rifle. Cal. 30. S# 302995. Overall condition is fair. Bore is well 
used and frosty. Shows original Rock Island wood for period of the receiver. Receiver retains very little original 
finish fading to gray. Replacement A1 bolt also shows substantial use. Barrel is a WW II Segley replacement 
marked “USMC”. Barrel bands show approx. 70% of a dull dark blue finish which could very well be original Rock 
Island. Bayonet is a 1912 Rock Island that has been refinished but still retains original cloth covered scabbard. An  
O.D. muzzle cover is also included in this lot as is a nickel oiler in the butt. Trigger guard and floor plate show 85% 
of a reparkerized finish. Original Rock Island upper hand guard shows fair to good with light to moderate nicking. 
Stock shows good with one or two spots of moderate nicking just in front of the band with the balance showing 
very good and nice sharp finger grooves. No cartouche is present but a script P is prominent on the wrist. (07-
1222 / BK / BS) Modern. Est. $ 450 - 650. VIEW PHOTO
 
2067.    Springfield 1903 Bolt Action Rifle. Cal. 30.  S#  311503. This April of 1910 gun shows overall good 
condition retaining a bright and shiny bore showing moderate wear. Receiver retains approx. 90% of a mellowing 
case hardening while the bolt shows 75% original blue. Rear sight sleeve and rear sight assembly retain better 
than 90% original finish with correct dished sight knobs. Middle barrel band shows better than 80% original finish 
with some surface rust. Front barrel band shows 75-80% original finish with some light to moderate scratching on 
the left side and a bit of patina on the rest of it. Blued 1910 barrel shows better than 90% as does the correct sight 
cover. 1908 bayonet with leather covered scabbard is bright with just a bit of speckling here and there and wooden 
grips in near excellent condition. Trigger guard and floorplate assembly exhibits better than 85% with some 
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surface corrosion present that will clean to light spotting. High hump upper hand guard is very good with a couple 
of minor nicks between the bands. JFC inspected single bolt buttstock shows good with reasonable sharp finger 
grooves with minor denting throughout the front half and only very, very light marks on the rear. Circle P proof 
mark is also very prominent. Smooth buttplate shows better than 90% of blue just turning brown. WWII sling 
shows very good and is just beginning to dry a little. (07-1221 / BK / BS) Modern. Est. $ 2200 - 3000. VIEW 
PHOTO
 
2068.    Eddystone P17 Bolt Action Rifle with Sling and Bayonet. Cal. 30. S# 79211. Overall condition is very 
good as refinished. Bore is bright and shiny. The Eddystone receiver retains about 95% of a reparkerizing as does 
the Winchester bolt. Bands and barrel also retain 85-90% of the redone parkerized finish with the front sight blade 
being a Remington. Trigger guard and floorplate show better than 95% repark. Buttplate shows about 80% with 
wear to bright on high edges. Hand guards and stocks show good having been sanded and refinished. RA-p 
cartouche in the left side of buttstock. Wood shows no significant dents or mars. WWII leather sling is very good 
plus condition. Bayonet shows better than 90% original finish with slight spotting. Scabbard is slightly dry with 
good overall condition. (07-1224 / BK / BS) Modern. Est. $ 500 - 700. VIEW PHOTO
 
2069.    Springfield Model 1898 Krag Bolt Action Rifle. Cal. 30. S# 399966. Overall condition is very good. Bore 
is dark and pitted. Metal shows better than 90% of original finish with nice mottled colors on receiver, better than 
95% blue on barrel. Barrel bands show less with approx. 75% blue turning plum. Wood is overall very good plus 
showing a few nicks or dings throughout and a crisp 1902 cartouche. Has an original Krag sling in near excellent 
condition though somewhat dry. (07-1227 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 750 - 1000. VIEW PHOTO
 
2070.    Springfield Model 1896 Krag Bolt Action Rifle with Bayonet. Cal. 30. S# 89981. Overall condition is 
good. Bore is bright and shows some wear. Rifle shows good finish with the receiver showing approx. 80% original 
blue getting thin around the wood line. Sideplate and magazine door show patina mixed with brightness. Barrel 
shows approx. 70-75% original blue thinning to patina with some pinprick pitting. Upper hand guard shows very 
good. Barrel bands show better than 70% original blue turning plum. Buttstock shows fair having a couple 
significant dents. The largest at the wrist approx. 1” x 1 1/4”. 1898 dated cartouche is strong and legible. 1902 
dated bayonet and scabbard are very good with the earlier type belt catch with the number 58 embossed on the 
right hand grip. Has a British style web sling. (07-1230 / BK / BS) Curio.  Est. $ 700 - 1000.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2071.    Springfield Model 1896 Krag Bolt Action Rifle with Bayonet. Cal. 30. S# 87626. Overall condition is 
good. Bore is slightly dark showing strong rifling and no significant corrosion. Shows good with receiver having 
approx. 80% of the original blue as do the sideplate and magazine door. Bolt has turned to dull patina and blue on 
extractor has mellowed significantly but still quite prominent. Barrel shows 80% of blue turning plum. Bands show 
better than 70% blue. Upper hand guard is good, but appears to be a replacement with a couple of minor gouges. 
Buttstock shows significant wear as finger grooves are rounding. Cartouche is barely legible. Original sling is very 
dry. 1898 bayonet shows near excellent as does the early type scabbard. (07-1231 /  BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 700 - 
1000. 
VIEW PHOTO 
 
2072.    TGF Mauser 98K 1950 Bolt Action Rifle. Cal. 8mm. S# 09595. Overall condition is near excellent. Bore 
is bright and shiny. This post war 98K shows near new retaining better than 98% original finish throughout with all 
visible numbers matching. Bayonet also shows very good, though is not numbered to the gun. Scabbard and 
leather frog show very good. Buttstock shows a few minor abrasions from being stored and no dinging or gouging. 
One of the finer post war 98s that I’ve run across. (07-1248 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 450 - 550.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2073.    Swedish Ludgman Semi-Auto Military Rifle with Bayonet and Sling. Cal. 6.5 Swede. S# 25500.  
Overall condition is very good plus. Bore is bright and shiny. Receiver retains better than 90% original blue with a 
couple of light scratches from being cocked. Barrel assembly shows only a couple light scratches from  having the 
bayonet (provided) installed. Wood also very good showing a couple light marks and one small nick above the 
magazine, less than 1/4” square. (07-1245 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 400 - 600. 
VIEW PHOTO
 
2074.    Yugoslavian M48 Bolt Action Rifle with Bayonet and Sling. Cal. 8mm. S# K24608.  Overall condition 
is near excellent. Bore is bright and shiny.  Better than 98% finish on barrel and receiver. Barrel bands show 95% 
or better  with a few light scratches on the front band. Hand guard and buttstock show very good with some very 
light scattered bruising. All external numbers appear to match. Trigger guard shows finish flaking while the 
floorplate assembly shows better than 98% of it’s finish. Bright buttplate has just a few minor specks. Sling is good 
though very dry. Bayonet and scabbard show near new. (07-1251 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 400 - 600. 
VIEW PHOTO
 
2075.    SMLE MK III Bolt Action Military Issue Repeating Service Rifle by London Small Arms Co., 1916 
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Sniper’s Rifle with Bayonet and Periscopic Prism Co. Telescope. Cal. 303. S# 1878. Overall condition is good 
plus. Bore is bright and shiny. Shows approx. 85% blue on receiver and front muzzle. Scope shows nearly all 
original enamel and blue. Has very clear optics. It is mounted on left side of receiver and is accompanied by a 
leather case.  Upper hand guards are very good showing no significant gouges or cracks. Lower hand guard is 
fair, showing a significant amount of bruising and scraping. Buttstock also is in fair condition with minor bruising. 
Leather sling is soft and pliable yet shows it’s age. Leather scope case is in excellent condition and a little dry in 
the hasp area. Bayonet shows very good, retaining better than 80% original blue with slight pitting in front of the 
blood groove. Leather sheath and frog are in good condition. (07-1256 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 1250 - 2000. VIEW 
PHOTO
 
2076.    Belgian Browning Model 1935 Hi Power Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# 53. Overall condition is good 
plus. Bore is slightly frosty. This pre-war Browning pistol has a tangent rear sight, is adjustable from 50-500 meters 
and is slotted for a shoulder stock. It retains approx. 95-97% original blue with the only detraction being a slight 
scratch that runs from the slide release through the nomenclature on the slide approx. 1” that barely penetrates 
the blue. Other than that it just has high edge wear. The proper prewar magazine is bright with an aluminum 
follower and no button on the bottom. A very good overall early Hi Power. (07-1735 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 1000 - 
1700. VIEW PHOTO
 
2077.    Belgian Browning Hi Power Post-War Commercial Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# T358505. Overall 
condition is near excellent. Bore is bright and shiny. Pistol has a tangent sight and is slotted for a stick and is 
accompanied by a shoulder stock holster combination. Rear sight is graduated from 50-500 meters. Retains better 
than 98% original blue with black plastic grips that show near excellent. The holster buttstock combination also 
show near excellent. (07-1738 / BK / BS) Modern. Est. $ 1400 - 1800. VIEW PHOTO 
 
2078.    Belgian Browning Hi Power Pre-War Commercial Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# 46613.  Overall 
condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. Pistol retains better than 85% original blue with a couple light scratches 
on the slide and wear on the front and rear straps. Grips show good overall with sharp checkering and the varnish 
beginning to wear. Magazine is a later replacement. (07-1736 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 450 - 600. VIEW PHOTO
 
2079.    Nazi Occupation Browning Hi Power Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# 100091. Overall condition is 
good. Bore is bright and shiny. This is a wartime Nazi occupation (tangent sight) production that shows approx. 80-
85% original finish with some scratching on the sides of the slide and frame and some light corrosion on the grip 
straps. It is accompanied by a leather magazine pouch and two spare magazines. Grips show overall good with 
strong checkering and no cracks or nicks. Extensively Nazi proofed. (07-1739 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 950 - 1200. 
VIEW PHOTO 
 
2080.    Belgian Browning Hi Power Pre-War Commercial Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# 127833.  Overall 
condition is very good. Bore is bright and shiny. This early post-war Hi Power shows very little use. It retains better 
than 98% original finish with one small spot on top of the slide, approx. 1/8” around. Beyond that, pistol shows 
near new. Grips and magazine show near excellent. (07-1737 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 500 - 800. VIEW PHOTO
 
2081.    Browning Hi Power (Nazi Occupation) Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# 79455A.  Overall condition is 
good. Bore is bright and shiny. Shows better than 85% original finish with holster wear on high edges and some 
wear on the grip straps. Checkered grips show good with a slight flattening of the checkering and no nicks or 
cracks.  Accompanied by a correct magazine. (07-1740 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 750 - 1000. VIEW PHOTO
 
2082.    Browning Hi Power (Nazi Occupation) Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# 22918L.  Overall condition is 
good. Bore is bright and shiny. Shows better than 85% original finish with holster wear on high edges and some 
wear on the grip straps and slight corrosion on the slide. Checkered grips show good with a slight flattening of the 
checkering and no nicks or cracks.  Accompanied by a correct magazine. (07-1741 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 750 - 
1000. VIEW PHOTO
 
2083.    Browning Hi Power (Nazi Occupation) Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# 20937L. Overall condition is 
good. Bore is bright and shiny. Shows better than 75-80% original finish with holster wear on high edges and 
some wear on the grip straps. Checkered grips show good with a slight flattening of the checkering and no nicks or 
cracks.  Accompanied by a correct magazine. (07-1742 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 700 - 900. VIEW PHOTO
 
2084.    Belgian Browning Hi Power Post-War Commercial Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# A263. Overall 
condition is good.  Bore is bright and shiny. Shows better than approx. 80% of an arsenal refinish with part of the 
nomenclature on the left side of receiver being polished off and with some light spotting on the top of the slide and 
a few scratches on the front grip strap. Grips show good with sharp checkering. (07-1743 / BK / BS) Modern. Est. 
$ 350 - 500.  VIEW PHOTO
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2085.    Swedish (Husqvarna) Lahti Model 40 Semi-Auto Pistol with Police Unit Markings. Cal. 9mm. S# 
68110. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. Retains between 85-90% original blue with some high 
edge wear and unit markings on the right side of the frame. Comes with leather lanyard. (07-1745 / BK / BS) 
Curio. Est. $ 400 - 600. VIEW PHOTO
 
2086.    CZ 75B Early Production High Polish Blue Spur Hammer Pre-Import Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. 
S# 43923. Overall condition is very good. Bore is bright and shiny. These first CZ 75s were brought into the US 
from Canada because the State Dept./ would not let Communist Block guns into the US. They are among the best 
quality, most durable 9mm handguns today. In original box with spare magazine, a set of wooden grips and a 
cleaning rod. Retains better than 98% of original finish. (07-1744 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 600 - 900. VIEW PHOTO 
 
2087.    Finnish VKT Lahti Model 1935 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# 4773. Overall condition is good. Bore is 
bright and shiny. According to Mr. Stern’s notes, this frame has had a new receiver installed on it in which they 
milled off the original number and renumbered it (color not matching). It is an early third variation and retains 
approx. 80% of the original finish. Grips are good. (07-1746 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 650 - 800. VIEW PHOTO 
 
2088.    Finnish VKT Lahti Model 1935 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# 4864.  Overall condition is good. Bore 
is bright and shiny. Pistol retains better than 90% original finish with scattered corrosion just above the grip line 
and some thinning on the straps. Grips are also in overall good condition with no cracks. (07-1747 / BK / BS) 
Curio. Est. $ 850 - 1000. VIEW PHOTO
 
2089.    Finnish VKT Lahti Model 1935 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# 7950.  Overall condition is very good. 
Bore is bright and shiny. This is a 4th variation retaining better than 90% original finish with light thinning on grip 
straps and a little thinning on the bottom of the magazine and on some high edges. (07-1748 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. 
$ 850 - 1000. VIEW PHOTO
 
2090.    Finnish VKT Lahti Model 1935 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# 6695. Overall condition is good plus. 
Bore is bright and shiny. Accompanied by its original Finnish police holster, 2 spare magazines, screw driver and 
cleaning rod. This third variation shows approx. 95% original finish with slight high edge wear and a small scratch 
on the ejector spring. Grips show very good. (07-1749 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 1000 - 1500. VIEW PHOTO
 
2091.    Colt 1911/Systems 27 Commercial Argentine Contract Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 45. S# C20758. Overall 
condition is good as arsenal reworked. Bore is bright and shiny. This is a seldom seen variation of the Systems 27 
using a 1911 rather than an 11A1. Pistol is refinished but retains all matching numbers except the grips are 
Ballaster Molina. (07-1750 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 450. 
VIEW PHOTO 
 
2092.    Argentine Ballaster Molina “Campeon” Military Issue Semi-Auto Target Pistol. Cal. 22. S# 94047.   
Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. Pistol has a 7 1/2” barrel and appears to be manufactured in 
this fashion as the front sight is on the barrel and there is no provision for one on the slide. Barrel marking is 
88925. Retains approx. 80-85% of an arsenal refinish. Rear sight is windage and elevation adjustable similar to a 
Service Ace Colt. (07-1751 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 600 - 900. VIEW PHOTO
 
2093.    Polish P35 Type I Nazi Occupation Radom Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# A8148. Overall condition 
is good. Bore is bright. Has takedown lever, slotted grip straps and brown plastic grips. Shows approx. 85% 
original blue with Nazi waffenamts on the slide and frame. Grips show good. A very slight bit of corrosion is 
present. (07-1752 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 650 - 850. VIEW PHOTO
 
2094.    Polish P35 Type I Nazi Occupation Radom Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# E1526. Overall condition 
is good. Bore is bright and shiny. Retains better than 90% of the original blue with just a little slight wear from the 
holster and on the grip straps. (07-1753/ BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 750 - 900.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2095.    Polish P35 Radom Type III Nazi Occupation Semi-Auto Pistol with no Slot or Takedown Lever. Cal. 
9mm. S# E2680.   Overall condition is good. Bore is bright. Retains approx. 75% original finish showing thinning 
blue overall with brown plastic grips showing good with no cracks or gouges. (07-1754 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 450 
- 600. VIEW PHOTO
 
2096.    Polish P35 Radom Type II Nazi Occupation Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# N0671. Overall condition 
is good. Bore is slightly frosty. Shows approx. 80-85% original finish. Overall shows approx. 85% of the original 
finish, thinning on the straps and trigger guard. Black plastic grips are good with no cracks or chips. (07-1755 / 
BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 450 - 650.  VIEW PHOTO
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2097.    Polish Tokarev Model TT33 Sportowy Model Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 22 LR. S# S6131. Overall 
condition is very good. Bore is bright and shiny. This 1955 manufactured pistol takes a cartridge sleeve that goes 
into 7.62 magazine that holds a 22 long rifle cartridge along the same lines as a Hoffer Thompson. Shows no 
signs of use and has two or three light scratches around the takedown lever from being disassembled. (07-1757 / 
BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 450. VIEW PHOTO
 
2098.    CZ 1938 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 380. S# 255449. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. 
Comes with a spare magazine. Shows approx. 80% original finish with light scattered corrosion and high edge 
wear. Checkered plastic grips show good as does the spare magazine. (07-1765 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 
450. VIEW PHOTO
 
2099.    CZ Model 27 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 7.65. S# 279594. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and 
shiny.  Nazi occupation with cast aluminum grips. Retains approx. 90% of the crude wartime production blue finish 
with the “Waa76” and eagle stamped in the frame. Grips show good. (07-1767 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 500 - 700. 
 VIEW PHOTO
 
2100.    CZ Model 27 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 7.65. S# 293633.  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright. This 
Nazi occupation pistol appears to have been reissued port war to Russian being that it has replacement grips with 
the Russian star. Shows approx. 90% original blue finish with light scattered pitting in the slide and the Nazi 
“Waa76” on the frame, barrel and slide. (07-1766 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 500 - 700. VIEW PHOTO
 
2101.    CZ 1938 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 380. S# 269930. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. 
Comes with a spare magazine. Shows approx. 80% original finish with light scattered corrosion and high edge 
wear. Checkered plastic grips show good as does the spare magazine. (07-1764 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 
450. VIEW PHOTO.
 
2102.    CZ Model 27 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 7.65. S# 381683.  Overall condition is very good. Bore is bright and 
shiny. Retains better than 90% of the original blue wartime finish showing nice straw on the hammer and trigger. 
Brown plastic grips show very good. Frame, barrel and slide is stamped with “Waa76” with Nazi eagle. (07-1769 / 
BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 600 - 850. VIEW PHOTO
 
2103.    CZ Model 27 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 7.65. S# 447361.  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and 
shiny. Retains approx. 95% of the original wartime phosphate finish showing slightly thinning with some scattered 
corrosion. Black plastic grips show good. Frame, barrel and slide is stamped with “Waa76” with Nazi eagle. (07-
1768 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 600 - 800. VIEW PHOTO
 
2104.    CZ Model 24 Military Issue Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 380. S# 149669. Overall condition is fair to good. 
Bore is bright and shiny. Shows overall approx. 75% original blue with nominal scratching to the slide. Hammer, 
trigger and extractor show better than 70% of the straw. Plastic grips show good overall and a lanyard loop is 
present. (07-1775 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 450. VIEW PHOTO.
 
2105.    CZ Model 26 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 7.65. S# 17026. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright. Shows 
overall the same as a CZ 27 except the slide cocking grooves are cut at an angle instead of vertical. Pistol shows 
better than 85% of original blue with high edge wear. Straw on trigger, hammer and extractor show approx. 75%. 
A lanyard loop is present. (07-1774 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 450.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2106.    Commercial CZ Model 27 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 7.65. S# 598783. Overall condition is good. Bore is 
bright and shiny. Commercial post-war variant of the CZ 27 military pistol showing better than 90% original blue 
with better than 90% straw on the trigger, extractor and hammer. Grips show very good overall. (07-1773 / BK / 
BS) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 500.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2107.    CZ Model 22 Military/Police Issued Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 380. S# 32P949. Overall condition is good. 
Bore is bright. Shows approx. 75% original blue with some slight scattered pitting on the frame. Trigger straw 
shows good. Hammer and extractor a re thinning. Wooden grips show good overall with significant wear to the 
checkering. Lanyard loop is present. (07-1777 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 450. VIEW PHOTO 
 
2108.    Colt Brazilian Army Contract Government Model Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 45. S# 201211. Overall 
condition is fair to good as arsenal reworked. Bore is slightly frosty. This rare Brazilian Army contract pistol is one 
of 14,000 guns made for Brazil in 1937. It shows overall 85% of an arsenal refinish over light and moderate pitting. 
Black plastic grips show overall good with a couple of minor dings and some honest wear. (07-1782 / BK / BS) 
Curio. Est. $ 500 - 800.  VIEW PHOTO
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2109.    Colt Manufactured Argentine Army Modello 1927 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 45. S# 3591. Overall 
condition is good as refinished. Bore is slightly frosty. This Colt manufactured 1st contract pistol shows approx. 85-
90% of an arsenal refinish over scattered fine pitting confined mainly to the slide assembly. Brown plastic military 
Colt grips show good overall. (07-1781 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 450. VIEW PHOTO
 
2110.    Brazilian Manufacture Model 1911 A1 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 45. S# 677.  Overall condition is good. 
Bore is bright and shiny. Manufactured by Fabrica de Itajuba/Brazil which is their government arsenal. Matching 
except for the magazine and shows better than 90% original finish with some plumming on the grip straps and the 
Brazilian crest in the slide. Black plastic grips show fair with moderate on left and heavy wear on the right. (07-
1783 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 800 - 1200. VIEW PHOTO
 
2111.    Imbell Model 973 (1911 A1) Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# 24674. Overall condition is near excellent. 
Bore is bright and shiny. Shows better than 98% of the Imbell arsenal black finish with little signs of ever being 
used. Black plastic grips show near new with no wear to the grips screws of straps. No import marks are present. 
Includes a box, a spare magazine, a test target and a cleaning rod. (07-1786 / BK / BS) Modern. Est. $ 600 - 800. 
VIEW PHOTO 
 
2112.    Group of 3 Chinese Military Pistols.
            1.  Chinese Makarov Type 59 Semi-Auto Military Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# ZZ270766. Overall condition is 
very good. Bore is bright and shiny. Retains better than 98% original blue with the black plastic grips showing near 
excellent. (07-1787 / BK / BS). 
            2.  Chinese Makarov Type 59 Semi-Auto Military Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# ZZ270766. Overall condition is 
very good with original box with spare magazine, cleaning rod and instruction manual. Bore is bright and shiny. 
Retains better than 98% original blue with the black plastic grips showing near excellent. (07-1788 / BK / BS). 
            3.  Chinese Tokarev Model M20 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 7.63. S# 021858. Overall condition is fair to 
good. Bore is bright and shiny. Shows approx. 90% of the original finish with scattered light to moderate pitting on 
the right side of the slide and scattered light pitting on the grip straps. Grips show good overall and pistol is 
accompanied by 2 spare magazines. (07-1789 / BK / BS).. All Modern. Est. $ 350 - 500. For lot. VIEW PHOTO
 
2113.    Steyr Model 1911/1912 Chilean Contract Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# 2277B. Overall condition is 
good. Bore is bright and shiny. This import marked pistol was manufactured for the Chilean government in 1912 
shows better than 85% original blue with the straw fading on the safety hammer and trigger. (07-1790 / BK / BS) 
Curio. Est. $ 350 - 450.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2114.    Astra Model 1921 Chilean Navy Issue Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# 36762. Overall condition is 
good. Bore is bright. Pistol retains approx. 75-80% original blue turning slightly plum with wear to the high edges 
and has “Marina de Chili” roll died in the front portion of the slide above the Astra logo. Grips show good with light 
to moderate wear. (07-1791 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 450. VIEW PHOTO
 
2115.    Italian Bennelli Model B76 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# 2150.  Overall condition is as new. Bore is 
bright and shiny. Pistol shows no sign of ever being used. Retains better than 99% of it’s original finish with only 
handling marks present. Wooden grips show new. (07-1798 / BK / BS) Modern. Est. $ 400 - 500. VIEW PHOTO
 
2116.    Beretta Model 1951 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# D00957. Overall condition is near excellent. Bore 
is bright and shiny. This Model 951  Beretta is the predecessor to the 92 with the major difference being that it is 
single action only. This import marked pistol retains approx. 98%+ original finish with the grips showing near new. 
(07-1799 BK / BS) Modern. Est. $ 350 - 450. VIEW PHOTO
 
2117.    Beretta Model 1931 Navy Issue Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 32. S# 406150.  Overall condition is good. Bore 
is bright. Retains better than 90% of it’s bright blue commercial finish with a little scattered light corrosion present. 
Grips show good plus with the “RM” and anchor escutcheons. A spare magazine is present. (07-1800 / BK / BS) 
Curio. Est. $ 500 - 650.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2118.    Beretta Model 1935 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 7.65. S# 809829. Overall condition is good as manufactured. 
Bore is bright and shiny. Retains approx. 95% of the original blue with scattered spotting present. These pistols 
were built and used by the German Army during it’s occupation of Italy during WWII, thus accounting for the rough 
machining present. Black plastic grips show good overall. (07-1801 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 450. VIEW 
PHOTO
 
2119.    Beretta Model 1934 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 380. S# 793AA.  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright 
and shiny. Pistol shows better than 90% original blued finish with some slight thinning of the grip straps. Black 
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plastic grips show good overall. (07-1802 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 400 - 500. VIEW PHOTO
 
2120.    Beretta Model 1934 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 380. S# F78353. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright 
and shiny. RE (Army) marked pistol shows better than 90% original blued finish with some slight thinning of the 
grip straps. Black plastic grips show good overall. Comes with spare magazine. (07-1803 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 
350 - 450. VIEW PHOTO
 
2121.    Beretta Model 1935 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 7.65. S# 551100. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright 
and shiny. Pistol shows better than 90% original blued finish with some slight thinning of the grip straps. Black 
plastic grips show good overall. (07-1804 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 450.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2122.    Beretta Model 1923 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# 301352. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright 
and shows slight corrosion. Pistol shows better than 85% original blue with some slight corrosion present and 
some thinning on the grip straps. Metal grips show good overall. (07-1809 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 450.  
VIEW PHOTO
 
2123.    Beretta Model 1923 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# 310008. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright 
and shows slight corrosion. This Army (RE) marked pistol shows better than 85% original blue with some slight 
corrosion present and some thinning on the grip straps. Metal grips show good overall. (07-1808 / BK / BS) Curio. 
Est. $ 350 - 450.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2124.    Norwegian Model 1914 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 45. S# 20291.  Overall condition is good. Bore is slightly 
frosty. This 1929 pistol retains approx. 80-85% original finish with some slight corrosion on the front of the slide 
and some high edge wear and wear on the grip straps. All numbered metal components are matching but the grips 
are U.S. replacements. Accompanied by two spare magazines. (07-1813 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 600 - 750.  VIEW 
PHOTO
 
2125.    Norwegian Model 1914 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 45. S# 22396.   Overall condition is good plus. Bore is 
slightly frosty. This 1941 manufactured pistol shows better than 90% original finish and is accompanied by 2 spare 
magazines and has all numbered components matching. Original wooden grips shows good overall. (07-1811 / 
BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 900 - 1200. VIEW PHOTO
 
2126.    CE44 German Bolt Action Rifle. Cal. 8mm. S# 7217G. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and 
shiny showing a little wear. This matching rifle shows better than 95% original blue turning plum on the barrel and 
bands. Trigger guard and floorplate show around 85% with light scattered corrosion. Buttstock and hand guard 
show very good with light scattered scuff marks present. Non-matching bayonet shows very good. Sling shows 
age with no tears or rips present. Buttplate shows good with scattered corrosion. (07-1129 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 
750 - 900. VIEW PHOTO
 
2127.    AR/42 German Bolt Action Rifle. Cal. 8mm. S# 6885.  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and 
shiny. Barreled receiver on this nearly (band spring) all matching rifle shows approx. 85-90% of the original blued 
finish turning plum. Barrel bands show approx. 75% turning plum with the replaced band spring showing much 
more finish than the rest of the rifle. Hand guard shows good with a couple of moderate dents present. The 
buttstock shows good with mostly light sucking and one small gouge between the barrel bands. Early style 
buttplate shows scattered fine pitting. Non-matching bayonet shows fair turning plum. Original sling shows dry and 
cracking with substantial wear. (07-1131 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 550 - 750. VIEW PHOTO
 
2128.    AX41 German Bolt Action Rifle. Cal. 8mm. S# 8856C.  Overall condition is good. Bore is somewhat 
bright but well worn. Barrel and receiver show approx. 75-80% of the original blue with some wear on the front 
bridge of the receiver and the barrel turning plum. Barrel bands have been replaced and renumbered to this gun 
and show better than 98% of the original finish. Trigger guard and floorplate assembly show approx. 65% with 
matching numbers. Buttstock and hand guard are original to the gun and show dry having no oil left. Bayonet 
shows good with light scattered spotting throughout. Original sling shows exceptional. Matching buttplate shows 
even gray patina with light scattered spotting. (07-1134 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 450 - 650. VIEW PHOTO
 
2129.    AX41 German Bolt Action Rifle. Cal. 8mm. S# 6439D.  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright showing 
moderate wear. Rifle shows approx. 80% of the original blue turning plum toward the end of the barrel and with a 
patch of minor nicking between the two barrel bands. Barrel bands show approx. 85% of the original blue with the 
trigger guard and floorplate showing approx. 50%. Buttstock and hand guard on this all matching rifle show good 
with mostly light handling marks and a couple moderate nicks below the rear sight. All stock markings are present, 
although faint. Stock shows dry. Sling is mostly good with a couple of occasional cracks. Bayonet shows good 
overall. (07-1135 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 750 - 1000. VIEW PHOTO
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2130.    42/1940 German Bolt Action Rifle. Cal. 8mm. S# 2671C.  Overall condition is good. Bore is slightly 
frosty. All matching numbers throughout with the exception of the bayonet. Barrel and receiver assembly show 
approx. 75% of the original finish with some thinning and spotting up toward the muzzle. Barrel bands, trigger 
guard and floorplate show approx. 60-65% original finish. Non-matching bayonet shows very good. Buttstock and 
hand guards show good with only light scattered scuffing throughout and well worn, barely visible inspectors 
marks. (07-1137 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 600 - 800. VIEW PHOTO
 
2131.    42/1938 German Bolt Action Rifle. Cal. 8mm. S# 8380U.  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and 
shows moderate wear. This rifle is a fine example of a 1938 dated Mauser 98K that is matching with the exception 
of the period cleaning rod with the wrong number, and the bayonet. Barrel and receiver retain 85-90% of it’s 
original blue with the barrel bands, trigger guard and floorplate showing approx. 75-80%. Hardwood buttstock and 
hand guard show fair with quite a bit of light and moderate scuffing throughout and very clear Waffenamt 
inspection marks. Bayonet shows good. Sling is present. Numbered buttplate shows patina with some surface 
corrosion. (07-1140 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 500 - 700. VIEW PHOTO
 
2132.    S/243/1936 Mauser 98 German Bolt Action Rifle. Cal. 8mm with 22 Conversion Kit Installed.  S# 
9205B.  Overall condition is very good. Bore is bright. This exceptional 1936 rifle shows better than 90% of it’s 
original finish with some slight patina between the barrel bands and one minor spot of corrosion behind the front 
sight. It has a 1937 dated Erma 22 caliber conversion kit installed init, consisting of a floorplate with removable 
magazine assembly and a breech mechanics with a 22 caliber bolt and barrel sleeve. Other than that and the 
cleaning rod, this is a numbers matching rifle. Matching buttstock and hand guard show good with mostly light and 
some moderate scuffing and all inspectors marks and serial numbers present. Buttstock has heavy patina with the 
serial number being barely legible. Sling is overall dry and cracking but has no rips or tears. Bayonet shows good 
plus. (07-1142 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 800 - 1200. VIEW PHOTO
 
2133.    S/42G German Bolt Action Rifle. Cal. 8mm. S# 8554D.  Overall condition is very good. Bore is bright 
and shiny. Metal of rifle shows overall very good condition and is matching except the cleaning rod is a K code 
instead of a G, band spring is numbered but incorrectly, and the bayonet. Metal retains better than 95% original 
blue with just a few specks of light corrosion between the barrel bands and some high edge wear. Numbered 
floorplate screws show a nitride blue as does the takedown lever. Hand guard shows very good with a couple o 
flight nicks. Buttstock shows good but has 4 significant gouges on the left side above the trigger guard. Non-
matching bayonet shows good plus. Sling shows very good with a little light scuffing. This rifle also includes a 
muzzle cap. (07-1144 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 600 - 900. VIEW PHOTO
 
2134.    Mauser Banner 1934 (Standard Model Carbine) German Bolt Action Rifle. Cal. 8mm. S# 89684. 
 Overall condition is very good. Bore is bright and shows moderate wear. 24” barrel and receive retain better than 
95% of the deep rich commercial blue that Germany experienced pre-Nazi. Barrel bands show approx. 85% 
original blue turning plum. Cleaning rod with no finish is a possible replacement. Trigger guard and floorplate 
shows approx. 80% original finish with some light corrosion. Buttstock and hand guard show near excellent.  Very 
sharp finger grooves and a couple of slight nicks on the left side of the receiver. The sling shows near new for its 
age. Buttplate is bright with a brown patina coating over it. Bayonet is overall fair as reworked. (07-1146 / BK / BS) 
Curio. Est. $ 900 - 1400. VIEW PHOTO
 
2135.    Mauser Banner 1934 (Standard Model Carbine) German Bolt Action Rifle. Cal. 8mm. S# 94777. 
 Overall condition is good. Bore is bright showing moderate wear. This rifle gives a very good appearance but is 
non-matching. Receiver shows approx. 90% of the original commercial blue finish with the 24” barrel showing 
approx. 90% turned plum. Trigger guard and floorplate show approx. 85% original finish. The wood and the barrel 
bands are off a later gun showing a different serial number and waffenamt inspector marks. Bayonet shows bright 
having been reworked and sling is in overall good condition. (07-1148 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 550. 
VIEW PHOTO
 
2136.    1933 Mauser Banner (Standard Model) Carbine German Bolt Action Rifle. Cal. 8mm. S# 
509667. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny showing moderate wear. Rifle retains nearly 95% of it’s 
deep, lustrous commercial finish that was prior to Nazi Germany and is entirely matching except for the bayonet. 
24” barrel and receiver retains better than 95% of the original finish with a nitride blue takedown and the bolt 
showing barely any wear. Barrel bands retain better than 95% original bright blue as do the trigger guard and 
floorplate assembly. Buttstock has been duffle cut under the middle band but shows a good repair and shows 
overall good with “D.R.P.509667” embossed in a double circle on  the left side, and shows good with only light 
dinging throughout, more prominent toward the rear. Upper hand guard is good with a couple of scuffs. Rear sight 
base is a possible replacement being that it has a gray patina (never been blued). Bayonet shows bright with a 
couple spots of corrosion. Sling shows very good overall. Overall, an excellent example of a pre-Nazi Germany 98. 
(07-1150 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 900 - 1200.  VIEW PHOTO
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2137.    Mauser Banner 1933 (Transitional) German Bolt Action Rifle. Cal. 8mm. S# 6345G. Overall condition 
is very good. Bore is bright and shiny. This rifle is an updated version of a 1933 standard model carbine being that 
it has a transition stock with a single band spring and a numbered cleaning rod, neither of which match this gun. 
24” barrel and receiver retain better than 95% of the original bright commercial type blue with the takedown lever 
being nitride blue. A muzzle cap/sight protector is present. Barrel bands show approx. 85% original blue with the 
trigger guard and floorplate showing about the same. Buttplate is bright with a little scattered patina present. 
Buttstock and hand guard show near excellent with only light handling marks present. Non-matching bayonet 
shows very good with the scabbard showing good. (07-1152 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 600 - 900. VIEW PHOTO
 
2138.    S42 1937 Mauser 98K Bolt Action Rifle. Cal. 8mm. S# 7772D. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright 
and shiny. Rifle is matching except the cleaning rod (repro) and bayonet. Receiver, barrel assembly, and bands 
show approx. 85% original blue with the trigger guard showing approx. 50% and the floorplate being refinished to 
approx. 85%. Buttstock and hand guard show good with light bruising throughout and some moderate toward the 
rear of the buttstock. All waffenamt proofs are intact. Bayonet shows good. (07-1157 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 550 - 
750. VIEW PHOTO
 
2139.    BCD4 Mauser 98K Bolt Action Rifle. Cal. 8mm. S# 5504.  Overall condition is good with the exception 
as follows:  buttstock and trigger guard have been replaced and the cleaning rod is a repro. Bore is bright and 
shiny. Rifle is equipped with a prismatic sighting device (training aid) with leather case that clips on to the receiver 
behind the rear sight so that a shooting coach may see the sight picture as the shooter is sighting in the target. 
Barrel and receiver retain approx. 80% original blue turning plum toward the muzzle. Barrel bands, trigger guard 
and floorplate show approx. 75-80% original finish. Buttstock and hand guard show good with a minimum of 
scuffing and clearly visible waffenamt inspection marks. Sling appears to be post-war. Bayonet shows fair with a 
patina coating over it. (07-1158 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 450 - 700. VIEW PHOTO
 
2140.    BCD42 Mauser 98K Bolt Action Rifle. Cal. 8mm. S# 9563G.  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright 
showing modest wear. Rifle is nearly all matching except the bayonet and barrel band spring (too early for gun). 
Receiver and matching bolt retain approx. 90% original blue with some high edge wear. Barrel shows approx. 80% 
blue mixed with plum and thinning,  barrel bands show approx. 80% blue with a mix pf plum and corrosion. Trigger 
guard and floorplate show approx. 90% blue turned plum with some edge wear on the trigger guard itself. 
Buttstock and hand guard have been chemically cleaned and there is some damage where the nose cap is pinned 
back on the stock under the front barrel band. But overall, the wood shows good with light scuffing but no visible 
inspector marks. Bayonet and sling show good. (07-1159 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 500 - 700. VIEW PHOTO
 
2141.    FN Model 1949 Military Issue Semi-Auto Repeating Service Rifle, Egyptian Army Issue. Cal. 8mm. 
S# 14322. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. Mechanics are excellent. Shows better than 90% of 
the black parkerized finish on the barrel and receiver with black enamel showing better than 90% on the trigger 
guard and magazine assembly. Has a web sling in very good condition and a bayonet showing nearly new. Stock 
and hand guards show very good with no significant marring or bruising. (07-1257 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 400 - 
700. VIEW PHOTO 
 
2142.    FKF (Breda) M1 Garand Semi-Auto Military Rifle with Matching Bayonet and Sling. Cal. 30. S# 
PB375.  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. Receiver and barrel retain approx. 90% of a brownish 
gray parkerizing, as does the operating knob with the bolt showing about 60% shiny in high spots. Barrel and gas 
cylinder assembly show better than 90% original finish. Bayonet shows approx. 50%. Trigger housing assembly 
shows better than 90% dark parkerizing. Hand guards are fair with the front one having an approx. 2” crack 
running near the top from the rear. Rear hand guard shows some light to moderate bruising. Numbered buttstock 
shows a moderate amount of light to moderate dinging throughout but no so much as to detract from the presence 
of this rifle. There is a takedown tool as well as an oiler and grease in the buttstock. (07-1261 / BK / BS) Curio. 
Est. $ 700 - 1200.    VIEW PHOTO
 
2143.    Israeli Rework of a 98K Bolt Action Rifle with Bayonet and Sling. Cal. 7.62. S# 6964. Overall 
condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. This Israeli rebuilt 98K is in 7.62 x 51 caliber, shows good overall with 
all Nazi markings being removed and replaced by the pre-Israel ones. Receiver and barrel assembly retain better 
than 95% of dark green parkerizing with light to moderate scratching between the front barrel band and front sight. 
Trigger guard and floorplate assembly also retain better than 90% of the parkerizing with some light scratching. 
Upper hand guard assembly shows good plus with no significant bruising or gouging as does the stock. Receiver 
ring has “7.62” stamped on it with white paint and the bottom of the buttstock also has “7.62” burned into it. 
Original sling shows very good. Bayonet is in good condition as reworked. (07-1264 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 600 - 
900.  VIEW PHOTO 
 
2144.    Israeli Rework of a FN Manufactured Model 98K Bolt Action Rifle with Bayonet and Sling. Cal. 7.62. 
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S# 558240.  This is a slightly later variation with Hebrew writing on the receiver. Overall condition is good. Bore is 
bright and shiny. This Israeli rebuilt 98K is in 7.62 x 51 caliber, shows good overall with all Nazi markings being 
removed and replaced by the pre-Israel ones. Receiver and barrel assembly retain better than 95% of dark green 
parkerizing. Trigger guard and floorplate assembly also retain better than 95% of the parkerizing with some very 
light scuffing. Upper hand guard assembly shows good plus with no significant bruising or gouging as does the 
stock. Receiver ring has “7.62” stamped on it with white paint and the bottom of the buttstock also has “7.62” 
burned into it. Original sling shows good. Bayonet is in good condition as reworked. (07-1266 / BK / BS) Curio. 
Est. $ 600 - 800. VIEW PHOTO
 
2145.    BRNO 98K Bolt Action Rifle. Cal. 8mm. S# 1478J. Overall condition is good as reworked. Bore is bright 
and shiny showing very little wear at all. Receiver has had finish removed. Barrel assembly retains better than 
95% arsenal blue. Barrel bands show some 95% arsenal finish as do the trigger guard and floorplate assembly. 
Laminated stock shows very good with no significant denting. Sling is post war or possible repro. Bayonet is good 
as reworked. (07-1268 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 400 - 500.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2146.    Pair of Danish Madsen (Columbia) MG/A Bolt Action Rifles. Cal. 30.  
            1.  S# 1122-58. Overall condition is near excellent. Bore is bright and shiny. The Danish Madsen is the last 
known bolt action military rifle. All other countries at this time were manufacturing semi or full auto. It is a highly 
accurate rifle designed for low recoil and is a pleasure to shoot. Enamel finish shows almost no wear at all with no 
scratches, mars, or wear marks present. Parkerized bolt shows just a little wear from being actuated. Barrel and 
band assemblies show only minor rub marks. Bayonet shows near new. Wood is overall almost excellent with no 
dings, mars, or scuffs. (was 07-1260/07-1260-1)
            2.  S# 5885-58. Overall condition is near excellent. Bore is bright and shiny. Enamel finish shows almost 
no wear at all with no scratches, mars, or wear marks present. Parkerized bolt shows just a little wear from being 
actuated. Barrel and band assemblies show only minor rub marks. Bayonet shows near new. Wood is overall 
almost excellent with no dings, mars, or scuffs. (was 07-1260/07-1260-2 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 400 - 800 for 
pair.   VIEW PHOTO
 
2147.    U.S. Springfield Model 1903 Military Issue Bolt Action repeating Service Rifle, Hoffer Thompson 
conversion to .22 Gallery Rifle with Bayonet and Sling. Cal. 22. S# 586831.  Overall condition is good plus. 
Bore is bright but shows significant use. Receiver is very good turning plum and has a small area of pitting at the 
bottom of the front receiver ring at the wood line. The caliber 22 is stamped in the rear receiver bridge as it should 
be. 1915 dated barrel shows better than 95% blue turning plum, as do front and middle barrel bands. Trigger 
guard and floorplate assembly show approx. 80-85% with the more significant wear being on the floorplate itself. 
High hump upper hand guard is very good with just a couple of minor bruises throughout. Single bolt JSA 
inspected buttstock is also very good with nice sharp finger grooves and very minor scarring throughout and just 
one moderate dent on the rear comb. Checkered buttplate shows nearly all finish with a nickel oiler in the trap. 
Sling appears original to the gun and has a white protective coating or lubricant on it. Blued 1908 dated bayonet 
shows very good with some flaking and wear at the front while the cloth covered scabbard shows very good. 
Overall a really nice unmolested Hoffer-Thompson. (07-1270 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 2500 - 4000.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2148.    U.S. Springfield Model 1903 Military Issue Bolt Action repeating Service Rifle, Hoffer Thompson 
conversion to .22 Gallery Rifle with Bayonet and Sling. Cal. 22. S# 586826. Overall condition is good plus. 
Bore is bright and shiny showing little use. Receiver is very good turning plum and has a small area of pitting at 
the bottom of the front receiver ring at the wood line. The caliber 22 is stamped in the rear receiver bridge as it 
should be. 1915 dated barrel shows better than 95% blue turning plum, as do front and middle barrel bands. 
Trigger guard and floorplate assembly show approx. 80-85% with the more significant wear being on the floorplate 
itself. High hump upper hand guard is very good with just a couple of minor bruises throughout. Single bolt JSA 
inspected buttstock with 22 stamped in the front is also very good with nice sharp finger grooves and very minor 
scarring throughout. Checkered buttplate shows nearly all finish with a nickel oiler in the trap. 1918 GWS sling 
appears original to the gun and is a little dry. Bright 1912 dated bayonet shows very good. The cloth covered 
scabbard shows very good. Overall a really nice unmolested Hoffer-Thompson. (07-1271 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 
2500 - 4000.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2149.    FKF (Beretta) M1 Garand Semi Auto Rifle with Bayonet and Sling. Cal. 30. S# PB558. Overall 
condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. Receiver shows approx. 90% of the original gray green parkerizing with 
high edge wear. Barrel also shows approx. 90% gray green parkerizing. Gas cylinder assembly shows better than 
95% parkerizing as does the trigger housing. Hand guards are very good with minor bruising more prominent on 
the front. Stock also very good with minor bruising throughout. A takedown tool and grease are provided in the 
buttstock. The correct bayonet is in very good condition as is the scabbard. Sling is original. (07-1274 / BK / BS) 
Curio. Est. $ 800 - 1200.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2150.    FN Model 49 (Egyptian Contract) Semi-Auto Rifle with Bayonet. Cal. 8mm. S# 33936.  Overall 
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condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. Shows better than 95% of original finish on the receiver and bolt 
assembly and approx. 90% on the (import marked) barrel with the wear coming from installation of the bayonet. 
Upper hand guard is good with some light dinging throughout. Buttstock shows good with some minor scuffing 
throughout and a couple of nicks at the finger grooves. Brass buttplate shows bright with nice blued screws. 
Bayonet in near new condition with slight scuffing from having the scabbard removed. (07-1275 / BK / BS) Curio. 
Est. $ 400 - 600. VIEW PHOTO
 
2151.    FN Model 49 (Egyptian Contract) Semi-Auto Rifle with Bayonet. Cal. 8mm. S# 34644.Overall 
condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. Shows better than 95% of original finish on the receiver and bolt 
assembly and approx. 90% on the barrel with the wear coming from installation of the bayonet. Upper hand guard 
is good with some light dinging. Buttstock shows good with some minor scuffing throughout. Brass buttplate shows 
bright with nice blued screws. Bayonet in near new condition with slight scuffing from having the scabbard 
removed. (07-1276 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 400 - 700.  VIEW PHOTO 
 
2152.    Italian Beretta Manufactured .22 Cal. Semi-Auto Training  Rifle for Egypt (similar to Hakim or 
Ljungmann Semi Auto Rifle) with Bayonet. Cal. 22. S# 876. Bore is bright and shiny. This is a seldom seen 
Egyptian 22 Trainer in overall good condition showing 75-80% blue on the receiver and rear of barrel with approx. 
70% on the front half of barrel showing some minor nicks and dings presumably from rack storage. It is equipped 
with a British style web sling and has a 10 round 22 box magazine tucked neatly behind what would be the 
artificial magazine that the Hakim or Rasheed would have. Wood shows good with numerous light to moderate 
nicks and dings throughout and Cyrillic writing on the rear of the stock. A nice little training rifle. (07-1282 / BK / 
BS) Curio. Est. $ 400 - 600.  VIEW PHOTO 
 
2153.    Czechoslovakian Model VZ-24 Mauser Bolt Action Military Issue Repeating Service Rifle - Persian 
Contract. Cal. 8mm. S# 27333 (in Farsi).  Overall condition is very good. Bore is bright and shiny. Retains better 
than 98% of the original blue on the metal with the screws being straw colored. Bayonet is bright and shows near 
excellent as does the blued scabbard. Wood shows good with numerous light dings and scuffs with one moderate 
dent just below the finger grooves, measuring approx. 1” long x 1/4” wide. Stock also has a moderate coat of 
varnish. Has Farsi writing on the right side. (07-1286/ BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 400 - 600.  VIEW PHOTO 
 
2154.    Honduran Model Circa 1934 Military Issue Bolt Action Repeating Service Rifle, Made from 
Remington Model 1934 Sporting Rifle. Cal. 7mm. S# 4422.Overall condition is fair to good. Bore is bright and 
shiny. Shows better than 90% of an arsenal refinish, with some finish being over light to moderate pitting. 
Buttstock and hand guards show only light scuffing with the varnish deteriorating. (07-1289/ BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 
350 - 550.  VIEW PHOTO 
 
2155.    Yugoslavian Model 1924 Mauser Military Issue Bolt Action Repeating Service Rifle by F.N. Herstal, 
Belgium. Cal. 8mm. S# A12528. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. Receiver retains better than 
85% original blue with prominent wear being on the takedown lever. Barrel also shows nearly 90% thinning blue 
with one or two small dings in the top, presumably from being in a rack. Bayonet shows 90% blue having been 
sharpened. Trigger guard and floorplate show around 80% with some scratching present. Buttstock and hand 
guards show light to moderate dinging with no cracks or significant gouging.  (07-1290/ BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 350 
- 500. VIEW PHOTO 
 
2156.    Yugoslavian Mauser Model 48 Bolt Action Military Issue Service Rifle (copy of German Kar 98) 
Post-WWII issue with Bayonet and Sling. Cal. 8mm. S#  V271.Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and 
shiny. Receiver and bolt assembly show better than 98% of the blued finish with the barrel and front bands 
showing approx. the same. The trigger guard and floorplate assembly show approx. 90% with some scratches on 
the trigger guard itself. Buttplate is bright with some oxidation present. Matching wood is in very good condition 
showing just a little light scuffing. Bayonet shows better than 98% of it’s finish with a couple slight nicks in the 
blade. (07-1291 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 400 - 600.  VIEW PHOTO 
 
2157.    Lot of Two Bolt Action Rifles.  
            1.  Czechoslovakian Model VZ-24 Mauser Bolt Action Military Issue Repeating Service Rifle. Cal. 
8mm.          
S# PU2257.  Overall condition is fair to good. Bore is bright and shiny. Receiver shows better than 90% original 
blue finish. Barrel, however, shows cleaned corrosion, which also removed the finish on the front exposed portion. 
Barrel bands show better than 95% original blue as do the trigger guard and floorplate with just a little surface 
corrosion starting on the floorplate. Bayonet retains better than 98% of a phosphate finish. Buttstock and 
handguards show very good with light scuffing and one moderate ding on the rear comb. Buttplate shows bright 
turned patina. Sling is dry but intact. (07-1292 / BK / BS) Curio. 
            2.  Dominican Republic Mauser Model of 1961 Variation of German Gewehr 98 or 98a Bolt Action 
Rifle with Bayonet and Sling. Cal. 7mm. S# 1308. Overall condition is good plus. Bore is bright with moderate 
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wear. Metal retains better than 90% of an arsenal blue finish. Wood shows good condition with light scuffing to the 
upper hand guard and light to moderate to the buttstock with the moderate being toward the rear. Bayonet is good 
having been significantly cleaned, while the leather sling shows it’s age and it very dry. (07-1293 / BK / BS) Curio. 
Est. $ 250 - 500 for pair.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2158.    Yugoslavian Mauser Model 24 Bolt Action Military Repeating Rifle. Cal. 7.92mm. S#  77049.  Overall 
condition is good. Bore is good. Receiver and bolt assemblies retain better than 90% of blue with some action 
scuffing on the bolt and takedown lever. The barrel retains better than 95% blue with the most loss being from the 
installation of the bayonet. Barrel bands retain approx. 85% as do the matching trigger guard and floorplate 
assembly. All exposed numbers appear to match except the bayonet. Upper hand guard and buttstock assembly 
show fair to good with some light to moderate dinging and scuffing throughout. Sling is very good being soft and 
pliable. Bayonet shows bright and is overall fair to good with scattered corrosion and dents on the handles. (07-
1295/ BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 400 - 600.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2159.    Italian Model 91/24 Mannlicher-Carcano Bolt Action Experimental Take-Down Military Issue 
Repeating Service Carbine (paratrooper use). Cal. 6.5. S# 2.  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and 
shiny. Manufactured by Terni. Retains 90% of the blue on the receiver with primary wear being on the front ring. 
Bolt shows better than 85% finish turned plum. Barrel shows approx. 70-75% finish with light scattered nicks that 
increase toward the muzzle. Metal on takedown mechanism shows better than 80% of blue with screw heads 
being buggered. Front hand guard and buttstock assembly show good with only light scuffing present and a very 
legible “TERNI” pressed in the left rear. Sling is very good. (was 07-1301/07-1301-1/ BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 550 - 
750.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2160.    Italian Model 24 Mannlicher-Carcano Bolt Action Military Issue Repeating Service Bolt Action 
Carbine fitted with an approximate 40mm Grenade Launcher. Cal. 6.5. S# A9794.  Overall condition is fair to 
good. Bore is frosted with strong rifling. Grenade launcher uses the carbine trigger to fire. Receiver shows better 
than 90% finish with the bolt being patinaed with moderate to heavy scattered corrosion. Grenade launcher 
(missing bolt) shows approx. 60% finish with light to moderate corrosion and has the serial number 9794 on all 
sections. Rifle barrel shows approx. 80% finish turning plum as does the cleaning rod. Front barrel band shows 
approx. 80% finish with light scattered pitting. Bayonet shows very good, retaining most of it’s finish. Trigger guard 
assembly shows approx. 75-80% finish with light scratching. Buttstock and hand guard are good with only light 
scuffing present. Sling is very good. (was 07-1301/07-1301-2 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 500 - 800.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2161.    Uruguayan Model 1937 Mauser Bolt Action Military Issue Repeating Service Rifle—Uruguayan 
Army Issue of Czechoslovakian Model VZ-24 Rifle with Bayonet. Cal. 7 x 57mm. S# 9373756. Overall 
condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. Receiver shows better than 90% original finish with bolt being bright 
and just starting to patina a little. Barrel assembly shows approx. 85% blue turning plum toward the front with the 
majority of wear being on the front sight guard. Barrel bands show better than 85% blue with light scuffing and 
minor scratching. Trigger guard and floorplate show very good with light scratches on the floorplate itself.  
Buttstock and hand guards show good with numerous light and moderate dings more prominent toward the front. 
Bayonet shows very good plus with a phosphate finish. (07-1311 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 450. VIEW PHOTO 
 
2162.    Austrian/Hungarian Model 1895 Steyr-Mannlicher Straight Pull Bolt Action Military Issue repeating 
Service Carbine with Bayonet. Cal. 8 x 50mm. S# 5993T.  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright, slightly dark 
in the grooves. Receiver retains better than 80% blue turning plum in some spots. Barrel shows better than 90% 
blue with some thinning around the muzzle from the bayonet being installed. Bayonet is good but not numbered to 
this gun. Trigger guard and floorplate assembly show better than 95% finish. Barrel bands show about 20% finish. 
Stock and hand guard are very good with sharp grooves and a minimum of scuffing. Leather sling shows near 
new. (07-1312 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 450.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2163.    CZ Model 52/57 Semi-Auto Rifle with Sling and Integral Bayonet. Cal. 7.62 x 39mm. S# GR30494.  
Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. Metal shows better than 90% of it’s original finish with the front 
and rear covers being black enamel. This rifle varies slightly from the previous one being that it has a scope rail 
that is an integral part of the receiver. Folding bayonet is a dark phosphate finish and shows little to no use. 
Buttstock and hand guards are numbered to the gun and very good with only a couple slight scuffs. Sling is very 
good. (07-1322 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 500 - 900. VIEW PHOTO
 
2164.    CZ Model 52/57 Semi-Auto Rifle with Sling and Integral Bayonet. Cal. 7.62 x 39mm. S# JO38664.  
Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. Metal shows better than 90% of it’s original finish with the front 
and rear covers being black enamel. Folding bayonet is a dark phosphate finish and shows little to no use. 
Buttstock and hand guards are numbered to the gun and very good with only a couple slight scuffs and one 
moderate chip directly above the magazine. Sling is very good. (07-1321 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 400 - 500.  VIEW 
PHOTO
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2165.    CZ Model 52/57 Semi-Auto Rifle with Sling and Integral Bayonet. Cal. 7.62 x 39mm. S# GR34694.  
Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. Metal shows better than 90% of it’s original finish with the front 
and rear covers being gray enamel. Folding bayonet is a dark phosphate finish and shows little to no use. 
Buttstock and hand guards are numbered to the gun and very good with only a couple slight scuffs. Sling is very 
good. (07-1323 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 400 - 500. VIEW PHOTO
 
2166.    Belgian Model 24/30 Military Issue Bolt Action Repeating Service Carbine, Export Model. Cal. 
7.62mm. S# 1394.  Overall condition is very good. Bore is bright and shiny. Receiver shows better than 98% blue. 
Bolt shows bright with a little patina on cocking handle. Import marked barrel also shows better than 98% of blue, 
as does the middle barrel band. Front band shows approx. 90% with a couple significant scratches. Bayonet 
shows excellent having nearly all finish and never being sharpened. Trigger guard and floorplate assembly show 
better than 90% blue with just a little spotting. Upper hand guard shows fair with a couple of significant dents in it 
while the buttstock shows significantly better with only a few light scuffs. Muzzle cap included. Sling is dry but 
serviceable. (07-1327 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 400 - 600. VIEW PHOTO
 
2167.    CZ Model 52 Semi-Auto Rifle with Sling and Integral Bayonet. Cal. 7.62 x 45mm. S# S10912.  Overall 
condition is fair to good. Bore is somewhat bright but shows moderate wear. Receiver shows mostly brown patina 
with some scratching in the phosphate finish on the covers. Barrel also shows blue turned to brown patina. Dark 
phosphate bayonet is very good. Stock shows some light to moderate scarring throughout with one significant 
gouge under the bayonet. Sling is in very good condition. (07-1325 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 300 - 400.  VIEW 
PHOTO
 
2168.    Czechoslovakian Manufactured Iranian (Persian) Mauser Model 1930 Bolt Action Military Issue 
Service Carbine. Cal. 8mm. S# 14103 in Arabic.  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny showing 
very little use. Receiver retains better than 95% blue with the bolt showing bright. Barrel and barrel bands show 
better than 90% blue with a bit of scraping on the bottom of the front band. Bayonet shows bright and very good 
having never been sharpened. Scabbard also very good. Trigger guard and floorplate assembly show better than 
98% of their blue. Hand guard and buttstock show very good with little to no scuffing present and very sharp finger 
grooves. (07-1320 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 500 - 700. VIEW PHOTO
 
2169.    Belgian Mauser Model 1935 Military Issue Bolt Action Repeating Service Rifle with Bayonet and 
Sling. Cal. 7.65mm. S# 77457.  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. Rifle has been painted over 
original finish with black paint so it is hard to tell what original finish looked like. Where paint is gone, it appears to 
be approx. 80% coverage of thinning blue. Wood is good showing moderate scuffing and scraping and appears to 
have been cleaned. Crest is still visible on the right hand side. (07-1328 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 400 - 500. VIEW 
PHOTO
 
2170.    Columbian Mauser Model 1912 Military Issue Bolt Action Repeating Service Short Rifle by Steyr 
Werke, Austria with Bayonet and Sling. Cal. 30-06. S# A8862.  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and 
shiny with moderate wear.  Shows 85% blue on receiver turning plum with light surface speckling. Matching bolt is 
bright with the cocking handle and cocking piece turning patina. Barrel and front band show approx. 80% blue 
turning plum while middle band shows approx. 50%. Bayonet (not numbered to gun) shows good having never 
been sharpened and with some light spotting throughout. Buttstock and hand guard show good with only minor 
abrasions and no significant scarring. Matching trigger guard and floorplate assembly show approx. 75% blue with 
a patina mixing in. Sling is soft and pliable and in good condition. Buttplate shows even patina. (07-1332 / BK / BS) 
Curio. Est. $ 400 - 600. VIEW PHOTO
 
2171.    Columbian Mauser Model 1912 Bolt Action Military Issue Repeating Service Carbine by Austrian 
Arms Co. Cal. 7MM Mauser. S# A1107Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny showing light to 
moderate wear, with the barrel and receiver retaining better than 95% of the blue. The barrel bands and trigger 
guard assembly better than 90% of the blue. The hand guard and buttstock assembly show only light bruising with 
a nice crest on the buttstock. The bayonet is in very good condition. (07-1331/ BK / BS) Curio. Est. 350 - 500. 
 VIEW PHOTO 
 
2172.    CZ Model VZ- 24  Mauser Bolt Action Military Issue Repeating Service Rifle. Cal. 8 MM Mauser. S. # 
7880 04.   Overall condition is fair. Bore is bright and shiny. Shows light pitting on the bolt and a spotty finish on 
the barrel assembly. Remainder of metal on rifle retains better than 85% of original blue. The wood shows good 
with only minor scuffing throughout and is numbered to the gun. Bayonet shows near excellent as refinished. (07-
1335 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 400 - 600.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2173.    Danish Schultz & Larsen Military & Police Bolt Action Repeating Service Short Rifle. Cal. 8 X 58MM 
Danish. S# 816.  Overall condition is good plus. Bore is bright & shiny. Receiver and barrel assembly show better 
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than 98% of the original blue with the bolt showing bright. Barrel bands and trigger guard assembly show better 
than 95% of the blue with the buttplate showing around 80%. The wood is in good condition with several minor 
dings throughout. Nothing that detracts from this rifle. (07-1337 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 600 - 800. VIEW PHOTO
 
2174.    CZ Model VZ-24 Mauser Bolt Action Military / Police (Export ) Issue Repeating Service Rifle. Cal. 
8MM Mauser. 
S# H 2999.  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright & shiny but shows moderate wear. Barrel and receiver show 
better than 90% of the original blue with prominent wear being on the high edges and bolt release. The matching 
bolt shows approx. 75% blue with patina on the cocking handle. Numbered barrel bands and trigger guard 
assembly show better than 80% of their original blue. Matching stock and hand guard are in good plus condition 
showing a few light scuffs. Non-matching bayonet shows good plus with the scabbard showing fair. Sling is soft 
and pliable with no rips or tears. Has the name “Mosca” scratched into it. Overall a very nice VZ-24.  (07 –1336 / 
BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 400 - 600. VIEW PHOTO
 
2175.    Dominican Republic Mauser Model of 1958 Rifle. Cal. 30 - 06. S# 1246.Overall condition is good plus. 
Bore is bright & shiny with some wear. Metal shows better than 95% of its blue with some slight rub marks 
between the front barrel band and front sight. Wood shows very good with sharp finger grooves and just a couple 
of light scattered rub marks. Sling is slightly dry but still soft and pliable. (07-1338 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 400 - 
600.  VIEW PHOTO 
 
2176.    CZ. Model VZ-24 Military Issue Bolt Action Repeating Service Rifle. Chinese Contract 1937. Cal. 
8MM Mauser. S# P 59145. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright & shiny. The receiver shows approx. 70% of 
its finish turned plum and having been cleaned where the manufacturer’s logo is. Matching bolt shows patina while 
the barrel and the bands show approx 75% of a plum blue finish. Trigger guard and floor plate assembly approx 
70% with the prominent wear being on the floor plate. Bayonet shows good as reworked. Sling is slightly dry with 
some cracking. (07-1339 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 500. VIEW PHOTO 
 
2177.    Steyr Spanish Mauser Model 1912 Rifle. Cal. 7MM. S. # 2347. Overall condition is very good. Bore is 
bright and shiny. Receiver and bolt assembly show bright with the exception of nitride blue take down lever which 
shows better than 95%. All other metal on gun show better than 98% original blue. Bayonet shows near new 
though not matching. Stock and hand guard show only a couple of very light scuffs with an nice crest embossed 
on the left side. Sling is slightly dry but shows near excellent overall. (07-1342 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 400 - 600.  
VIEW PHOTO 
  
2178.    Chilean Mauser Model 1895 Navy Issue Bolt Action Repeating Service Rifle. Cal. 7MM Mauser. S. # 
354. Overall condition is good. Bore is “very slightly” frosted. The receiver and barrel assembly show better than 
95% blue with a few minor nicks up around the muzzle of the barrel. Non-matching bayonet shows near new. 
Matching barrel bands and trigger guard assembly show better than 80% of their blue with just edge wear from the 
sling present. Numbered wood shows good with a few light scattered moderate dings in it. Sling is in very good 
condition though slightly dry. (07-1343 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 500 - 600. VIEW PHOTO
 
2179.    German Mauser Model 1935 Brazilian Contract Bolt Action Military Issue Repeating Service Rifle 
by Mauser Werke, Oberndorf. Cal. 7MM Mauser. S. # 6037. Overall condition is near new. Bore is bright & 
shiny. Rifle is totally matching including bayonet and is accompanied by a factory test target. Blue on metal parts 
shows better than 99% with only a couple of very slight rub marks. Bolt is bright with the nitride blue take down 
showing 95%. Bayonet and scabbard show near new with test target hanging from scabbard. Sling shows near 
new though slightly dry. Bright buttplate shows a few minor scratches on the high edges with nitride blue screws. 
The buttstock and hand guards shows just a couple of light rub marks with no nicks, dents, or dings present. For a 
1935 Mauser this is as good as it gets! (07-1344 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 900 - 1200. VIEW PHOTO
 
2180.    Remington Model 1903 - A4 Military Sniper Rifle, Less Scope and Base. Cal. 30 - 06. S. # 3423739. 
Overall condition is fair. Bore is bright & shiny with heavy wear. Condition is fair to good as refinished with an 
import mark on the barrel. Receiver shows approx 90% of an arsenal finish as does the bolt. The barrel shows 
approx 70% with significant nicks and dings on the exposed portion of the barrel. Barrel bands, trigger guards, and 
floor plate show approx. 85% of an added finish. Upper hand guard is in good condition showing no dents or 
cracks while buttstock shows some light to moderate gouging present. Foreign sling is dry but in good condition. 
1906 Rock Island Bayonet shows 90% of an added finish while the cloth covered scabbard showing good. (07-
1345 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 600 - 800. VIEW PHOTO
 
2181.    Brazilian Mauser Model 1935 Military Issue Bolt action Repeating Service Rifle by Mauser Werke, 
Oberndorf a/N. Cal. 7MM Mauser. S. # 4168. Overall Condition is very good. Bore is bright and shiny. Rifle 
retains better than 98% of its original blue with all matching components including bayonet plus a factory target. 
Wood shows very good with only a couple of minor rub marks from being put in and out of storage and 1 slight 
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scratch approx. 1” in front of the buttplate. Sling is slightly dry but also shows near new. Buttplate is bright and 
excellent condition with a couple of minor scratches from being stored. Overall an excellent Brazilian Mauser. (07-
1346 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 900 - 1,200.  VIEW PHOTO 
 
2182.    CZ. Model VZ-24 Mauser Bolt Action Military Issue Repeating Service Rifle. 1937 Chinese Contract 
Model. Cal. 8MM Mauser. S. # P 53211. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright & shiny. Metal shows better than 
85% of the original blue with the floor plate thinning slightly. Non-matching bayonet shows good with an added 
finish. Stock and hand guard show good with only a few minor nicks from storage racks and 4- 5 very slight dents 
just in front of the buttplate on the comb. Bolt shows patina and the sling is deteriorated but shows no tearing. (07-
1347 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 400 - 600.  VIEW PHOTO 
 
2183.    Mauser Banner Model 98K Transitional Rifle, Export Model. Cal. 7MM. S. # 1239.  Overall condition is 
good. Bore is bright and shiny showing moderate use. Receiver and barrel show approx. 90% of the original blue 
with some wear to the bolt and a couple of minor scratches on the barrel between the front band and the sight. 
The bands show approx 75 - 80% of their blue as does the matching trigger guard and floor plate. Bayonet shows 
good condition with non matching numbers. Wood is fair with light and moderate dinging throughout but no chips 
or gouges. (07-1350 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 400 - 600. VIEW PHOTO
 
2184.    Chilean Mauser Model 1935 Police Issue Bolt Action Repeating Service Short Rifle by Mauser.  
Overall condition is good. Bore is bright & shiny. This numbers matching Chilean Mauser shows approx. 95% of 
the blue on the receiver with some slight edge wear. The import marked barrel shows approx. 85% thinning blue 
with the barrel bands showing approx. 90%. Trigger guard and floor plate assembly show better than 90% of the 
blue with some scratching around the edging of the trigger guard. Upper hand guard is in good condition showing 
only minor nicks with the buttstock showing a few slightly more moderate ones toward the rear. Chilean crest and 
inspector marks are very prominent. Non matching bayonet is in near new condition with just some slight scuffing 
on the handles. (07-1351 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 400 - 600.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2185.    Chilean Mauser Model 1895 Military Issue Bolt Action Repeating Service Rifle. (OVS). Cal. 7MM 
Mauser. S. # 8165. Overall condition is good plus. Bore is bright showing moderate use. Receiver shows better 
than 95% of the original finish with very slight edge wear. The matching bolt shows a patina overall. The barrel 
shows 90% blue with some very fine spotting between the bands and some moderate wear at the muzzle from 
having the bayonet installed. Barrel bands and trigger guard/floor plate assemblies (matching) show better than 
85% with some fine speckling. Matching buttstock and hand guards show good with only mostly light scuffing and 
one moderate dent above the rear sling swivel. Buttplate shows thinning blue with light pitting on the high edges. 
Sawback bayonet and scabbard show near excellent with the brass having been slightly cleaned. (07-1353 / BK / 
BS) Curio. Est. $ 400 - 550. VIEW PHOTO
 
2186.    Chilean Mauser Model 1895 Long Rifle. (Matching Numbers). Cal. 7 MM Mauser. S. # D 9373.  
Overall condition is near excellent. Bore is bright & shiny with 98% plus finish with one small scratch on the trigger 
guard. The wood shows near excellent with one or two very light scuffs present. Non-matching bayonet also 
shows near excellent. (07-1356 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 450 - 600. 
VIEW PHOTO
 
2187.    Chilean Model 1895 Mauser Bolt Action Naval Issue Repeating Service Rifle. Cal. 7MM Mauser. S. # 
116. Overall condition is good as arsenal refinish. Bore is bright showing moderate use. Receiver and barrel 
assembly show better than 90% of an arsenal added finish with the matching trigger guard and floor plate 
assembly also showing better than 90% finish. Barrel bands show approx 80 %. The bolt shows an even patina 
overall. The buttstock and hand guard on this numbers matching rifle show good with a small repair approx 1/2” 
behind the front barrel band and a small gouge just in front of the buttplate on the toe. Bayonet shows fair and is 
not numbered to this gun. (07-1357 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 450. VIEW PHOTO 
 
2188.    Chilean Mauser Model 1895 Bolt Action Military Issue Repeating Service Rifle (OVS). Cal. 7MM 
Mauser. S # 8638. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright & shiny. Receiver shows better than 95% of its original 
blue with just very little high edge wear, the barrel and front band showing about the same. Middle band, matching 
trigger guard, and floorplate assembly show approx 30 - 40% with the balance turned patina. Buttplate shows 
better than 85% of the blue. Buttstock and hand guard show very good having been cleaned and revarnished but 
with all markings intact. Bayonet shows near excellent although number not matching. (07-1358 / BK / BS) Curio. 
Est. $ 350 - 450.  VIEW PHOTO 
 
2189.    Brazilian Mauser Model 1908 Bolt Action Military Issue Repeating Service Rifle. Cal. 7MM Mauser. 
S. # 39170.  Overall condition is near excellent. Bore is bright & shiny. All matching. Rifle shows no wear or signs 
of being used. Receiver and bolt are bright with the take down lever being nitride blue. Rear sight assembly as 
well as barrel bands are nitride blue showing better than 98% with just a very small spot of surface corrosion on 
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the front barrel band. Barrel shows 98% of a deep rich blue as well as the trigger guard and floor plate assembly. 
Matching bayonet is in very good condition with two very small patches of pitting from having trapped moisture on 
the blade. Buttstock and hand guard show near excellent showing just a few very light rub marks with no dents or 
scuff marks present. Has a 6 point star in a circle on the right side of the stock. Buttplate is also bright with nitride 
blue screws. The black covering on the sling is flaked to plain brown hide but still shows good overall condition. 
Rifle also has a leather receiver cover that is original. (07-1363 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 700 - 900. VIEW PHOTO
 
2190.    Brazilian Mauser Model 1908 Bolt Action Military Issue Repeating Service Rifle. Cal. 7MM Mauser. 
S. # 3661 b.  Overall condition is near excellent. Bore is bright & shiny. Receiver and bolt assembly show bright 
with the exception of the nitride blue take down lever. Rear sight also has a nitride blue elevator. Barrel and barrel 
bands show 98% of their original finish on this all matching rifle with just the slightest bit of speckling on the front 
barrel band. The non matching bayonet shows good with a couple of moderate pits from moisture getting trapped 
within the scabbard. Buttstock and hand guard assemblies show near excellent with just a couple of minor rub 
marks. Buttplate shows bright with nitride blue screws. Sling is dry but in very good condition. The rifle is 
accompanied by a brown leather receiver cover. (07-1359 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 800 - 1,000. VIEW PHOTO 1    
VIEW PHOTO 2
 
2191.    Brazilian Mauser Model 1908 /34 Military Issue Bolt Action Repeating Service Rifle. Cal. 30 - 06. 
S. # 0011 / i.  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright & shiny. Shows 85% of finish on receiver with approx. 70% 
on barrel with 2-3 small patches of pitting on barrel. Barrel bands, matching trigger guards, and floor plate all show 
better than 85% of the blue with a few minor nicks present. Buttstock and hand guard show good plus with only a 
couple of slight dings present. Non-matching bayonet shows near excellent.  (07-1361 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 400 
- 550.  VIEW PHOTO 
 
2192.    CZ. Mauser Model VZ - 24 Military Issue Bolt Action Repeating Service Rifle. Bolivia Contract. Cal. 
8MM Mauser. 
S. # B 338. Overall condition is very good plus. Bore is shiny & bright. Rifle shows virtually no use. Retaining 
better than 98% original finish with 1-2 very light scratches on the top of the receiver. Barrel and barrel bands also 
show better than 98% of blue. The trigger guard and floor plate show approx. 90%. It appears something fell 
against it and put a couple of nicks on trigger guard. Buttstock and hand guard show very good plus with only 
some slight handling marks and no significant bruising at all. Buttstock is numbered to the gun. Bayonet shows 
good having been slightly cleaned. Not numbered. (07-1365 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 400 - 600.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2193.    CZ. Mauser Model VZ - 24 Military Issue Bolt Action Repeating Service Rifle. Bolivia Contract. Cal. 
8MM Mauser. S. # B 10794.  Overall condition is good. Bore is shiny & bright. The barrel and the receiver show 
95 - 97% of the original blue with a couple of minor nicks on the top of the barrel. The barrel bands show approx. 
85% with the trigger guard and floor plate showing just around 90%. Bayonet is in good condition having been 
cleaned and sharpened. Wood appears to have been lightly cleaned and varnished but shows very well with no 
significant bruising and nicks. It has a brass plaque tacked to the right side that reads as follows: Las FFAA de 
Bolivia al Sgta H L C lendemen La Par, II-56. Sling is also in very good condition. (07-1366 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 
600 - 800. VIEW PHOTO
 
2194.    Brazilian Model 1894 Mauser Bolt Action Military Issue Repeating Service Rifle. Brazilian Navy 
Issue. Cal. 7MM Mauser. S. # 220.  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright & shiny. Receiver retains better than 
95% of original blue with the bulk of the wear being on the bolt release. Exposed portion of the barrel and the 
barrel bands show approx 60% blue mixed with touch up with some pitting present. The matching trigger guard 
and floor plate assembly show approx. 90% of the original blue. The buttstock and hand guard show mostly light 
bruising throughout with a couple of more moderate scuffs. Also has matching numbers. (07-1369 / BK / BS) 
Curio. Est. $ 400 - 600.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2195.    Belgian Model 24 / 30 Single Shot Bolt Action Military Issue Training Rifle. (FN). Cal. 22LR. S. # 
809.   Overall condition is very good. Bore is bright & shiny. Barrel and receiver show better than 95% of the 
enameled finish with the barrel bands and trigger guard assembly showing better than 90% of the enameled finish. 
The upper hand guard has one moderate ding in it with the rest of the wood showing light scuffing and bruising. 
The bayonet is in good condition with some corrosion present. The leather sling is very good showing no wear, 
cracks, or splitting.(07-1368 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 500 - 700. VIEW PHOTO
 
2196.    Belgian Model 1924 Mauser Bolt Action Military Issue Rifle. Commercial Export Pattern for China. 
Cal. 8MM Mauser. S. # 4. Overall condition is very good. Bore is bright & shiny. Receiver shows better than 98% 
blue with the numbered bolt being bright and having a slight patina. The barrel and barrel bands show better then 
90% blue with just slight edge wear. The trigger guard and floor plate assembly show somewhat better than 90% 
with just some slight wear to the edges. Bayonet shows very good with just some slight bruising to the handles 
and the buttstock and hand guard show good with the hand guard showing just a couple light scuffs and the 
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buttstock showing just a couple light scuffs from front to rear. Nice very early export FN. (07-1371 / BK / BS) Curio. 
Est. $ 500 - 800. VIEW PHOTO
 
2197.    Belgian Model 1889 Mauser Military Issue Bolt Action Repeating Service Rifle. Cal. 30. NSN.Overall 
condition is very good. Bore is shiny & bright. Receiver shows better than 90% of the original blue. The barrel 
shows approx 70%, thinning on the exposed surfaces. Barrel bands show good having better than 90% of the 
original finish. Bayonet also shows good with a mildly sharpened blade and the handles turning patina. Trigger 
guard and floor plate shows better than 85% of the original blue thinning on the trigger guard itself. Buttplate 
shows bright with blued screws. Buttstock is in very good condition showing only light scuffing throughout with only 
light dings and scuffs and no significant dings, dents, or gouges. (07-1376 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 700 - 900. 
VIEW PHOTO 
 
2198.    Belgian Mauser Model 1889 Bolt Action Military Issue Service Rifle, British Contract. Cal. 7.65MM 
Mauser. S. # 38.   Overall condition is good plus. Bore is bright but is slightly dark in the grooves. Metal of gun 
shows better than 95% of the blue with a few scattered spots of surface corrosion present and a few slight wear 
marks. Bolt shows bright with just a little patina on the cocking knob. Buttstock shows very good with a couple of 
very slight scuffs toward the rear. Bayonet is in fair condition having been sharpened with some corrosion 
present.  (07-1380 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 700 - 900.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2199.    Belgian Mauser Model 24 / 30 Military Issue Single Shot Bolt Action Training Rifle. Belgian Congo. 
Cal. 22LR. S. #  108. Overall condition is very good. Bore is shiny & bright. Metal of gun shows better than 95% of 
grey enamel with the front sight cover that is black enamel as well as a bayonet that is in near excellent condition. 
The bayonet number does not match. Numbered wood matches the gun and is in very good condition with only 
light handling marks throughout and no significant marring or bruising whatsoever. Sling is in near excellent 
condition with leather being soft and pliable with no cracking present. (07-1377 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $  700 - 
1,000.  VIEW PHOTO 
 
2200.    Danish Krag Model 1889 Rifle. Cal. 8MM. S. # 85827.  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright & shiny. 
Barrel receiver shows better than 95% of its original blue. The barrel bands show a mixture of patina and dried 
grease. The trigger guard assembly shows a light mellowed case hardening color as does the buttplate. The wood 
shows very good having been somewhat cleaned since the finger grooves are not very sharp but retaining nice 
sharp proof marks with only scattered light bruising. The sling is dry but shows no ripping or tearing. The bayonet 
shows very good condition with no corrosion and having never been sharpened. The number does not match this 
gun. (07-1385 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 400 - 600. VIEW PHOTO
 
2201.    Union Switch & Signal Model 1911 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 45. S# 1055687. Overall condition is good 
as refinished. Bore is bright and shiny. Shows approx. 98% of a reparkerized finish with the correct barrel slide 
frame but mixed small parts. Grips show good overall. (07-3000 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 1000 - 1500. VIEW 
PHOTO 
 
2202.    Remington Rand Model 1911 A1 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 45. S# 1487511.  Overall condition is good. 
Bore is bright and shiny. Pistol retains approx. 90-95% of it’s original green parkerized finish. It has the correct 
High Standard barrel as well as all other parts appearing correct for the era of manufacturing for this Remington. 
(07-3001 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 1000 - 1400. VIEW PHOTO
 
2203.    Remington Rand Model 1911 A1 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 45. S# 1944077.  Overall condition is good. 
Bore is bright, showing moderate wear. Pistol retains approx. 90-95% of it’s original green parkerized finish. It has 
the correct High Standard barrel as well as all other parts appearing correct for the era of manufacturing for this 
Remington. A lanyard is present. (07-3002 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 1000 - 1500. VIEW PHOTO
 
2204.    Union Switch & Signal Model 1911 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 45. S# 1046716.  Overall condition is fair as 
reworked. Bore is fair to good showing scattered corrosion. This import marked pistol retains approx. 90% of a 
charcoal gray parkerized finish over light to moderate pitting. Also has a Colt mainspring housing, Colt grips and a 
later Colt hammer. (07-3003 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 500 - 700. VIEW PHOTO
 
2205.    Colt 1911 A1 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 45. S# 1199380.  Overall condition is good plus. Bore is very 
slightly frosty. This pistol shows approx. 90-95% original dark green parkerizing and has all the correct Colt parts 
present. Colt grips show near excellent. Pistol is right at the transition and shows some early and some later 
features. Early features include a wide spur hammer and checkered slide stop and safety.  Later features include a 
stamped trigger and a grooved mainspring housing as well as the slide not being numbered. A really nice example 
of a transition Colt in 100% original configuration. (07-3004 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 1800 - 2200. VIEW PHOTO
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2206.    Glock Model 22 Semi-Auto Revolver. Cal. 40. S# BKD643. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and 
shiny. Shows approx. 85-90% original finish with some holster wear present. Plastic grip frame has some light 
scuffing at the bottom by the magazine. (07-3013 / BK / BS) Modern. Est. $ 350 - 450.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2207.    Armand Gavage (Belgian) Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 32. S# 1084.  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright 
and shiny. This very rare Nazi marked pistol shows better than 90% original finish with a very limited amount of 
light surface corrosion present. Grips show good with sharp checkering and no chips or cracks present. (07-3017 / 
BK / BS). Curio. Est. $ 550 - 900. VIEW PHOTO
 
2208.    Colt Model 1911 U.S. Property Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 45. S# 432698.  Overall condition is good as 
reworked. Bore is  bright and shiny. This between the wars rebuilt pistol shows good overall showing a gray green 
parkerizing showing approx. 85-90% with some light corrosion and scuffing. Checkered wooden grips show fair 
with some flattening of the diamonds but no significant dings or gouges. A WWII magazine is present. (07-3018 / 
BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 750 - 1000. VIEW PHOTO
 
2209.    Colt Model 1911 U.S. Military Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 45. S# 27669.  Overall condition is good. Bore is 
bright and shiny. Pistol is both RIA and AA marked. Shows overall approx. 90-95% of an arsenal refinish with 
WWII plastic grips and a WWII magazine present. Grips show good overall. Accompanied by original DCM 
documents. (07-3019 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 750 - 1000. VIEW PHOTO
 
2210.    Smith & Wesson Model 41 Semi-Auto Target Pistol. Cal. 22. S# 95490. Overall condition is near 
excellent. Bore is bright and shiny. This early 60’s Model 41 has a 5 1/2” barrel and a cocking indicator present. 
Comes with a spare magazine. It retains better than 98% original finish and shows no signs of having been fired. 
Grips show near excellent with sharp checkering and no scuff marks. (07-3036 / BK / BS) Modern. Est. $ 550 - 
750.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2211.    High Standard Model 101 Super-Matic Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 22. S# 606035.  Overall condition is very 
good. Bore is  bright and shiny. Shows better than 98% original finish with some slight rub marks on the right side. 
Interior shows no signs of having been fired. Adjustable sights are present and barrel is ported which was an 
option on this model. Plastic grips show near excellent with just a couple of light rub marks. (07-3037 / BK / BS) 
Curio. Est. $ 500 - 800. VIEW PHOTO
 
2212.    Colt Model 1903 (U.S. Property) Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 32. S# 565833.  Overall condition is good. Bore 
is bright and shiny. Shows approx. 90% of a parkerized finish with slight edge wear on the slide from being 
holstered. Grips show fair to good overall with some light scuffing. (07-3041 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 1100 - 1500. 
VIEW PHOTO
 
2213.    Colt Model 1908 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 380. S# 97410. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and 
shiny. Shows approx. 85-90% original finish with 2 small patches of pitting on the slide. The first one is directly 
below the ejection port, the second is directly opposite the ejection port. Other than that, pistol shows very good. 
Grips show near excellent. (07-3040 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 500. VIEW PHOTO
 
2214.    Remington Model 51 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 32. S# 67391. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and 
shiny. Retains approx. 90% original finish with  a little light surface corrosion. Grips show good overall with no 
chipping or nicking present. (07-3039 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 500. VIEW PHOTO
 
2215.    Warner Infallible Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 32. S# 931. Overall condition is very good. Bore is slightly 
frosty. Pistol shows approx. 90% of original case hardening, mellowing on the grips straps. Blued barrel and 
cocking handle show approx. 90% with a little surface spotting present. Grips show good overall with no scuffing 
or denting present. Magazine shows moderate rust on the left hand side. (07-3042 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 
500.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2216.    Colt Model 1902 “Sporting” Model Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 38. S# 5802. Overall condition is fair to 
good. Bore is slightly frosty. Shows approx. 65% of the original blue with the balance turning to patina. Serrations 
on this particular pistol are in front. Grips show good overall with only a couple light marks in the left one. (07-
3046 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 800 - 1000.  VIEW PHOTO 
 
2217.    Walther PPK Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 32. S# 203439.   Overall condition is very good. Bore is bright and 
shiny. This post-war pre-68 pistol shows better than 95% original finish with some very slight surface corrosion. 
Brown plastic grips show very good with no nicks or scratches. (07-3054 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 600 - 800. VIEW 
PHOTO
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2218.    Pre-War Walther PPK Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 22. S# 778670.  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright 
and shiny. Pistol shows approx. 90% of the original pre-war blue with crown N proofs. According to Mr. Stern’s 
notes, this came with capture papers but we have not found them in his files. Sights have been painted red and 
orange. Grips show overall good with no cracks or chips. (07-3055 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 1000 - 1500.  VIEW 
PHOTO
 
2219.    Walther PPK WWII Manufacture Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 32. S# 353710K. Overall condition is good. 
Bore is bright and shiny. Pistol ahs PM 1940 roll died in the left side below the magazine release and contains 
Eagle N proofs.  Shows approx. 85% original finish with some holster wear. (07-3056 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 500 - 
700.  VIEW PHOTO 
 
2220.    Wartime Walther PPK Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 22. S# 430890K.  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright 
and shiny. Pistol shows approx. 90% of the original blue with Eagle N proofs. Grips show overall good with no 
cracks or chips. (07-3057 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 1000 - 1300. VIEW PHOTO
 
2221.    Walther PPK Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 32. S# 180546.  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. 
Retains approx. 95% of the original finish with some slight corrosion. Has holster & extra magazine. It is Crown N 
proofed. Grips show good. (07-3060 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 600 - 800.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2222.    Walther PPK RZM Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 32. S# 827845.  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and 
shiny. Equipped with 90 degree safety. Pistol is accompanied by the original holster, spare magazine and 
CAPTURE PAPERS dated September 21, 1945. Retains approx. 90% of the original finish with some holster wear 
present. Grips show good overall.   (07-3063 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 1500 - 2200  VIEW PHOTO
 
2223.    Walther PP Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 32. S# 319149P.   Overall condition is good. Bore is bright showing 
moderate use. This Nazi war production PP shows approx. 85-90% original finish with scattered surface corrosion 
present. It is waffenamt Wa359 stamped. Equipped with a lanyard loop. (07-3067 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 550 - 
700. VIEW PHOTO
 
2224.    Walther PP Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 380. S# 967838.  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. 
This early PP shows a bottom release magazine and has “Made in Germany” stamped in the slide which makes it 
an export pistol. Retains approx. 95% original finish with some minor nicks on the slide and a bit of grip strap wear. 
Grips show good. (07-3066 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 500 - 700. VIEW PHOTO
 
2225.    Walther PP Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 32. S# 277708. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. 
This Eagle N proof PP shows approx. 85% of the wartime finish and has a lightweight aluminum frame. Grips 
show good. (07-3068 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 550 - 700.   VIEW PHOTO 
 
2226.    Walther PP Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 22. S# 131718.  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. 
This pre-war pistol shows approx. 85% of the original finish with the majority of the wear being on the muzzle and 
the grips straps. Grips show good and a spare magazine is included. (07-3069 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 650 - 850.  
VIEW PHOTO
 
2227.    Walther PP Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 32. S# 377328P. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. 
This AC marked pistol shows approx. 90-95% of the wartime finish with a Waa359 proof mark. Pistol also has 
wooden Walther banner marked grips that show good. (07-3070 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 550 - 750.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2228.    Walther PP Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 32. S# 35022P.   Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. 
This Eagle N proofed, “F” marked, wartime production police gun shows approx. 95% original finish with some 
slight surface corrosion present. Grips show good overall. (07-3072 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 650 - 900. VIEW 
PHOTO
 
2229.    Star Model MMS Semi-Auto Pistol with Matching Holster/Stock & original box. Cal. 7.63. S# 
1197567.  Overall condition is near excellent. Bore is near excellent. Pistol shows near new retaining better than 
98% original finish with dried grease on the exterior and interior. Matching shoulder stock shows good plus with 
only minor scuffing and shows bare wood with no staining present and blued hardware. (07-1868 / BK / BS) Curio. 
Est. $ 1300 - 1700. VIEW PHOTO
 
2230.    Star Model A Carbine Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 7.63. S# A6126.  Overall condition is near excellent. Bore 
is bright and shiny. This pistol/carbine with a 7 1/4” barrel retains approx. 95-97% original finish. Rating is 
conservative because pistol is loaded with grease. Rear sight is adjustable from 50-900 meters. Grips show near 
excellent with no wear, scuffing or cracks. Buttstock shows near excellent with a couple minor rub marks. 
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Magazine is not matching. (07-2121 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 1500 - 2500.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2231.    Star Model A Carbine Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 7.63. S# A4115.Overall condition is near excellent as 
reworked. Bore is very slightly frosty. This pistol/carbine with a 7 1/4” barrel retains approx. 95% of a refinish. 
Rating is conservative because pistol is loaded with grease. Rear sight is adjustable from 50-900 meters. Grips 
show good with the left one being slightly warped. Buttstock shows good with a few scuffs. Magazine is not 
matching. (07-2122 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 1200 - 2000. VIEW PHOTO 
 
2232.    Bergmann/Bayard 1908/10 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# 11839. Overall condition is good. Bore is 
slightly frosty. Pistol shows approx. 85% original finish thinning on the barrel and high edges of the frame. Grips 
show wear with checkering thinning and a couple minor nicks. (07-1836 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 500 - 700. VIEW 
PHOTO
 
2233.    Bergmann/Bayard 1908/10 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# 4637.  Overall condition is good. Bore is 
slightly frosty. Pistol shows approx. 80% original finish thinning on the barrel and high edges of the frame. Grips 
show wear with checkering thinning and a couple minor nicks. (07-1835 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 500 - 700.  VIEW 
PHOTO
 
2234.    Italian Glisenti Model 1910 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm Glisenti. S# L233.  Overall condition is good. 
Bore is bright and shiny. Pistol has a mechanical problem as breech will not open. Shows better than 90% original 
blue with some light scattered corrosion. Plastic grips show good overall. (07-1833 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 450 - 
550. VIEW PHOTO
 
2235.    Bergmann/Bayard 1910/21 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# 6743.  Overall condition is good. Bore is 
bright and shiny. Pistol shows overall better than 85% original finish with some scattered light corrosion 
throughout. Grips show good with sharp checkering and no nicks or gouges. (07-1837 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 750 
- 1000. VIEW PHOTO
 
2236.    Danish Bergmann 1910/21 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# 1415. Overall condition is good. Bore is 
bright and shiny. Shows better than 85% original blue with some light scattered corrosion. Extractor shows about 
85% of the nitride blue. Grips are overall good. (07-1838 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 850 - 1100.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2237.    DWM Luger Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# 1734.  Overall condition is good. Bore is slightly frosty. 
This pistol was made for the Finnish military. It retains approx. 70% of the arsenal finish with some scattered 
pitting on the receiver.   Grips show fair overall with significant wear and the right grip having some sort of plaque 
removed.  (07-2077 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 600 - 900. VIEW PHOTO
 
2238.    DWM 1917 Dated Luger Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# 7543A. Overall condition is fair to good. Bore 
is bright showing moderate wear. This matching 1917 pistol retains approx. 75-80% of it’s original blue with 
scattered corrosion and pitting present. Grips show fair with significant use. (07-2078 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 650 - 
850. VIEW PHOTO
 
2239.    BYF 41 Luger Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# 6543N.   Overall condition is good. Bore is dark and 
pitted. This British proofed German pistol shows better than 90% original finish with some slight scattered 
corrosion on the grip straps and some minor nicking throughout. Grips show fair having moderate wear and no 
cracks or breaks. Pistols matches except for the magazine. (07-2081 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 800 - 1200. VIEW 
PHOTO
 
2240.    Dreyse Model 1910 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. NSN.  Overall condition is good. Bore is slightly frosty. 
This very rare (1000 manufactured) pistol shows approx. 90% finish with 2 small patches of pitting on the right side 
of the barrel and has the Crown N proofs. Grips show good. A lanyard loop is present. (07-3108 / BK / BS) Curio. 
Est. $ 2000 - 3000.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2241.    AC44 P38 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# 5735I. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. 
Pistol shows approx. 85-90% original blue. Bakelite grips show good. (07-3114 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 650 - 
850.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2242.    AC45 P38 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# 6720. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. 
Shows better than 98% original finish with all marks present. Bakelite grips show good overall. (07-3127 / BK / BS) 
Curio. Est. $ 750 - 900.  VIEW PHOTO 
 
2243.    BYF41 Luger Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# 3559.  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. 
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Pistol retains approx. 85-90% of the original blue with some slight surface corrosion on the straps. An FXO 
magazine is present. Wooden grips show good with a small dent in the right panel. (07-3130 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. 
$ 1500 - 1800.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2244.    DWM 1917 Luger Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# 6078.  Overall condition is fair. Bore is slightly frosty 
with a ring. Shows approx. 30% of the original finish with the rest turning to a grayish brown patina. All visible parts 
appear to be matching except the magazine which is correct for this gun. Grips show fair with significant wear. (07-
3131 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 450 - 600. VIEW PHOTO
 
2245.    DWM 1917 Luger Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# 4090.  Overall condition is good. Bore is slightly 
frosty. Pistol shows approx. 75% of the original finish, thinning in some spots with the straw showing fair. Wooden 
grips show fair to good with some even wear and a small nick in the left. Correct magazine is present. (07-3132 / 
BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 500 - 800. VIEW PHOTO
 
2246.    DWM Luger Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# 4605.  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright. This 
1918/20 rework shows approx. 90% blue with good straw on the safety and ejector spring. Trigger is blued. 
Replaced grips show good as does the correct magazine. (07-3133 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 600 - 900.  VIEW 
PHOTO
 
2247.    Mauser Banner 1942 Police Contract Luger Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# 7449U.   Overall 
condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. Pistol shows approx. 80% of a thinning blue with the grips (possible 
replacements) showing good overall. The matching FXO magazine shows good. (07-3134 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 
1750 - 2250.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2248.    DWM 1915 Luger Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# 3625. Overall condition is good. Bore is slightly 
frosty. Shows approx. 75-80% of the original finish with the straw showing good. Grips show good with some wear 
to the checkering but no abuse. Wood bottom magazine shows fair with some rust. (07-3135 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. 
$ 1000 - 1500. VIEW PHOTO 
 
2249.    S42 1939 Luger Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# 4765N.  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright. Pistol 
shows overall approx. 80-85% with the majority of wear being on the grip straps and is matching except for the 
magazine. Grips show good overall. (07-3136 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 1200 - 1400. VIEW PHOTO
 
2250.    DWM 1920 Commercial Luger Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# 4388.  Overall condition is good. Bore 
is bright. This is a 4” barrel DWM rework that shows approx. 90% of the arsenal finish with good straw and a 
matching magazine with aluminum bottom. Grips show good. (07-3137 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 900 - 1100. VIEW 
PHOTO
 
2251.    Erfurt Model 1911 Luger Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# 5359. Overall condition is fair to good. Bore is 
slightly frosted. This is a commercial pistol taken for military use being that it has imperial proofs over the word 
Germany on the upper receiver. Also has a unit marking on the front strap. Shows approx. 75-80% blue with some 
light corrosion present. Straw shows fair. Grips show overall good and are possible replacements. Wood bottom 
magazine shows good but is not numbered to this gun. (07-3138 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 500 - 700. VIEW PHOTO
 
2252.    Erfurt Double Dated Luger Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# 8884. Overall condition is good. Bore is 
slightly frosty. Retains approx. 75-80% original blue with scattered corrosion present. Grips show good with light 
scuffing. Correct wood bottom magazine is present. (07-3139 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 600 - 800.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2253.    42/1939 (Mauser) Luger Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# 5434.  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright 
and shiny. Pistol shows 85-90% of the original blue and is all matching except correct magazine. Grips show good. 
(07-3140 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 1300 - 1500. VIEW PHOTO
 
2254.    42/1939 (Mauser) Luger Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# 9369L. Overall condition is good. Bore is 
bright with some corrosion at the muzzle. Pistol shows 80-85% of the original blue  with some holster wear and is 
all matching except correct magazine. Grips show good. (07-3141 / BK/ BS) Curio. Est. $ 1200 - 1400.   VIEW 
PHOTO
 
2255.    DWM Model 1920 Commercial Luger Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 30. S# 1719.  Overall condition is good. 
Bore is slightly frosty. This is an export Luger. The only markings other than the DWM on the toggle and serial 
number are the word Germany below the serial number and on the magazine and the Crown N on the frame. 
Shows approx. 80% blue with light scattered surface corrosion present. Straw shows fair to good. Grips show 
good with some flattening of the checkering. Magazine shows good. (07-3142 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 550 - 750.  
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VIEW PHOTO
 
2256.    1900 American Eagle Luger Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 30. S# 9502.  Overall condition is fair to good. Bore 
is slightly frosty. Pistol shows approx. 75-80% of the original blue with some scattered surface rust present. Straw 
shows fair to good at about 50% with the grips showing moderate wear but no abuse. Correct wood bottom 
magazine is present. (07-3143 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 750 - 1200. VIEW PHOTO
 
2257.    Walther Model 6 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# 1015. Overall condition is fair to good. Bore is very 
slightly frosty. This rare (approx. 1500 made) Model 6 shows approx. 80-85% of it’s original finish with scattered 
light nicking throughout. The bore is rated just short of bright. The hard rubber grips show good with no nicks or 
gouges and one very slight depression in the left grip. Magazine shows some pitting and is possibly refinished. (07-
3144 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 2000 - 3000. VIEW PHOTO 
 
2258.    Walther No. 4 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 32. S# 254557. Overall condition is good. Bore is very slightly 
frosty. This pistol retains approx. 90% of the original finish with some light surface corrosion present. A second 
magazine is included. Grips show good. (07-3145 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 450.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2259.    Walther No. 4 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 32. S# 163715. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. 
This pistol retains approx. 90% of the original finish with some light surface corrosion present. Grips show good. 
(07-3146 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 450.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2260.    Walther Model 7 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 25. S# 69087. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright. Shows 
approx. 90% original blue with a little light surface corrosion. Grips show good with the left one having a slight 
crack in the bottom. Accompanied by a spare magazine. (07-3147 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 500.  VIEW 
PHOTO
 
2261.    1896 Mauser Broomhandle “Red 9” Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# 100636. Overall condition is 
good. Bore is bright and shiny. This original Red 9 broomhandle shows approx. 85-90% original finish turning 
slightly plus with scattered light corrosion. All exposed serial numbers are matching. Nitride blue on extractor and 
sight adjuster show good. Grips show good with red “9” embossed on both sides. (07-3152 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 
1000 - 1500.  VIEW PHOTO 
 
2262.    Mauser Broomhandle (Bolo) Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 30. S# 500659.  Overall condition is good. Bore is 
slightly frosty. This post-war Bolo shows approx. 85-90% of the finish with light scattered surface corrosion. It 
shows overall matching with the exception of the replaced wedge. The original wedge accompanies the gun. 
Nitride blue extractor, sight adjuster and grips show good. (07-3153 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 600 - 800. VIEW 
PHOTO 
 
2263.    1896 Mauser Broomhandle Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 30. S# 8708.   Overall condition is good. Bore is 
slightly frosty. Pistol shows overall good condition retaining approx. 65-70% original blue with some light scattered 
corrosion and barrel turning plum with a few nicks. Nitride is nearly gone on the extractor and about 50% on the 
sight extractor. Grips show fair to good with a couple of dings. (07-3154 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 600 - 800. VIEW 
PHOTO
 
2264.    Mauser Broomhandle Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 30. S# 308406. Overall condition is good. Bore is slightly 
frosty showing moderate wear. This export Mauser Broomhandle retains approx. 90-95% original finish with some 
plumming and a few light nicks present. Nitride blue shows good on extractor but is fading on the sight adjuster. 
Grips show good. (07-3155 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 700 - 900.  VIEW PHOTO 
 
2265.    Webley & Scott Model 1913 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 455. S# 519.  Overall condition is good. Bore is 
bright and shiny. Pistol retains approx. 90% of original blue with scattered surface corrosion present. Grip show 
good. (07-3190 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 900 - 1200. VIEW PHOTO 
 
2266.    Japanese Type 14 Nambu Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 8mm. S# 12939.   Overall condition is good plus. 
Bore is bright and shiny. This January of 43 produced Nambu shows better than 98% of it’s original finish and 
comes with a matching magazine. Grips show near excellent with no scuffing or dinging. Straw on trigger, safety 
and magazine spring show better than 95%. (07-3237 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 550 - 750.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2267.    42/1940 (Mauser) Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# 2317A.  Overall condition is good plus. Bore is bright 
with slight corrosion in the grooves. Show approx. 90-95% original finish with some very slight corrosion on the 
grips straps and high edge wear. Exterior numbers match except for magazine which is correct. Grips show good 
having a small repair by the safety and a couple small scuff marks. (07-3236 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 1250 - 1500.  
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VIEW PHOTO
 
2268.    Japanese Type 14 Nambu Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 8mm. S# 68812.  Overall condition is good. Bore is 
bright and shiny. This March of 1945 Nambu with correct non-matching magazine retains approx. 90% original 
finish with some light scratching. Late non-grooved grips show good. (07-3241 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 400 - 600. 
VIEW PHOTO
 
2269.    Japanese Type 14 Nambu Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 8mm. S# 18932.  Overall condition is good. Bore is 
bright and shiny. This March of 1936 Nambu with non-matching magazine retains better than 90% original finish 
with some holster wear.   Grips show good with a couple of minor scuffs. Straw shows good on the trigger and 
faded on the safety. (07-3245 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 500 - 700. VIEW PHOTO
 
2270.    Japanese Type 14 Nambu Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 8mm. S# 7497.   Overall condition is good plus. Bore 
is bright and shiny. This October of 1929 Nambu with non-matching magazine approx. 95% original finish with 
slight corrosion. Grips show good with light rub marks. Trigger and safety have thinning straw. (07-3244 / BK / BS) 
Curio. Est. $ 450 - 600. VIEW PHOTO
 
2271.    Japanese Type 14 Nambu Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 8mm. S# 1076. Overall condition is good. Bore is 
bright and shiny. This September of 1927 Nambu with non-matching magazine retains better than 85% original 
finish with a soldier’s serial number and name lightly scratched in the grip straps. Grips show good with minor scuff 
marks.  (07-3243 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 450 - 600. VIEW PHOTO 
 
2272.    Webley Model 1913 MK I Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 455. S# 100744.Overall condition is good. Bore is 
bright. Shows approx. 80-85% original finish with a slight crack to the left grip and the right grip having been 
replaced. (07-3276 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 750 - 950.  VIEW PHOTO 
 
2273.    Group of 3 Japanese Type 94 Nambus.
            1.  Japanese Type 94 Nambu Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 8mm. S# 43315. Overall condition is good. Bore is 
bright and shiny. This November 1943 Nambu with matching magazine shows approx. 95% original finish with 
some light holster wear and plastic grips showing good. (07-3249 / BK / BS). 
            2.  Japanese Type 94 Nambu Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 8mm. S# 64443. Overall condition is good. Bore is 
bright and shiny. This November 1944 Nambu with matching magazine shows approx. 85-90% finish turning 
brown with some light scratching.  Wooden grips showing good. (07-3250 / BK / BS). 
            3.  Japanese Type 94 Nambu Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 8mm. S# 64499. Overall condition is good. Bore is 
bright and shiny. This November 1944 Nambu with matching magazine shows better than 90% blue turning plum. 
Wooden grips showing good. (07-3251 / BK / BS). All Curio. Est. $ 700 - 900. For lot.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2274.    Mauser Model 1910 (Sidelatch) Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 25. S# 20644. Overall condition is good. Bore is 
slightly frosty. Shows approx. 90% blue turning slightly plum with some holster wear present. Grips show good 
with a couple of light nicks and the checkering worn flat. (07-3256 / C&R / BK / BS). Est. $ 300- 400.  VIEW 
PHOTO
 
2275.    AC42 P38 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# 1103C.   Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. 
This early 42 C block pistol has a matching number magazine. Retains approx. 85% original finish. Bakelite grips 
show very good. (07-3120 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 800 - 1000.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2276.    Heckler & Koch Model 93/A3 Semi-Auto Rifle, Sako Import. Cal. 5.56mm. S# 1001326E. Overall 
condition is good plus. Bore is bright and shiny. Integral bipod and bayonet. Metal retains approx. 95% of the 
epoxy finish with the black plastic furniture showing near excellent. Bayonet shows near new. (was 07-1094/07-
2366 / BK / BS) Modern. Est. $ 2000 - 2500.  VIEW PHOTO  
 
2277.    FMAP FN/FAL Semi-Auto Rifle with Original Bayonet. Cal. 30. S# 00730.  Overall condition is near 
excellent. Bore is bright and shiny. Argentine version of the FN FAL which was the main battle weapon through the 
50-70s for the majority of the western world. This inch pattern FAL shows outstanding condition retaining better 
than 95% black matted finish on all metal parts. Furniture is black plastic with a rubber butt pad and shows virtually 
no use. Magazine is black enamel painted. Bayonet shows only very light oxidation. (07-1190 / BK / BS) Modern. 
Est. $ 1500 - 2000. VIEW PHOTO
 
2278. NO LOT. 
 
2279.    Yugoslavian RPK-47 (Mitchell) Semi-Auto Rifle. Cal. 7.62. S# 2077.   Overall condition is near new. 
Bore is bright and shiny and shows no signs of ever being shot. Rifle is a Mitchell semi-auto version of the RPK 
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squad automatic weapon that is equipped with a heavy barrel and bipod. It has a scope mount that is an integral 
part of the receiver. Only mark on the rifle is a slight scratch on the left side from the safety. Buttstock has one or 
two slight rub marks from sitting in a rack. (07-1235 / BK / BS) Modern. Est. $ 600 - 1200. VIEW PHOTO
 
2280.    Chinese (RPKS) AK-47S Semi Auto Rifle. Cal. 7.62. S# 870159. Overall condition is very good. Bore is 
bright and shiny. This AK 47 is equipped with a 20” barrel and muzzle break as well as a bipod. Also equipped 
with a heavy style RPK hatchet style buttstock. Comes with a sling but no magazine is present. Retains better than 
95% of it’s original blue with no scuffing or marring present. All 4 pieces of wood are very good with a couple of 
minor scuffs here and there. (07-1242 / BK / BS) Modern. Est. $ 600 - 800.  VIEW PHOTO 
 
2281.    Lithgow Australian L1A1 (FAL) Semi-Auto Rifle Manufactured Specifically for Import to U.S. as 
brought in by Poyer’s in Orange, California. Cal. 7.62. S# AUS1.  Overall condition is very good. Bore is bright 
and shiny. Has an integral bipod that folds up to be a front hand guard. Rifle is built without a sear cut, specifically 
for import into the US.. Metal of rifle shows better than 98% of the arsenal gray parkerizing. Wooden furniture 
shows very good having a few light scuffs throughout. Aluminum buttplate has a green anodized finish to it. (07-
1621 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 1500 - 2500. VIEW PHOTO
 
2282.    Colt AR15 A2 H Bar Sporter Semi-Auto Rifle. Cal. 223. S# 238068. Overall condition is near excellent. 
Bore is bright and shiny. Comes equipped with a sling and current bayonet. Metal retains approx. 95% original 
finish with a couple light surface scratches present. Current issue sawback bayonet shows nearly new. Sling is the 
standard M16 issue. Accompanied by a single Colt 20 round magazine. (07-3317 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 1000 - 
1500.  VIEW PHOTO 
 
2283.    Colt AR15 Model SP1 Semi-Auto Rifle. Cal. 223. S# 31388. Overall condition is very good. Bore is 
bright and shiny. This approx. 1967 rifle shows little or no signs of abuse. Equipped with a single 30 round 
magazine , a 3x20 Colt scope with leather lens caps, and a current issue bayonet with scabbard. Metal retains 
approx. 98% original finish. Plastic buttstock and hand guard show near excellent. Scope optics are crystal clear 
and bayonet is near new. Military sling and plastic muzzle cover also show very good. (07-3316 / BK / BS) Curio. 
Est. $ 1000 - 1500. VIEW PHOTO 
 
2284.    FINNISH VALMET MODEL 76 PARAMILITARY RIFLECal. 223. SN 150517. Overall condition is near 
excellent. Bore is bright & shiny. The Finnish Valmet is considered to be among the highest quality AK variance in 
the world. This rifle is equipped with a plastic buttstock and a plastic front hand guard as well as a bayonet and 
sling. It appears to be near new, possibly unfired. Receiver is in near new condition with a couple of minor scuffs. 
Other than that the receiver shows as new. The gas cylinder and bbl assemblies show nearly no wear at all with 
only a very light scuffing on the bottom of the flash hider from having the bayonet installed and removed. Plastic 
furniture is excellent with no markings. Bayonet shows near new. Mechanics are crisp.(4-33933/ BK / BS). 
 Modern. Est.  $  900 - 1,200. VIEW PHOTO 
 
2285.    VALMET MODEL 62S SEMI-AUTO PARAMILITARY Cal. 7.62 x 39. SN 133946.  Overall condition is 
very good plus. Bore is bright & shiny. This is the civilian version of the Valmet model 62 military rifle and is 
equipped with a 16 5/8" bbl in a steel tubular stock. Rifle is equipped with an original bayonet. A very rare find for a 
Valmet collector. Metal of this rifle shows better than 95% of the original dark gray parkerizing with the only 
noticeable marring being from the safety being actuated. The wooden buttstock and pistol grip show no scarring or 
marring. The plastic front hand guard also shows nearly new. Gun appears to be in unfired condition. Bayonet 
appears to be as new. Mechanics are crisp.(4-33948/  BK / BS) Modern. Est.  $  1,400 - 1,800. VIEW PHOTO
 
2286.    VALMET MODEL 78 PARAMILITARY RIFLE. Cal. 308. SN 395495.  Overall condition is near excellent. 
The bore is bright & shiny. The 78 Valmet has a 24 1/2" bbl, the stock and forearm is made of wood and the rifle 
weighs 11 lbs. This rifle was only imported for two years (1987/1988). It is equipped with a sling and bayonet, but 
unlike other Valmets, it is also equipped with a folding bayonet and a carry handle (similar to a FAL). Includes a 
cleaning kit. Rifle appears in as new, unfired condition with only a couple of light scuffs on the receiver. The bbl, 
gas cylinder and bi-pod assembly also show no signs of being used with only minimum scuffing from being 
opened and closed. The bayonet and sling show as new. The plastic buttplate is in excellent condition and shows 
no signs of wear. Mechanics are crisp.(4-33936 / BK / BS) Modern. Est. $  1,200 - 1,600.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2287.    VALMET MODEL 62S SEMI-AUTO PARAMILITARY RIFLE.Cal. 7.62 x 39. SN 147168. Overall 
condition is very good plus. Bore is bright & shiny. This is the civilian version of the Valmet model 62 military rifle 
and is equipped with a 16 5/8" bbl in a steel tubular stock. Rifle is equipped with an original sling and bayonet. A 
very rare find for a Valmet collector. Metal of this rifle shows better than 95% of the original dark gray parkerizing 
with the only noticeable marring being from the safety being actuated. The plastic coated steel tubular mag has 
several very minor scuffs but nothing that will detract from its overall presence. Plastic pistol grip and front hand 
guard assembly show as new. Bayonet and sling also appears to be as new. Mechanics are crisp.(4-33935 / BK / 
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BS) Modern. Est. $ 1,500 - 2,300.  VIEW PHOTO 
 
2288.    ARMALITE AR-180 SEMI AUTO RIFLE.Cal. 223. SN S0901.   Overall condition is very good. Bore is 
bright & shiny. This particular example is the Costa Mesa variant. It is stamped sheet metal which is spot welded 
together with a folding stock, plastic furniture, scope and bayonet. It is also equipped with a M1 sling. Rifle is in 
very good condition but retains two significant scratches on the left side of the receiver. Bbl is in good condition 
with its dark parkerizing showing no obvious wear or marring as is the flash hider. Plastic furniture is in excellent 
condition with no significant scratching or bruising. The Armalite 2.75 X 20MM scope is in fine condition with no 
finish loss and clear optics. Even the Armalite marked 20 round mag retains 95% original finish. Mechanics are 
crisp. (4-34041 / BK / BS) Modern. Est. $  600 - 1,300.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2289.    Finnish Valmet Model 76 Paramilitary Rifle. Cal. 223. S# 155447.   Overall condition is good to good 
plus. Bore is bright & shiny. This rifle is equipped with a metal tubular folding buttstock and a plastic front hand 
guard as well as a bayonet and sling. It appears to be near new, possibly unfired. Federal legislation discontinued 
importation in 1989. Receiver is in near new condition with a couple of minor scuffs and two small scratches, one 
being just above the pistol grip, the other on the dust cover. The gas cylinder and barrel assemblies show no wear 
at all with only a very light scuffing on the bottom of the flash hider from having the bayonet installed and removed. 
Plastic furniture is near excellent. Bayonet shows near new. Mechanics are crisp. (4-33934 / BK / BS) Modern. 
Est. $ 900 - 1300.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2290.    FN/FNC Semi-Auto Rifle Imported by How Co.. Cal. 223. S # S012249.  Overall condition is very good. 
Bore is bright & shiny. This is a Belgian made rifle in the paratrooper configuration with folding stock. They have 
the standard FN quality without the high recoil of the 308-FAL. They have also been very popular to convert to 
select fire with the legally registered kit. This gun remains in its original semi-auto configuration. Rifle is equipped 
with an original sling. Upper receiver retains all of its original finish with just a slight scuffing of the bolt. Lower 
receiver retains better than 98% of it enamel with any loss being where the receivers meet. Bbl assembly shows 
no wear on the outside nor does the gas system or front hand guard. Buttstock has just minor wear at the very top 
of the buttplate from being taken in and out of a rack. Stock shows now signs of ever being folded. Overall a great 
example of an FNC. Mechanics are crisp.(4-33945 / BK / BS) Modern. Est. $ 1100 - 2200.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2291.    Armalite AR-10 Semi-Auto Rifle with Accessories. Cal. 7.62. S # 007197. Overall conditions is very 
good plus. Bore is very good. Mfg by Central KY Arms in Cynthiana, KY using parts kits. These rifles are 
extremely accurate, durable and user friendly. The gray enamel finish on the British proof rifle is in excellent 
condition with just the least little bit of chipping on the high edges. The bbl and front sight assembly retain better 
than 98% of the original parkerizing. Plastic buttstock is in excellent condition with just some minor scuffs. Rubber 
buttplate is slightly dry with just a small chip out of the bottom approx 1/2" x 1/4". The brown pistol grip and front 
hand guard assemblies are in very good condition with just a few slight nicks in the front handguard. Rifle is 
equipped with a bayonet that is in very good condition with scabbard and a muzzle plug as well as a US style sling.
(4-33952 / BK / BS ) Modern. Est. $ 1500 - 2250. 
VIEW PHOTO
 
2292.    Armalite AR-10 Semi-Auto Rifle with Accessories. Cal. 7.62. S # S007576.  Overall condition is good. 
Bore is bright & shiny. Netherlands AR-10 semi-auto rifle imported by Specialty Arms in Springfield, OH. These 
rifles are extremely accurate, durable and user friendly. British proofed receiver is flaking the enamel in some 
places but still has better than 95% coverage with the majority of loss being on the high edges. Upper receiver and 
bbl assembly are in approx the same condition with 95% enamel. Buttstock and forearm assembly are in excellent 
condition with a minimal of scuffing and no cracks at all. Rear pistol grip is in excellent condition but does have 
some characters inscribed in it (presumably a rack number). Rubber buttplate is in excellent condition. Rifle is 
equipped with an original 3.6 x 25 telescope that has nearly all of its external finish and crystal clear optics. Rifle is 
also equipped with a muzzle cap and bayonet with sheath as well as an accessory pouch and sling. Mechanics 
are crisp. (4-34018 / BK / BS) Modern. Est. $  1500 - 2500.
VIEW PHOTO
 
2293.    Exotic FN Model 1949 Military Rifle with U.S. M-82 Telescope, Bayonet, and Cheekpiece. Cal. 30. S 
# 7061.Condition is very good plus. Bore is good. This is an AL marked receiver (Army of Luxemburg). This rifle is 
equipped for a sniper. It has a US M-82 telescope mounted to it on an Echo mount (numbers do not match). It has 
a wooden cheekpiece that is fitted and screwed to top comb of buttstock. Scope mount, though American, appears 
to be production for this rifle in fit and finish. Receiver black enamel finish is approx 98% with no significant 
scarring or marring present. Matching rear sight mount and stripper clip guide also retain approx 98% of their 
enamel finish. Bbl, front band and front sight assembly also retain better than 90% of their black enamel. Bayonet 
assembly (non matching) has a parkerized blade retaining most of its finish with enamel paint on the handle. 
Trigger guard and mag assembly retain approx 95% of their black enamel finish as does buttplate. upper hand 
guard and buttstock are in excellent condition with stock having sharp finger grooves (numbered to gun) with very 
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few minor blemishes. Cheekpiece has a couple of very minor bruises and matches buttstock in grain and finish 
perfectly. M-82 telescope shows 99% of its original blue with crystal clear optics. rubber eye piece has been 
slightly modified for this rifle.(4-34021 / BK / BS). Modern Est. $  2000 - 3000.   VIEW PHOTO 
 
2294.    Swedish Model 1896 Mauser Sniper Rifle Cal. 6.5.  S # 424.  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright 
and shiny. Rifle shows approx. 95% of the original blue with the front third of the barrel turning plum. Bayonet 
shows overall good. Butt stock and hand guards show good plus with no denting or gauging present. Scope and 
side rail mount show good with clear optics.  (4-34020 / BK) Curio. Est. $ 1200 - 1500   VIEW PHOTO
 
2295.    Steyr Model SSG. “69” Police/Military Sniper Rifle with Scope, Sling and Muzzle Cap. Cal. 308. S # 
81836.   Overall condition is near excellent. Bore is bright & shiny and has no appearance of ever being fired. It 
features a 26" bbl and weighs approx 9 lbs. It is fitted with a KKAHLES ZF69  6 x 42 sniper scope with quick 
detachable ring/mounts and dbl set triggers as well as a 5 round rotary mag. Rifle is accompanied by the following: 
spare 5 round rotary mag with loading tool, 10 round mag with loading tool, the original test target, and other 
assorted paperwork. Condition appears to be new/unfired with only the most minute handling marks and a couple 
of very slight scuffs in the greenish parkerizing from being taken in and out of a rifle rack. Scope has crisp, clear 
optics and the outward appearance is as new. Bolt assembly shows only the slightest of wear from being cocked. 
Even the brown leather sling appears to be brand new. Synthetic black stock shows no marks or marring 
whatsoever as does the buttplate. A nice very rare Austrian sniper rifle. Mechanics are crisp as new. (4-34085 / 
BK / BS) Modern. Est. $ 1250 - 2000.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2296.    SVW MB (Spree Werk) Model 98 K Rifle Cal. 8mm. S # 5621H.  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright 
and shiny. This 98 K was built by the French occupation forces after the second World War. It shows approx. 98% 
of the original blue with some light surface corrosion present. All visible parts are matching. But stock and hand 
guard show very good with only a minimal of scuffing present.  (4-34098 / BK) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 500. VIEW 
PHOTO
 
2297.    Swedish Model 1896 Mauser Sniper Rifle Cal. 6.5.  S # 933.  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright 
and shiny. Rifle shows approx. 95% of the original blue with the front third of the barrel turning plum. Bayonet 
shows overall good. Butt stock and hand guards show good plus with no denting or gauging present. Scope optics 
are slightly cloudy. (4-34026/ BK) Curio. Est. $ 1100 - 1400. 
VIEW PHOTO
 
2298.    Swedish Model 1896 Mauser Sniper Rifle Cal. 6.5.  S # 043.  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright 
and shiny. Rifle shows approx. 95% of the original blue with the front third of the barrel turning plum. Bayonet 
shows overall good. Butt stock and hand guards show good plus with no denting or gauging present. Scope and 
side rail mount show good with clear optics.  (4-34024 / BK) Curio. Est. $ 1200 - 1500.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2299.    Mauser World War 2 Model Training Rifle (SS Marked) Cal. 22.  S # 30006.   Overall condition is good. 
Bore is bright and shiny. Retains better then 95% of its original finish with some slight surface oxidation present. 
But Stock and hand guard show good overall with some light to moderate scuffing through out and RFSS 
Markings in but stock.  (4-33940 / BK) Curio. Est. $ 1500 - 2500. VIEW PHOTO
 
2300.    Rare Winchester Model 1895 Lee Navy Military Rifle. Cal. 6MM. S # 19257.  Overall condition is good. 
Bore is slightly dark but clean. This is a five shot 28" bbl, military musket mfg. from 1897 to 1902 Approx 15,000 
mfg. for the US Navy. This rifle is equipped with bayonet and scabbard. Receiver and trigger guard assembly 
retain approx. 90% blue turning plum with some moderate spotting. Bolt assembly shows approx 90% blue and is 
clear. Bbl retains 85-90% of blue but is turning plum while bands retain approx 75-80%. Front sight protector has 
approx 65% of its blue. Upper hand guard is in good condition with a couple of very minor dings in it and one very 
small chip just to the left of sight. Buttstock is in slightly lesser condition with a couple of moderate dings as well as 
some minor but shows very well. Mechanics are crisp. Bayonet is near new and scabbard is excellent.(4-34012 / 
BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 1500 - 2000. VIEW PHOTO
 
2301.    Sharps Borchardt Model 1878 Military  Rifle Cal. 45.  S # 6039.   Overall condition is fair to poor. Bore 
is some what bright with heavy wear. Rifle shows approx. 75% of the original finish turned brown with moderate to 
heavy surface corrosion present. Hand guard and but stock show overall fair to good with scattered nicking and 
denting through out.  (4-33999 / BK / BS) Antique. Est. $ 750 - 1000. VIEW PHOTO
 
2302.    SVW 45 Model 98 K Rifle Cal. 8mm. S # 4790B. Overall condition is good as reworked. Bore is bright 
and shiny showing moderate wear. Rifle retains approx. 95 % of an arsenal added finish with all Nazi markings 
present and some modifications to a later sling.  (4-34099 / BK) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 450.  VIEW PHOTO 
 
2303.    Springfield Armory Model 1903 MK I Bolt Action Rifle. Cal. 30. S# 1063758.   Overall condition is good 
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as arsenal refinished.  Bore is bright and shiny showing moderate wear. This MK I has been arsenal refinished 
with updated sight knobs but contains all of the original MK I parts including the bolt, the trigger, seer, and  
magazine cutoff. Metal parts retain approx. 95% of the arsenal refinish to a dark green parkerizing. Rear sight 
assembly is original to the gun except having the knobs updated to flush rather than disk type. Buttstock and hand 
guard showing original to this gun are good overall with light to moderate scuffing and no visible cartouche. The 
circle P inspection mark on the pistol grip is barely visible. Rifle is equipped with a leather military sling that is a 
composite of two. (07-2308 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 1200 - 1500. VIEW PHOTO
 
2304.    Springfield Armory Model 1922 M2 Bolt Action Training Rifle. Cal. 22. S# 12569. Overall condition is 
very good as arsenal reworked. Bore is bright and shiny. Shows better than 95% of an arsenal dark gray 
parkerizing on the barrel and receiver. Trigger group and barrel band show an original gray green parkerizing as 
does the cocking piece on the bolt. Buttstock on this issue rifle shows overall near excellent  with the SA over R in 
a horse shoe box. Rifle is not drilled and tapped. Coarse checkered buttplate is a replacement from a National 
match being that it has a butt trap. (07-2307 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 650 - 850. VIEW PHOTO 
 
2305.    Springfield Armory Model 1922 MII Bolt Action Training Rifle. Cal. 22. S# 3650.  Overall condition is 
near excellent. Bore is bright and shiny. Accompanied by a sight cover and a Boyt 1944 dated leather sling. This is 
an issue 22 training rifle being that it has an “SA” in a horse shoe box. It is not drilled and tapped. Metal shows 
better than 95% of a dark green parkerizing with a coarse checkered butt late with no trap. Buttstock shows very 
good having been cleaned, with a few light handling marks. (07-2306 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 900 - 1200.  VIEW 
PHOTO
 
2306.    SMLE No. 2 MK IV Bolt Action Training Rifle. Cal. 22. S# Z3797.  Overall condition is good as 
reworked. Bore is bright and shiny. Shows approx. 80% of a black enamel finish over all metal parts except the 
middle band. Middle band shows approx. 90% green parkerizing. Bayonet shows very good as does the scabbard 
and frog. Buttstock and hand guards show good plus with a minimum of scuffing and bruising. (07-2303 / BK / BS) 
Curio. Est. $ 350 - 500. VIEW PHOTO
 
2307.    Australian Lithgow No. 6 MK I Bolt Action Carbine. Cal. 303. S# 0A44 on striker.  Overall condition is 
good. Bore is bright and shiny. These were a trials rifle made in Lithgow in very limited numbers. Metal retains 
approx. 90% of an arsenal parkerizing with the buttstock and hand guards showing good overall some light and 
very little moderate gouging present. (07-2302 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 1200 - 2000.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2308.    SMLE No. 5 MK I Bolt Action Rifle. Cal. 303. S# X3274.   Overall condition is good plus. Bore is bright 
and shiny. Metal retains approx. 98% of the original parkerized finish with a small spot worn to bright directly in 
front of the upper hand guard. Bayonet is included and shows very good plus with the metal being painted green. 
Scabbard and frog show very good. Buttstock and hand guards show good plus with very minor handling marks. 
Original British sling also shows good. (07-2301 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 400 - 600.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2309.    SMLE Lee Enfield No. 1 MK III Bolt Action Rifle. Cal. 303 British. S# 25975. Overall condition is good. 
Bore is slightly frosty. Equipped with a canvas receiver cover and a British No. 1 WWII wire cutting device, as well 
as a bayonet and sling. Retains better than 90% of it’s original blue finish with the buttstock and hand guards 
showing fair to good with two small repairs to the upper rear hand guard. Bayonet shows good as reworked. Wire 
cutters show patina but are overall good plus and work well. Sling and canvas receiver cover also work good. (07-
2297 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 500.  VIEW PHOTO 
 
2310.    Springfield Armory (Devine, TX) M1A Semi-Auto Rifle. Cal. 7.62. S# 218.  Overall condition is near 
excellent. Bore is bright and shiny. This rifle retains better than 98% original finish with accessories as follows:  in 
a Birch M14-E2 stock showing near new with a U.S. GI M14 bipod and muzzle break, as well as a US M14 E2 
sling. Equipped with an SAK National Match barrel. Rifle is manufactured with all US GI components by either 
HRA, TRW or SAK. Overall one of the most desirable MRAs built. (07-2295 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 1700 - 2500. 
 VIEW PHOTO
 
2311.    Russian Moisin-Nagant Model 91/30 Sniper Rifle. Cal. 7.62. S# BC5496.  Overall condition is very 
good. Bore is dark and frosty. Comes with a 3.5x BU scope, a bayonet, and sling. Optics are clear with leather cap 
in good condition and showing better than 95% original blue. Rifle shows better than 95% original blue over all 
metal with the bayonet showing good. Buttstock and hand guard show good with a minimum of scuffing and a 
heavy coat of varnish. Sling is good. (07-2294 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 1200 - 1800. 
VIEW PHOTO
 
2312.    British Lee Enfield L42A1 Bolt Action Sniper Rifle. Cal. 7.62. S# G34689.  Overall condition is good 
plus. Bore is bright and shiny. Equipped with a Tel. Stat. Stg. L1A1 telescope. Metal retains approx. 95% of the 
arsenal added blue from when this rifle was converted. Buttstock, hand guards and cheek piece all show near 
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excellent with very light rub marks present. Black British web sling shows near excellent. (07-2293/ BK / BS) Curio. 
Est. $ 2000 - 2500.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2313.    British BSA Lee Medford Rifle MK II* Bolt Action. Cal. 303. S# 383.  Overall condition is good. Bore is 
bright showing moderate wear. Rifle retains better than 95% original blue with some light scattered corrosion 
present. Bayonet shows good with some fine pitting. Buttstock (with volley sights) shows overall good with light 
scuffing as does hand guard. Equipped for a stripper clip. No dust cover present. Sling shows slightly dry. (07-
2290 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 450 - 700.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2314.    British Westley Richards Lee Medford Rifle MK II* Bolt Action. Cal. 303. S# 39977. Overall condition 
is good. Bore is bright showing moderate wear. Rifle is equipped for a magazine charger and possibly telescope of 
some other sighting apparatus which is not present. Dust cover has been removed. Retains better than 90% 
original blue with some light to moderate scattered corrosion present. Bayonet shows good with some fine pitting. 
Buttstock (with volley sights) shows overall good with light scuffing as does hand guard and has a small crack just 
in front of the rear volley sight for about 2” but has not opened up. A very dry sling is also present. (07-2289 / BK / 
BS) Curio. Est. $ 550 - 750. VIEW PHOTO
 
2315.    British Lee-Speed, Lee Medford Rifle MK II Bolt Action. Cal. 303. S# 8238.   Overall condition is good. 
Bore is bright showing moderate wear. Rifle retains better than 95% original blue with some light scattered 
corrosion present. Bayonet shows good with some fine pitting. Buttstock (with volley sights) shows overall good 
with light scuffing as does hand guard. (07-2287 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 450 - 700. VIEW PHOTO
 
2316.    Russian Moisin-Nagant Model 91/30 Sniper Rifle. Cal. 7.62. S# BC0987.  Overall condition is very 
good. Bore is bright and shiny. Comes with a 3.5x BU scope, a bayonet, sling and canvas scope cover. Optics are 
clear with leather cap in good condition and showing better than 95% original blue. Rifle shows better than 95% 
original blue over all metal with the bayonet showing good. Buttstock and hand guard show good with a minimum 
of scuffing. Sling is good. (07-2286 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 1200 - 1800. VIEW PHOTO 
 
2317.    Russian Moisin-Nagant Model 91/30 Sniper Rifle. Cal. 7.62. S# BC5638.  Overall condition is very 
good. Bore is slightly dark showing moderate wear. Comes with a 3.5x BU scope, a bayonet, sling and canvas 
scope cover. Optics are clear with leather cap in good condition and showing better than 90% original blue. Rifle 
shows better than 90% original blue over all metal with the bayonet showing good. Buttstock and hand guard show 
good with a minimum of scuffing. Sling is good. (07-2285 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 1200 - 1800.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2318.    French MAS 49-56 Semi-Auto Rifle with Sniper Scope and Bayonet. Cal. 7.5. S# H74619.   Overall 
condition is good. Bore is bright showing moderate wear. Equipped with an APX L806 telescope as well as the 
leather case for this telescope and a sling. Overall metal shows better than 90% of an arsenal refinish with some 
fine pitting under the finish. Buttstock and hand guard show near excellent with no scuffing. Scope is good with 
clear optics. Leather carrying case and sling show near excellent. (07-2283 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 500 - 800. 
 VIEW PHOTO
 
2319.    French MAS 49 Semi-Auto Rifle with Sniper Scope. Cal. 7.5. S# F24131.  Overall condition is good. 
Bore is slightly frosty. Equipped with an APX L806 telescope as well as the leather case for this telescope and a 
sling. Receiver and bolt assembly show approx. 90% of a grayish green parkerized finish with the barrel showing 
approx. 70%. Buttstock and hand guard show good with light scattered scuffing. Scope is good with clear optics. 
Leather carrying case and sling show near excellent. (07-2282 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 600 - 1000.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2320.    Chinese Norinco Type 79 Sniper Rifle Copy of the Soviet Dragonov Semi-Auto Rifle. Cal. 7.62. S# 
700832.  Overall condition is very good plus. Bore is bright and shiny. Rifle is equipped with a scope that 
aluminates as well as a bayonet and sling. Rifle retains better than 95% black enamel finish with all numbered 
components matching and just the least bit of scuffing to the left side, scope rail and top cover from having the 
scope mounted and dismounted. Rest of rifle shows better than 98% original enamel finish. Bayonet shows new. 
Buttstock and hand guard show near excellent with only light handling marks present and a cheek piece attached 
to the buttstock. Sling also shows near new. (07-2280 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 2000 - 2500.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2321.    Russian Tokarev Model 1940 Semi-Auto Rifle. Cal. 7.62. S# 360.  Overall condition is good. Bore is 
dark. Rifle shows better than 90% of an arsenal refinish to the metal with the buttstock and hand guard showing 
good with only light scuffing throughout. Magazine does not match. Equipped with a bayonet that shows good. (07-
2175 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 800 - 1200. VIEW PHOTO
 
2322.    Russian Tokarev AVT 1938 Semi-Auto Rifle. Cal. 7.62. S# YE371. Overall condition is good. Bore is 
dark. Receiver shows approx. 80% of the original finish with some thinning and light scratching present. Barrel and 
barrel bands show approx. 85% also thinning with a few bright spots on the top cover. Buttstock and hand guards 
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show fair to good with mostly light scuffing throughout with a few dings having been filled. Magazine shows light 
scattered pitting overall. Sling shows good. Bayonet shows good with light scattered corrosion. Package also 
includes a Russian military web belt. (07-2176 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 1200 - 1800.  VIEW PHOTO 
 
2323.    Russian Vostok Competition Target Rifle. Cal. 6.5. S# P-550.  Overall condition is very good. Bore is 
bright and shiny. According to Mr. Stern's notes, this is a biathlon rifle made for competition. It is a bolt action rifle 
with a medium weight barrel, target sights and a stripper clip fed 5 rounds. Barrel and receiver shows approx. 98% 
of the original blackening with a few minor rub marks. Bolt shows bright, trigger guard and floorplate show approx. 
98% with one or two light rub marks. Buttstock shows good overall with light scuffing. (07-2178 / BK / BS) Curio. 
Est. $ 500 - 700.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2324.    Mauser Pre-WWII Single Shot Bolt Action Sporting Rifle. Cal. 22. S# 169562.  Overall condition is 
good plus. Bore is bright and shiny. Rifle shows better than 90% finish on barrel and receiver with a few light 
spots, has an adjustable eye relief rear sight that can be loosened and slide back and forth and has adjustable 
elevation from 25-200 meters. Buttstock shows good with light scuffing and a nice Mauser crest in the butt and 
very sharp checkering. Sling shows good though slightly dry. (07-2181 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 800 - 1200.  VIEW 
PHOTO 
 
2325.    1891 Nagant Bolt Action Rifle Manufactured by Remington. Cal. 7.62. S# 22.   Overall condition is 
very good. Bore is bright and shiny. Rifle shows approx. 98% of it’s original finish with the non-matching bayonet 
showing approx. the same. Also equipped with a tool/cleaning kit. Buttstock and hand guard show good with light 
handling marks present and slight varnish loss down by the buttplate. Sling shows aged and dry but with no 
cracking or tearing present. Rifle has fancy wood. (07-2184 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 400 - 600. VIEW PHOTO
 
2326.    Manchurian Mauser Bolt Action Rifle. Cal. 8mm. S# 114944. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright 
showing moderate use. Receiver shows an even brownish-gray patina over all with a blued sight cover. Barrel and 
bands retain approx. 85% of finish with some surface corrosion present. Trigger guard and floorplate show approx. 
90% original finish. Sling shows good with bayonet also showing good. This is an all matching rifle. (07-2206 / BK / 
BS) Curio. Est. $ 600 - 900. VIEW PHOTO 
 
2327.    Japanese Type 44 Bolt Action Cavalry Carbine. Cal. 6.5  S# 67740. Overall condition is good. Bore is 
dark and well used. Receiver shows approx. 90% of the original blue with the mum being ground and straw on the 
takedown lever. Non-matching bolt shows bright with the dust cover showing about 98% of the blue. Barrel and 
folding bayonet show very good with better than 95% blue remaining. Trigger guard and floorplate assembly also 
show better than 95%. Buttstock and hand guard show good with light scuffs and bruises. Equipped with a leather 
sling that is cracked and deteriorated. (07-2207 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 500 - 800.  VIEW PHOTO 
 
2328.    Japanese Type 44 Bolt Action Cavalry Carbine. Cal. 6.5  S# 56969.   Overall condition is good. Bore is 
bright showing moderate use.  Receiver shows approx. 90% of the original blue with the mum intact and straw on 
the takedown lever. Matching bolt shows bright with non-matching dust cover showing about 98% of the blue. 
Barrel and folding bayonet show very good with better than 95% blue remaining. Trigger guard and floorplate 
assembly also show better than 95%. Buttstock and hand guard show good with light scuffs and bruises. (07-
2208 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 750 - 1000.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2329.    NO LOT. 
 
2330.    Remington Model 513 Match Master Bolt Action Rifle. Cal. 22. S# 282 under barrel.  Overall condition 
is very good. Bore is bright and shiny. This pre-968 Remington Match Master retains better than 98% of it’s finish 
on al metal parts with the bolt showing vivid case hardening. Buttstock is overall good plus with a couple of minor 
scuffs and light scratches present. Has a  military style leather sling   Equipped with Unertl scope blocks. (07-
2216 / BK / BS) Modern. Est. $ 350 - 500. VIEW PHOTO
 
2331.    Remington Model 521T Junior Bolt Action Rifle. Cal. 22. S# 31 on barrel. Overall condition is good. 
Bore is bright and shiny. This rifle has had the sights upgraded to Redfield Olympic style sights instead of the 
standard Lyman that the gun came with. Metal retain approx. 90% original finish. Buttstock has a palm rest and 
shows good overall with light scuffing. (07-2217 / BK / BS) Modern. Est. $ 350 - 500. VIEW PHOTO
 
2332.    Ruger Mini 14-GB  Semi-Auto Rifle. Cal. 223. S# 182-53434.  Overall condition is near excellent. Bore is 
bright and shiny. Rifle comes with a single 20 round magazine, bayonet, scabbard and sling. Rifle shows 98+% 
original blue on all metal with the only wear being from the slide rubbing. Bayonet shows near new, as does t he 
scabbard. Buttstock is near excellent with a couple minor rub marks. Sling is very good. (07-2228 / BK / BS) Curio. 
Est. $ 600 - 800.  VIEW PHOTO
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2333.    Stevens Model 416 Bolt Action U.S. Property Training Rifle. Cal. 22. S# 207395.  Overall condition is 
good. Bore is bright and shiny. Shows better than 95% original blue. Rifle has Unertl scope bases. Buttstock 
shows good plus with only a few light scuffs present. (07-2229 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 500. VIEW PHOTO
 
2334.    Japanese Arisaka Type 30 Carbine (Hook Safety). Cal. 8mm. S# 3955. Overall condition is good. Bore 
is bright with moderate wear. Rifle shows approx. 70% of the original blue finish on barrel and receiver with the 
bands, trigger guard and floorplate showing about 50%. Non-matching buttplate shows bright with patina. 
Buttstock shows good overall with minor scuffing and bruising. (07-2240/ BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 500 - 750.  VIEW 
PHOTO 
 
2335.    Japanese Type 22 Marauder Bolt Action Carbine. Cal. 8mm. S# 85697.  Overall condition is good. 
Bore is bright showing moderate wear. This matching carbine shows approx. 80-85% of the original blue fading to 
plum. Buttstock shows god with light scuffing and bruising. A very nice, rare Japanese carbine. (07-2241/ BK / BS) 
Curio. Est. $ 1500 - 2500.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2336.    NO LOT. 
 
2337.    Japanese Arisaka Type 38 Carbine (last ditch). Cal. 6.5mm. S# 43036.    Overall condition is good (as 
built). Bore is somewhat bright but well worn. Metal of this non-matching rifle retains approx. 75% of the finish. 
Non-matching bolt shows bright with scattered corrosion. Buttstock and hand guard (crudely made) show good 
with no significant gouging present. Wooden buttplate shows fair. Bayonet and scabbard show good as 
manufactured. Good example of a last ditch. (07-2243 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 500. VIEW PHOTO
 
2338.    Japanese Arisaka Type 38 Carbine. Cal. 6.5. S# 36874. Overall condition is good plus. Bore is bright 
showing moderate wear. Barrel and receiver on this mum intact carbine show better than 90% with some thinning 
toward the muzzle. Non-matching bolt and dust cover show approx. 85% blue turning plum. Trigger guard, 
floorplate and barrel band show approx. 80% blue. Buttstock and hand guard show good with one moderate ding 
approx. halfway down the barrel. Other than that just light scuffs. Bayonet shows good overall.  (07-2245 / BK / 
BS) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 550.  VIEW PHOTO 
 
2339.    Japanese Arisaka Type 38 School Issue Carbine. Cal. 6.5. S# 5.    Overall condition is good. Bore is 
bright and shiny. Shows no mum, but instead a military school crest. Retains better than 95% blue throughout.  
Blue is turning somewhat plum on trigger guard and floorplate. Buttstock and hand guard show fair to good with 
mostly light but some moderate nicking and gouging. Matching bolt but no dust cover. Bayonet shows fair. (07-
2246 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 500 - 700. VIEW PHOTO
 
2340.    Japanese Arisaka Type 99 Naval Issued Bolt Action Short Rifle. Cal. 7.7. S# 805.  Overall condition is 
good. Bore is bright with heavy use. This matching rifle has an anchor on the front ring of the receiver and an extra 
heavy front section on the receiver. Shows approx. 50% original blue with brown patina blended in. Buttstock and 
hand guard show overall good wit some laminate separation at the pistol grip. Bayonet with rubberized scabbard 
shows good but has been sharpened. (07-2251 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 500. VIEW PHOTO 
 
2341.    Persian Mauser 98/29 Bolt Action Rifle. Cal. 8mm. S# in Farsi. Overall condition is very good. Bore is 
bright and shiny. Blued metal of gun is all matching and shows better than 98% with a slight wear mark behind the 
front band and one small scratch on the trigger guard. Matching bolt and buttplate show bright. Buttstock and hand 
guards show very good with one or two small scuff marks. (07-1681 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 500 - 800.  VIEW 
PHOTO 
 
2342.    Czechoslovakian Z VZ33 Bolt Action Carbine. Cal. 8mm.  S# 5298.    Overall condition is good. Bore is 
bright and shiny. Barrel and receiver show approx. 95% original blue with just high edge wear on the receiver and 
the muzzle showing patina. Barrel bands, trigger guard, and buttplate assembly show approx. 90% with light 
corrosion and wear.  Buttplate shows bright with a little patina. Upper hand guard is in near excellent condition with 
a couple scuff marks. Buttstock shows good with a few light dings. Bayonet shows good plus with the sling 
showing near excellent. (07-1689 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 500.   VIEW PHOTO
 
2343.    Swedish Model 1894 Bolt Action Carbine. Cal. 6.5. S# 3161. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright 
showing moderate wear. Adapted to accept a bayonet. Barrel, receiver, and nose cap show approx. 80% blue 
turning plum. Bayonet shows near excellent. Trigger guard and floorplate assembly show approx. 60-65% blue 
with some scattered corrosion. Buttstock and hand guard show good with a minimum of minor nicks and scuffs. 
The round disk that is normally tacked in the right side of the buttstock is now missing leaving a small void.  (07-
1697 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 500.  VIEW PHOTO 
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2344.    Argentine Model 1891 Mauser Rifle. Cal. 7.65. S# H0613 all matching.   Overall condition is good. Bore 
is bright and shiny. Metal shows approx. 90% original blue with light scattered corrosion. Buttstock and hand guard 
show good with mostly light scuffing and one patch of moderate scuffing directly below the take down. Bolt shows 
bright. Sling is in good condition. (07-1698 / BK / BS) Curio.  Est. $ 500 - 700.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2345.    Rock Island Model 1903 Bolt Action Rifle. Cal. 30. S# 369386.  Overall condition is good as arsenal 
reworked. Bore is bright and shiny. Shows overall 85-90% of an arsenal black parkerized finish. Buttstock and 
hand guard show good with only light scuffing and dinging present. (07-1702 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 400 - 600. 
 VIEW PHOTO
 
2346.    Springfield Model 1903 Bolt Action Rifle. Cal. 30. S# 25171. Overall condition is good as arsenal 
reworked. Bore is bright and shiny. Shows better than 90% of an arsenal black parkerizing with mixed parts and a 
scant stock. Buttstock and hand guard show fair with light and moderate nicking and dinging throughout. (07-
1703 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 550. VIEW PHOTO 
 
2347.    Springfield Armory Model 1903 Bolt Action Rifle. Cal. 30. S# 967036.  Overall condition is fair to good 
as arsenal reworked. Bore is bright with moderate wear. Barreled action shows approx. 85% of an arsenal refinish 
while the trigger guard and floorplate show patina. Missing rear receiver screw. Trigger guard and floorplate show 
approx. 50% thinning parkerizing. C-type buttstock shows good with mostly light nicking throughout while the 
upper hand guard is a new replacement. (07-1707 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 500 - 700.   VIEW PHOTO
 
2348.    Norwegian Krag Bolt Action Carbine, Manufactured during Nazi Occupation. Cal. 6.5. S# 1098.  
Overall condition is good. Bore is bright showing moderate wear. This 1907 carbine shows better than 90% 
arsenal blue with just a few minor scratches and some wear on the bolt handle. Buttstock and hand guard show 
good with only light scuffing throughout and an approx. 1/8” hold drilled through the stock about 1” above the rear 
sling swivel. A very rare and interesting occupation Krag carbine. (07-1715 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 1000 - 2000. 
VIEW PHOTO
 
2349.    Schultz and Larsen Model RPLT42 Danish Police Bolt Action Rifle. Cal. 8mm. S# 1049.  Overall 
condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. Metal of rifle shows better than 90% of the original finish with the 
buttstock and hand guard showing good with numerous light nicks and dings throughout and a couple of very 
minor recoil chips just behind the receiver. (07-1717/ BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 700 - 1,200. VIEW PHOTO 
 
2350.    Swedish Model 1904/1917 Bolt Action Carbine. Cal. 6.5 Swede. S# 93587 all matching.   Overall 
condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. Metal shows better than 95% original finish with some light scattered 
corrosion on the floor plate. Bolt shows bright with a little patina just starting. Buttstock and hand guard show good 
with only light handling marks throughout. Disk insert has been removed from the buttstock and there is a void in 
that area. Buttplate shows patina overall with a little light scattered corrosion. (07-1720 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 600 
- 800. VIEW PHOTO
 
2351.    Colt Single Action Army Second Generation Revolver. Cal. 35x5.5  S# 55239SA. Overall condition is 
near excellent. Bore is bright and shiny. This 1971 produced pistol shows near new. It retains 100% case colors to 
the frame with the rest of the metal retaining approx. 98% of the original finish with just the slightest of marks on 
the cylinder from bring turned. Eagle grips are numbered to the gun and show near excellent. Complete w/ box. 
(07-3021 / BK / BS) Modern. Est. $ 2200 - 2700.  VIEW PHOTO 
 
2352.    Smith & Wesson Victory Model (USN) Revolver. Cal. 38. S# V260476.  Overall condition is good. Bore 
is bright and shiny. This Victory shows approx. 95% original parkerized finish with the U.S. Navy marking on the 
top strap. Plain wood grips show fair to good with the left one having a couple of dings and the right one having a 
small chip at the bottom. Trigger and hammer both show 95% mellow case colors. (07-3022 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. 
$ 650 - 850.  VIEW PHOTO 
 
2353.    Colt New Frontier Revolver. Cal. 22 convertible. S# 109275.   Overall condition is new. Bore is new. 
This is a 6” New Frontier convertible that shows unfired on both cylinders. Retains 99% original finish with 99% of 
slightly mellowing case hardening. Grips show new with no marks whatsoever. The only markings are a couple of 
light rub marks on the ejector housing. (07-3024 / BK / BS) Modern. Est. $ 550 - 750. VIEW PHOTO
 
2354.    Colt Commando Revolver. Cal. 38. S# 15071. Overall condition is good plus. Bore is bright and shiny. 
This commando shows approx. 95% original finish with some slight edge wear from being in and out of a holster. 
Plastic grips show good with no cracking or denting. (07-3025 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 500 - 700.  VIEW PHOTO 
 
2355.    Smith & Wesson Model 1917 Revolver. Cal. 45. S# 52591. Overall condition is very good. Bore is bright 
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with some slight leading. Shows approx. 85-90% with some speckling on the top strap and a couple of scuffs on 
the frame and barrel.  Action has some dried grease so cylinder drags slightly. Early style grips show good with a 
couple of minor scuff marks toward the bottom. (07-3026 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 750 - 900.  VIEW PHOTO 
 
2356.    Charter Arms Undercover Revolver. Cal. 38. S# 152515.  Overall condition is new in presentation box. 
Bore is new. Pistol shows better than 99% nickel finish with 75% heavily engraved. Grips are a 3 wood laminate 
and show new with no rubbing or scuffing whatsoever. (07-3029 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 500 - 700.   VIEW PHOTO
 
2357.    Smith & Wesson Model 1917 Revolver. Cal. 45. S# 32196. Overall condition is very good. Bore is bright 
and shiny. Shows better than 95% with only light corrosion and scuffing on the barrel.  Grips show near new with 
only the lightest of scuffs marks. Case hardening on trigger and hammer show near excellent. (07-3027 / BK / BS) 
Curio. Est. $ 900 - 1100. VIEW PHOTO 
 
2358.    Colt Cobra Revolver. Cal. 38. S# 215310. Overall condition is new. Bore is new. No box is present. This 
1960’s vintage revolver shows better than 99% of the factory finish and still has dried factory grease on it. Grips 
show near excellent with no scuffing or rubbing whatsoever. (07-3030 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 500 - 700. VIEW 
PHOTO
 
2359.    Colt Model 1917 Revolver. Cal. 45. S# 88122.   Overall condition is very good. Bore is bright and shiny. 
Revolver shows 97-98% original military blue with just some slight wear underneath the cylinder lock and on the 
muzzle. Grips show good with a couple of very light nicks at the bottom. (07-3032 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 1000 - 
1200.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2360.    Colt Model 1903 U.S. Army Revolver. Cal. 38. S# 202695.  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and 
shiny. Pistol retains approx. 85% original finish with some holster wear and some scattered corrosion. Grips show 
good overall with moderate wear. (07-3033 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 500 - 700.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2361.    Colt Model 1901 U.S. Army Revolver. Cal. 38. S# 2487. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and 
shiny. Pistol retains approx. 85% original finish with some holster wear and some scattered corrosion. Grips show 
good overall with moderate wear. (07-3034 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 500 - 700. VIEW PHOTO 
 
2362.    Colt Python Revolver. Cal. 357. S# 31257E.  Overall condition is near excellent. Bore is bright and shiny. 
This early 1970s production Python shows no use other than being test fired. It retains 99% of the original blue 
with barely a handling mark on the grips.  (07-3229 / BK / BS) Modern. Est. $ 800 - 1000.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2363.    Smith & Wesson Model 19-3 Revolver. Cal. 357. S# 9K66613. Overall condition is near excellent. Bore 
is bright and shiny. Shows no signs of bring more than factory test fired. Shows better than 98% original blue with 
a very slight dragline. Grips show near excellent. (07-3227 / BK / BS) Modern. Est. $ 450 - 600. VIEW PHOTO 
 
2364.    Ruger Redhawk Revolver. Cal. 44. S# 500-05297.  Overall condition is very good. Bore is bright and 
shiny. This near new stainless steel Blackhawk shows only a couple of minor rub marks in the steel. Grips show 
good. (07-3226 / BK / BS) Modern. Est. $ 400 - 500.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2365.    Type 26 Japanese Revolver. Cal. 9mm. S# 15342.  Overall condition is very good. Bore is bright and 
shiny. Revolve r shows near new. Retaining better than 98% original finish throughout. Grips show good. (07-
3277 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 750 - 900.   
VIEW PHOTO
 
2366.    Swedish Model 1871 Single Action Troopers Revolver. Cal. 11mm. S# 6848. Overall condition is 
good. Bore is bright and shiny. Shows approx. 75-60% original finish and shows very pleasing with a little 
scattered corrosion. Grips show good overall with fairly sharp checkering and minimal scuffs or nicks. (07-1875 / 
BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 500 - 700.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2367.    Smith & Wesson Model 1917 Civilian Revolver. Cal. 45. S# 202846. Overall condition is good. Bore is 
bright and shiny. Brazilian contract, 1937. Revolver retains better than 80% original blue with a coating of dried 
grease and some light scattered corrosion throughout. Wooden grips show good and the action of this revolver is 
in good working order. (07-1784 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 500.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2368.    Smith & Wesson Model 1917 Civilian Revolver. Cal. 45. S# 208130.  Overall condition is good. Bore is 
bright and shiny. Shows approx. 85% of the original blue with the Argentine crest in the sideplate dated 1937 with 
numerous light scratches throughout. Grips are hand ejector replacements of that period. Action is crisp with good 
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case hardening on the hammer. (07-1785 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 400 - 600.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2369.    Smith & Wesson Model 29-2 Revolver. Cal. 44. S# N635653.  Overall condition is near excellent. Bore 
is bright and shiny. This revolver with an 8 3/8” barrel shows no signs of ever being shot and has just slight 
handling marks consisting of a couple very slight scuffs on the barrel and a slight dragline from having the cylinder 
closed and turned. Comes in it’s wooden presentation case with a screwdriver and cleaning rod. Case shows good 
overall with only some light scuffing to the exterior. (07-1940 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 750 - 950.   VIEW PHOTO
 
2370.    Smith & Wesson Model 29-2 Revolver. Cal. 44 Mag. S# N809486.   Overall condition is near new. Bore 
is bright and shiny. This 8 3/8” 44 shows near excellent finish with only a slight dragline from having the cylinder 
closed and turned. Shows no sign of being fired since leaving the factory. Revolver is in a wooden display case 
that has the interior significantly deteriorated. Comes with a cleaning rod and screwdriver. Exterior of case shows 
good with only light scuffing present. (07-1941 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 650 - 850.  
 
VIEW PHOTO
 
2371.    Smith & Wesson Model 57 Revolver. Cal. 41. S# N304834.  Overall condition is very good. Bore is 
bright and shiny. This revolver with an 8 3/8” barrel shows very little use overall and retains approx. 95% of it’s 
original high luster blue finish with a slight drag line around the cylinder. Comes in it’s original presentation case 
with a screwdriver and cleaning rod. Box shows fair with some slight deterioration of the interior and slight scuffing 
to the exterior. (07-1939 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 600 - 800.   VIEW PHOTO
 
2372.    Webley MK “V” Revolver. Cal. 455. S# 150021.  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. This 
service model MK V shows approx. 70-75% thinning military blue with the grips showing good with only a few light 
nicks and no cracks of breaks. A lanyard loop is present. (07-2014 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 500 - 700.  VIEW 
PHOTO
 
2373.    Colt Model 1911 U.S. Military Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 45. S# 394516.  Overall condition is fair to good. 
Bore is slightly frosty. This black Army shows approx. 50% of the original finish with the balance having flaked off 
and some slight corrosion present. Finish has some light scattered corrosion. Barrel is original to the gun but grips 
and magazine have been updated. Grips show good overall with only light markings and no cracks or breaks. (07-
3020 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 800 - 1200.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2374.    Ithaca Model 1911 A1 U.S. Military Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 45. S# 1455899.  Overall condition is very 
good. Bore is bright with moderate wear. Retains approx. 96% original parkerized finish. Grips show near 
excellent. (07-3311 /BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 1500 - 2000. VIEW PHOTO 
 
2375.    Colt Gold Cup Series 70 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 45. S# 70N68070.  Overall condition is near excellent. 
Bore is unfired. This 70 Series Gold Cup shows no use and retains 99% original condition with only light handling 
marks and open storage dirt present. (07-3234 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 1000 - 1250.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2376.    Colt Model 1911 A1 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 38 Super.  S# 197308. Overall condition is near excellent. 
Bore is bright and shiny. This late 50’s or early 60’s Super shows no use. It has just a couple of light rub marks. 
Colt wood grips show near excellent. (07-3233 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 950 -1100.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2377.    Colt 70 Series Combat Commander Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 45. S# 70SC65957. Overall condition is 
good plus. Bore is bright and shiny. This satin nickel combat commander shows approx. 95-97% original finish 
with just a little surface corrosion. Medallion grips show near excellent. Comes with a spare magazine. (07-3231 / 
BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 500 - 700. VIEW PHOTO 
 
2378.    Colt Commander Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 38 Super. S# 30254LW.   Overall condition is very good. Bore 
is bright and shiny. This early 1960’s Commander shows better than 98% original finish with just the lightest of 
handling marks present. Colt wood plastic grips show near excellent. (07-3232 / BS / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 750 - 
950. VIEW PHOTO
 
2379.    Inglis Browning MK I* Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# 4CH2373.  Overall condition is fair to good. 
Bore is bright and shiny. This import pistol retains approx. 75% of the original phosphate finish turning brown with 
scattered corrosion and nicking present. Grips show good with light scuffing and no cracks. original  Canadian 
buttstock with frog show very good plus. (07-1988 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 600 - 900.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2380.    Inglis Browning MK I* Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# 1CH5724.   Overall condition is good. Bore is 
bright and shiny. Retains approx. 85-90% of the original parkerized finish with some light scratching present. 
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Original magazine shows good and is numbered to the gun. Original Canadian wooden stock holster shows good 
with belt frog attached. (07-1984 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 950 - 1200.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2381.    (Browning) Inglis No. 2 MK I Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# 8T0.  Overall condition is good. Bore is 
bright and shiny. This New Zealand contract pistol has a mechanical problem as slide will not open and is in need 
of repair. Shows approx. 80% original finish with wear on the edges of the frame and the slide as well as some 
light scratching present. The correct magazine is included. Grips show fair to good with some light scuffing.  
Accompanied by an original holster with spare magazine (also correct) and a cleaning rod. (07-1949 / BK / BS) 
Curio. Est. $ 500 - 700.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2382.    Browning Model 1903 Semi-Auto Pistol with Shoulder Stock. Cal. 380. S# 38784.   Overall condition 
is good. Bore is bright. Shows approx. 80-85% original finish with a small patch of very fine pitting on the front of 
the slide and some scattered wear on the grip straps. Comes with factory shoulder stock numbered to the gun, 
which shows good with some light scattered pitting on the front metal  and the wood showing good overall. 
Includes an extended magazine that allows the pistol to take the stock and a cleaning rod. (07-1989 / BK / BS) 
Curio. Est. $ 1500 - 2500.   VIEW PHOTO 
 
2383.    Austrian Mannlicher Model 1901 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 7.65mm. S# 215.  Overall condition is good. 
Bore is bright and shiny. Retains approx. 75-85% of the original blue finish with some slight corrosion present and 
the straw turned to bright on the working parts is basically non-existent. Checkered grips show good overall as do 
the mechanics. (07-1825 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 1000 - 2000.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2384.    Steyr Hahn Model 1012 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# 2683N. Overall condition is fair to good. Bore 
is bright and shiny. Pistol shows better than 80% of the original finish with existing straw on the extractor and 
safety. Hammer and barrel show bright. Grips show good overall. (07-1823/ BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 500.  
VIEW PHOTO
 
2385.    Steyr Hahn Model 1012 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# 8752Y. Overall condition is fair to good. Bore 
is bright and shiny. Pistol shows better than 80% of the original finish. Hammer and barrel show bright. Grips show 
good overall. (07-1824 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 500. VIEW PHOTO
 
2386.    Polish Model 1935 Type II Radom Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# T9359. Overall condition is good. 
Bore is slightly dark in the grooves. This waffenamt 77 marked pistol shows a good wartime finish overall retaining 
approx. 70% thinning blue. Grips show good with one slight dent in the left grip just below the upper screw. Overall 
a nice example of a Type II Radom with a takedown lever. Accompanied by 2 spare magazines. (07-2127 / BK / 
BS) Curio. Est. $ 500 - 700. VIEW PHOTO
 
2387.    Polish Model 1935 Type III Radom Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# A7178. Overall condition is good. 
Bore is slightly dark in the grooves. This Wa77 pistol shows approx. 85% of a thinning blue with no takedown lever 
present. The brown plastic grips show good with light scuffing. (07-2128 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 400 - 550.  VIEW 
PHOTO
 
2388.    Walther PPK Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 380. S# 405349K. Overall condition is poor to fair. Bore is bright 
with some slight corrosion present. This Eagle N pistol shows better than 80% original blue with fine pitting and 
corrosion on the slide. Pistol is an Eagle N wartime production and has replaced Interarms black plastic grips 
present. Original brown toed magazine is present. (07-2124 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 400.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2389.    Femaru Model 37M Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 7.65. S# 21691. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and 
shiny. Pistol has Nazi proofs and is marked JHVB41. Pistol retains approx. 95% original blue with some scattered 
light corrosion. Grips show good overall with some minor scuffing present. (07-2116 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 450 - 
550.    VIEW PHOTO 
 
2390.    Group of 2 Husqvarna Semi-Auto Pistols.
            1.  Husqvarna Model 1907 (Browning 1903) Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 380. S# 6769. Overall condition is 
good as arsenal reworked. Bore is bright and shiny. Retains approx. 85% of an added coarse parkerized finish. 
Grips show good with the left one having a slight crack running behind the escutcheon, possibly a repro. (07-
1881 / BK / BS)
            2.  Husqvarna Model 1907 (Browning 1903) Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 380. S# 61420. Overall condition is 
good as arsenal reworked. Bore is bright and shiny. Retains approx. 85% of an added coarse parkerized finish. 
Grips show good. (07-1882 / BK / BS). Both Curios. Est. $ 350 - 500 for pair.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2391.    Group of 2 Star Semi-Auto Pistols.
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            1.  Star Model B Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# 413463. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright. This 
import marked pistol shows approx. 90% finish with a bright barrel and a phosphate hammer. All numbers appear 
matching. Grips show very good with nice sharp checkering and a couple minor scuff marks. (07-1887 / BK / BS)
            2.  Star Model B Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# 426676. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright. This 
pistol shows approx. 90% finish with a bright barrel and a phosphate hammer. All numbers appear matching. Grips 
     show very good with nice sharp checkering and a couple minor scuff marks. Pistol has some unidentified 
proofs on the left of the frame as well as “LPN.” on the front grip strap and has a line on the slide worn to bright 
that goes from the ejection port to almost the rear sight. (07-1888 / BK / BS). Both Curios. Est. $ 400 - 600. for 
pair.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2392.    Group of 2 Spanish Star Commercial Semi-Auto Pistols.
            1.  Spanish Star Model SS for Spanish Air Force Police Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 380. S# 1356611. 
Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. This import marked pistol retains approx. 80% of an arsenal 
blue finish with the Spanish Air Force Police crest being in the right side of the slide and having scattered 
corrosion throughout. Plastic grips are good with no chips or cracks. (07-1885 / BK / BS). 
            2.  Spanish Star Super A Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm Largo. S#569466. Overall condition is fair to 
good. Bore is bright and shiny. Pistol exhibits approx. 80% of original finish with light scattered corrosion present. 
Wooden grips show good with sharp checkering and a slight mildew. Accompanied by a box, manual, cleaning    
rod and spar magazine. (07-1886 / BK / BS). Both Curios. Est. $ 450 - 600 for pair.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2393.    Star Model B Nazi Proof Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# 224050.   Overall condition is good. Bore is 
bight with a little scattered frosting. Pistol retains better than 85% original finish with a “Waa261” Nazi proof mark 
on the right rear opposite the safety. Grips show good overall with some minor wear to the checkering. Bright 
barrel has turned to a patina finish. (07-1890 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 700 - 900.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2394.    Walther Model PP WWII Issued to the Swedish Hydro Electric Power Plant Police Semi-Auto Pistol. 
Cal. 32. S# 254346P.  Overall condition is good on this import marked pistol. Bore is bright and shiny. Retains 
approx. 90% original finish with the police markings on the right side of the slide as well as German proofs on the 
barrel. Blue is thinning on the grip straps. Grips show good with no cracks or gouges present. Magazine does not 
have a finger hook on it. (07-1893 / BK / BS) Curio. 
Est. $ 400 - 600.   VIEW PHOTO 
 
2395.    Astra Model 800 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# 827358.Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and 
shiny. Similar to the Astra Model 600 only with an external hammer and a cartridge indicator as well as having 
black plastic grips with the name “Condor” in them. Retains approx. 80-85% blue finish with some plumming 
present on the slide. Grips show good with no chips, scratches or breaks. (07-1895 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 500 - 
900.   VIEW PHOTO 
 
2396.    Group of 2 Astra Semi-Auto Pistols.
            1.  Astra 400 Model of 1921 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# 89394. Overall condition is good. Bore is 
dark and pitted. Retains approx. 85% of the original finish with some scattered light corrosion present. Upper grip 
screw on left side appears to be a replacement. Grips show fair with some scuffing. (07-1902 / BK / BS)
            2.  Astra 400 Model of 1921 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# 16823. Overall condition is good. Bore is 
slightly frosty. This boarder patrol issue pistol shows approx. 75-80% original finish with some bright spots on the 
grip straps, frame and slide. Plastic grips show good with a couple minor scuff marks present. (07-1903 / BK / BS). 
Both Curios. Est. $ 350 - 500 for pair.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2397.    Group of 2 Astra Semi-Auto Pistols.
            1.  Astra Model 400 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm Largo. S# 7864. Overall condition is good. Bore is 
bright and shiny.  According to Mr. Stern’s notes, this pistol was a service issue for the Republic of Spain. Pistol 
shows approx. 85% of a higher polished arsenal finish with some light to moderate scratching present. (07-1904 / 
BK / BS)
            2.  Astra Model 1913/16 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm Largo. S# 4612. Overall condition is good. Bore is 
slightly frosty. Retains approx. 80% original finish with wear to the straps and high edges. Grips show fair having 
light scuffing and moderate wear present. (07-1905 / BK / BS). Both Curios. Est. $ 450 - 550 for pair.  VIEW 
PHOTO
 
2398.    Steyr Model 1912/14 (Romanian Issue) Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# 6830D.   Overall condition is 
good. Bore is bright and shiny. This is a Romanian Army issue Steyr that shows approx. 85-90% original blue with 
some high edge wear and some wearing of the grip straps. Has the Romanian crest in the left of the slide with 
“MD1912” underneath it. Grips show good with no significant denting or gouging. (07-1914 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 
500 - 700. VIEW PHOTO
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2399.    Polish Radom Nazi Occupation Type III Semi-Auto Pistol with No Slot and No Takedown Lever. Cal. 
9mm. S# K4934. Overall condition is very good. Bore is bright and shiny. Shows better than 95% original 
phosphate finish with the late wooden grooved grips showing near excellent with no nicks or gouges present. (07-
1919 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 500.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2400.    Polish Tokarev Model TT-33 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 7.62,   S# M1061. Overall condition is good. Bore is 
bright and shiny. This 1951 pistol retains better than 90% original blue with some light scratches present. Grips 
show overall good with no scuffing or marring. (07-1918 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 300 - 400.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2401.    Group of 2 1922 Browning Turkish Military Semi-Auto Pistols.
            1.  1922 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 380. S# 2042. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. Pistol 
retains better than 80% original finish with some high edge and one or two light scratches. On the right side of the 
slide is inscribed “T.C. SUBAY” meaning officer’s pistol in Turkish, according to Mr. Stern’s notes. Grips show 
overall good with good checkering and no nicks. (07-1872 / BK / BS)          
            2.  1922 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 32. S# 4410C. Overall condition is good as refinished. Bore is bright. 
Appears   to be arsenal refinished and shows approx. 95% . Also has Cyrillic writing on the front strap. Grips show 
overall good with good checkering and no nicks. (07-1873 / BK / BS). Both Curios. Est. $ 350 - 500 for pair.  VIEW 
PHOTO
 
2402.    Lot of 2 - 1870 and 1871 Turkish MKE Pistols and a Sealed Box of Ammunition. 
            1.  1870 Turkish MKE Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 380. S# 72059. Overall condition is good as arsenal 
refinished. Bore is bright and shiny.  The MKE closely resembles the Walther PP. Retains better than 95% of an 
arsenal or factory refinish that has buffed off some of the lighter inspection marks. Grips show good overall and 
still retains sharp checkering. (07-1870 / BK / BS)
            2.  1871 Turkish MKE Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 32. S# 27990. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright. This 
is a slightly later model with lightning cuts in the slide and the roll die within the lightning cuts. Retains approx. 90% 
original finish. Grips show good with no cracks or chips. (07-1871 / BK / BS). Both Curios. Est. $ 400 - 550 for 
pair.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2403.    Group of 2 J.P. Sauer Semi-Auto Pistols. 
            1.  J.P Sauer Model 1930 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 32. S# 197329. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright 
and shiny. Shows approx. 90+% of the original blue finish with the top being matted. Grips show good. Comes with 
a spare magazine. (07-3085 / BK / BS)
            2.  J.P. Sauer Model 1913 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 32. S# 147316. Overall condition is good. Bore is 
slightly frosty. Retains approx. 95% of a matted blue type finish with some patina present. Grips show good. (07-
3087 / BK / BS). Both Curios. Est. $ 450 - 600 for pair.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2404.    Group of 3 Pocket Semi Auto Pistols. 
            1.  Lignose Model 2A Pocket Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 25. S# 28052. Overall condition is good. Bore is 
slightly frosty. Retains approx. 85-90% original finish turning plum with scattered corrosion present. It is Crown N 
proofed. Grips show good with the right one being slightly warped or improperly installed. (07-3079 / BK / BS). 
            2.  Jaga Semi-Auto Pocket Pistol. Cal. 25. S# 6767. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. 
This pistol which is similar to a Colt 1908 retains approx. 95% original finish with the grips showing good. (07-
3080 / BK / BS). 
            3.  Zehna Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 25. S# 15175. Overall condition is good. Bore is slightly frosty. This 
Crown N proofed pistol shows approx. 85% original finish overall with the black plastic grips showing good. (07-
3081 / BK / BS). All Curios. 
Est. $ 350 - 500 for lot.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2405.    Group of 2 German Pistols.
            1.  Becker & Hollander Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 32. S# 32635. Overall condition is good as reworked. 
Bore is frosty. Pistol shows approx. 95% of an arsenal refinish with the wooden grips showing fair as well worn. 
(07-3074 / BK / BS)
            2.  Haenel Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 25. S# 99994. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. 
Shows approx. 90% of the original finish. Grips show good. (07-3076 / BK / BS). Both Curios. Est. $ 350 - 450 for 
pair.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2406.    Group of 2 Franz Stock Semi-Auto Pistols.
            1.  Franz Stock Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 25. S# 10819. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. 
Retains approx. 92 % original finish with the grips showing good. (07-3077 / BK / BS)
            2.  Franz Stock Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 25. S# 8827. Overall condition is good. Bore is slightly frosty. 
Pistol retains approx. 80% of the original finish with the balance moving to a smooth gray patina and the grips 
showing good. (07-3078 / BK / BS). Both Curios. Est. $ 350 - 450 for pair.  VIEW PHOTO
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2407.    J.P Sauer Model 38H Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 32. S# 
273100.                                                                         VIEW PHOTO Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and 
shiny. This waffenamt 37 pistol shows approx. 80% original bright blue finish with the JP Sauer logo on the left of 
the slide. Grips show good overall. (07-3082 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 450 - 600.
 
2408.    Group of 2 Savage Model 1917 Pistols.
            1.  Savage Model 1917 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 32. S# 12865. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright. 
Retains approx. 85% of the dull blue that the later pistols carried. Spur hammer and safety have turned brown 
while the trigger still shows some mellow case colors. Grips show good overall with no cracking or chipping. (07-
3044 / BK / BS)
            2.  Savage Model 1917 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 380. S# 24459B. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright 
and shiny. Retains approx. 85% of the dull blue that the later pistols carried. Spur hammer and safety have turned 
brown while the trigger still shows some mellow case colors. Grips show good overall with no cracking or chipping. 
(07-3045 /BK / BS). Both Curios. Est. $ 450 - 600 for pair.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2409.    Lot of 2 - 25 Caliber Pistols.
            1.  Unknown European Manually Operated Repeating Pocket Pistol. Cal. 25. S# M.33. Overall 
condition is good. Bore is  bright. This is a very unique manually operated pistol that holds probably 5 to 7 
cartridges and each time you pull the trigger, the slide goes back and breaks at the end of the travel. The only 
markings are a shield on the bottom of the grip frame with word “Suhl” and the letter N as well as the serial 
number. Where the safety lever is, it says safe and fire in what I believe is German. Overall a really unique little 
pistol. (07-3049 / BK / BS)
            2.  Dreyse Vest Pocket Automatic Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 25. S# 51164. Overall condition is good. Bore 
is bright and shiny. Retains better than 90% original blue with just a little surface corrosion. Grips show good plus 
with no cracks or chips present. (07-3050 / BK / BS). Both Curios. Est. $ 350 - 450 for pair.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2410.    Pair of 25 Caliber Semi-Auto Pistols.
            1.  Colt Model 1908 Vest Pocket Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 25. S# 307960. Overall condition is good. Bore 
is bright and shiny. Shows approx. 90% original finish with a little scattered wear on the slide. Case colors on 
safety, grip safety and trigger show nearly 100% vivid color. Grips show good with no cracking or chipping present. 
Two toned magazine shows nearly new. (07-3051 / BK / BS).           2.  German Made Mann Semi-Auto Pistol. 
Cal. 25. S# 15760-21. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. Pistol shows better than 95% original 
blue with the primary wear being a couple scratches on the side of the trigger. Grips show good overall with no 
chips or cracks present. (07-3052 / BK / BS). Both Curio. Est. $ 400 - 600 for pair. VIEW PHOTO
 
2411.    Dutch Model 1894 (Colonial Model) Revolver. Cal. 11mm. NSN. Overall condition is good. Bore is 
bright and shiny. Retains approx. 95% of an arsenal finish with some slight corrosion on the cylinder. Grips are 
good overall with no denting or gouging. (07-1858 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 500 - 700.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2412.    Dutch Model 12 Service Revolver. Cal. 9.4. S# 243. Overall condition is good as refinished. Bore is 
bright and shiny. Shows approx. 90% of an arsenal refinish with the grips showing good with light scuffing and a 
small chip at the bottom.  A lanyard loop is present. (07-1859 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 450.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2413.    Mexican Pieper Model 1893 Nagant Type Revolver. Cal. Approx. 38. S# 1497. Overall condition is 
good. Bore is bright showing moderate wear. Retains approx. 75% of the original finish with “EJERCITO 
MEXICANO” roll died on the top grip strap and left sideplate. Grips sow good. A lanyard loop is present. (07– 
1862/ BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 300 - 500.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2414.    Colt Model 1909 Revolver Cal. 45. S # 48749.   Overall condition is very good. Bore is bright and shiny. 
Revolver shows approx. 95% of the original finish with scattered light scratching through out and virtually no ware. 
Grips show fare with some denting present.  (4-34171 / BK) Curio. Est. $ 950 - 1500  VIEW PHOTO
  
2415.    Colt Model 1896 Revolver Cal. 38. S # 141887.  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. 
Revolver retains approx. 90% of the original bright blue finish with some surface corrosion present and holster 
ware. Action is tight. Grips show good with a fine 1900 cartouche.  (4-34170 / BK) Est. $ 650 - 900. VIEW PHOTO
 
2416.    Swiss Model 1929 Revolver. Cal 7.5MM. S# 61063.  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. 
Revolver shows approx. 85 - 90% of the original finish with some scattered corrosion present. (was 01-464/07-
2365 / BK / BS ) Curio. Est. $ 450 - 600.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2417.    Swiss Sig Model 1883 Revolver. Cal. 7.5. S# 254.   Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. 
This Swiss revolver retains approx. 90% original finish with all numbers matching and slight corrosion on the top 
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strap and scattered corrosion on the cylinder. Straw on hammer trigger, loading gate and other parts is good 
overall. Grips are good and lanyard loop is present. (07-1924 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 500 - 750.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2418.    German Pre-War Military/Police Double Action Revolver Circa 1920. Cal. 8mm. S# 1896. Overall 
condition is good.  Bore is bright and shiny. Revolver shows approx. 98% of what appears to be original finish 
withal edges being sharp and some light corrosion present on the receiver. Grips show good with no marring. 
Straw on the ejector, hammer and trigger show strong. (07-1863 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 300 - 450. VIEW PHOTO
 
2419.    Colt Officer’s Model Match Revolver. Cal. 22. S# 22486.  Overall condition is good plus. Bore is bright 
and shiny. This pre-1950 Officer’s Model Match shows approx. 95% original finish with a little light scattered 
corrosion on the barrel. Grips show good overall with sharp checkering and no scuffing or denting present. 
Mechanics are crisp and smooth. (07-3008 / BK / BS) Curio. Est.$ 450 - 600.  VIEW PHOTO 
 
2420.    Enfield No. 2 MK I Webley Revolver. Cal. 38. S# D7010. Overall condition is good as reworked. Bore is 
bright and shiny. Shows approx. 95% of a black enamel finish with some nicking and scuffing present. Grips show 
good with only light scuffing present. (07-3010 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 400.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2421.    Group of 2 Revolvers.
            1.  Acierfondu Double Action Dutch Revolver Circa 1920. Cal. 9.4. S# 21. Overall condition is very 
good. Bore is bright. Retains app 90% of what appears to be the original blue on the barrel, cylinder and trigger 
housing with the frame and straps showing about 90%  nice mellow case colors. Grips show good with the 
diamonds somewhat flattening and one small ding in the right hand grip toward the rear. (07-1864 / BK / BS)
            2.  Austrian Rast-Gasser Model 1898 Revolver. Cal. 8mm. S# 58102. Overall condition is good plus as 
reworked. Bore is slightly dark. Shows approx. 95% of an arsenal refinish with nice color case hardening on the 
      hammer. The checkered wooden grips are good with some flattening to the diamonds. A lanyard loop is 
present. (07-1865 / BK / BS). Both Curios. 
Est. $ 400 - 600. for pair.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2422.    German Reichs Model 1883 Revolver. Cal. 10.6. S. # 5. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and 
shiny. Retains better than 90% of an arsenal refinish with some corrosion on the grip straps. Straw on trigger 
hammer and safety shows good overall. Grips are fair to good with some shrinking and flattening of the 
checkering. Numbered on grips, frame, loading gate block, cylinder pin & cylinder. (07-1860 / BK / BS) Antique. 
Est. $ 350 - 500.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2423.    Italian Bodeo Model 1880 Enlisted Man’s Revolver. Cal. 10.4. S# F6538. Overall condition is good. 
Bore is slightly frosty.  This 1812 manufactured revolver retains approx. 85% original blue with the folding trigger 
showing a nice even patina and the grips showing good with modest wear. Grips show good. (07-1850 / BK / BS) 
Curio. Est. $ 350 - 500.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2424.    Italian Bodeo Model 1889 Officer’s Model Revolver. Cal. 10.4. S# C9496. Overall condition is good. 
Bore is slightly dark. This 1923 made revolver retains approx. 70-75% original blue turning brown with the majority 
of wear being on the cylinder. Mechanics are good overall with the grips showing good and the checkering 
showing moderate wear. (07-1849 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 500.  
 
2425.    FB Radom Ng30 (Polish Nagant) Semi-Auto Revolver. Cal. 7.62mm. S# 8178.Overall condition is very 
good. Bore is near excellent. Retains approx. 95% original blue with a nitride blue finish on the trigger, hammer, 
loading gate, and loading gate spring.  Wood inlets in the front and rear grip straps. A slight bit of muzzle wear and 
corrosion toward the front of the barrel. (07-1756 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 1500 - 2000. VIEW PHOTO 1    VIEW 
PHOTO 2
 
2426.    Springfield  Model 1903 NRA Sporter Bolt Action Rifle. Cal. 30. S# 1270477. Overall condition is very 
good. Bore is bright and shiny. This star gauged rifle is a fine example of an NRA Sporter with the half stock that is 
similar to that of the 1922 rifle with the same cupped style checkered buttplate. Equipped with a Lyman 48 receiver 
sight and a polished nickel steel bolt. Receiver retains better than98% original finish with the barrel showing 
approx. 95% thinning just behind the front sight. Trigger guard and floorplate assembly show some light corrosion 
with approx. 85% original finish. Buttstock shows near excellent with some very light handling marks throughout. 
Buttplate shows better than 95% original blue. (07-3278 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 2500 - 3000.   VIEW PHOTO 
 
2427.    Winchester No. 3 MK I (P14) Bolt Action Rifle. Cal. 303. S# 138029.   Overall condition is as new. Bore 
is as new. This P14 Enfield shows better than 99% of the finish throughout with just slight wear around the muzzle 
from the bayonet being mounted. Bayonet, scabbard and frog show near new with some light scuffing on the 
scabbard. Equipped with a tag that reads “Tag # 1762 Bayonet belongs to Enfield Pattern 14 from E. Pugsley”. 
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Accounting this rifle the Edwin Pugsley who was a VP at Winchester at the time is impossible to do. All I can say is 
it shows new throughout. Buttstock and hand guards show near excellent with one or two slight rub marks possibly 
from racks. Leather sling shows it’s age but is overall very good. (07-3280 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 2000 - 3000. 
VIEW PHOTO
 
2428.    Ross Model 1912 Single Shot Training Rifle. Cal. 22. S# A172.  Overall condition is good. Bore is 
bright. Receiver and barrel show approx. 80% of a blue scattered with brown with some apparent touch up on the 
front 2”. Barrel bands show approx. 80% original blue. Buttstock shows good with light scuffs and several dates 
and inspection marks on the  right side. (07-2357 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 500 - 700.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2429.    BSA Martini Drop Block Single Shot Rifle made for Australia. Cal. 310. S# 31083.  Overall condition is 
good. Bore is  bright and shiny. Buttstock and hand guards show moderate and heavy scuffing and denting 
throughout. A leather sling shows good. (07-2359 / BK / BS) Curio. Est.$ 350 - 500.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2430.    British Godsal’s Patent, Manufactured by Webley & Scott  in October of 1902, Bolt Action Rifle. 
Cal. 303. S# 22003 on bolt.  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. This rifle appears to have been 
the beginning of the bullpup frenzy. Rifle has a very short buttstock with a very long front end and has the trigger 
directly below the front ring of the receiver with the bolt and magazine behind the trigger. Rifle  shows approx. 95% 
of the original blue with slight scattered corrosion throughout. Buttstock and hand guard are good with only light 
scuffing. A very unique British rifle, ahead of it’s time. (07-2360 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 900 - 1500.  VIEW PHOTO 
 
2431.    British Pattern 13 Experimental Bolt Action Service Rifle. Cal. 276. S# 1156.  Overall condition is very 
good. Bore is bright and shiny. Rifle was based on the P14 Enfield that was in 276 caliber. Rifle is all matching and 
equipped with a bayonet, scabbard and sling. Metal retains approx. 95% of the blue overall with some scattered 
spots of light corrosion present. Bolt is bright showing patina on top. Bayonet shows near new with the scabbard 
showing very good. Hand guards are good with light scuffing. Buttstock is good and has 4 lightning cuts on each 
side that run diagonal from the front receiver ring, halfway to the volley sight. Other than that, buttstock has only 
light scuffing. Web sling shows good overall. (07-3282 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 500 - 700. VIEW PHOTO
 
2432.    Remington Model 11 U.S. Property Riot Gun Semi-Auto Shotgun. Cal. 12 Ga. S# 497601.  Overall 
condition is very good. Bore is bright and shiny. Metal retains better than 98% original blue with only the lightest of 
surface corrosion starting. Bolt and follower show bright. Buttstock and hand guards show good with a small 
hairline crack on the bottom of the hand guard and one or two slight rub marks in the buttstock with a very 
prominent FJA cartouche with an ordinance wheel. Buttplate shows near new. (07-3283 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 
600 - 900. VIEW PHOTO
 
2433.    Remington Model 11 U.S. Property Riot Gun Semi-Auto Shotgun. Cal. 12 Ga. S# 498908.  Overall 
condition is very good. Bore is bright and shiny. Metal retains better than 98% original blue with a very slight ding 
in the receiver just below the U.S. Property mark. Bolt and follower show bright. Buttstock and hand guards show 
good with a very prominent FJA cartouche with an ordinance wheel. Buttplate shows near new. (07-3284 / BK / 
BS) Curio. Est. $ 600 - 900.  VIEW PHOTO 
 
2434.    Harrington and Richardson Model 60 Reising Semi-Auto Rifle. Cal. 45. S# 668.  Overall condition is 
very good. Bore is bright and shiny. 3500 of these rifles were made between 1946-48. It is basically a semi auto 
copy of the Reising Model 50 sub-machine gun only with an 18 1/4” barrel. It features a 20 round box magazine. 
Receiver and barrel retain better than 98% of original blue with a couple slight rub marks. Buttstock shows near 
excellent with a couple slight rub marks. Shows no sign of ever being shot. Equipped with an M1 Garand type 
sling. (07-3286 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 1500 - 2200.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2435.    WW Greener MK III Sarco Import Police Shotgun. Cal. 12 Ga. S# 79545.  Overall condition is good. 
Bore is bright and shiny. This is a Martini action 12 gauge police shotgun. Metal  shows better than 85% original 
finish with slightly less on the buttplate. Buttstock and hand guard show good with light and some moderate 
scuffing present. Shotgun is equipped with a British web sling. (07-3287 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 450. VIEW 
PHOTO
 
2436.    Australian Experimental SMLE NO 1 MK III Bolt Action  Rifle. Cal. 303. S# XP53.   Overall condition is 
very good. Bore is bright and shiny. This Enfield was an experiment they had where it has a rear sight installed on 
the back half of the stripper clip guide and has the front end of the rifle shortened to 20” as well as lightening cuts 
in the stocks. Rifle retains approx. 95% of the arsenal parkerized finish with the arsenal reworked bayonet showing 
good as reworked and sharpened. Buttstock and hand guards show very good with a couple of light scuff marks 
present and a nice 1934 cartouche in the buttstock. (07-3290 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 450.   VIEW PHOTO
 
2437.    Czechoslovakian VZ33  Bolt Action Carbine. Cal. 8mm. S# 5702A.   Overall condition is good. Bore is 
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bright and shiny. Metal of rifle retains better than 95% finish with some slight high edge wear and a nitride blue 
takedown and a bright bolt. Buttstock and hand guards show near excellent with only light rub marks present. 
Sling shows age and dryness but is overall good. (07-3294 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 500. VIEW PHOTO
 
2438.    Romanian Type 79 Copy of the Soviet SVD Semi-Auto Carbine. Cal. 7.62. S# K1810.    Overall 
condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. This 7.62 x 54 carbine shows better than 95% of the original parkerized 
finish with a matching clip. Buttstock and hand guards show good overall with light scuffing and a thick coat of 
varnish. Carbine has a sling. No telescope is present. (07-3295 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 1000 - 1500.  VIEW 
PHOTO
 
2439.    German Pre-WWII Paatz Bolt Action Single Shot Training Rifle with an Ajax 3x Telescope with a 
Claw Type Mount. Cal. 22. S# 373.  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. Shows better than 80% 
blue with some thinning and spotting on the barrel. Ajax scope shows better than 90% blue overall with clear 
optics. Buttstock shows good with only light handling marks and some wear to the checkering. (07-3297 / BK / BS) 
Curio. Est. $ 1000 - 1500.   VIEW PHOTO 
 
2440.    Haitian Model 1950 Mauser Short Rifle by FN. Cal. 8mm. S# 2945.  Overall condition is good. Bore is 
bright and shiny. Metal shows better than 90% original finish with a sight cover/muzzle cap present. Buttstock and 
hand guard is fair with numerous light and moderate nicks and dents. (07–3299/ BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 500. 
 VIEW PHOTO
 
2441.    243/1938 Code German 98 Mauser Bolt Action Rifle. Cal. 8mm. S# 5954P.   Overall condition is good. 
Bore is bright and shiny. All matching except the barrel band spring and bayonet. Receiver and barrel retains 
approx. 90% original blue with the bolt showing patina overall . Barrel bands show approx. 90% finish while the 
trigger guard and floorplate show about 65%. Buttplate shows bright with scattered patina throughout. Buttstock 
and hand guard show good with light scuffing and somewhat visible waffenamts. Sling is overall good. (07-3302 / 
BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 500 - 800. VIEW PHOTO
 
2442.    Russian Moisine Nagant 91/30 Bolt Action Sniper Rifle. Cal. 7.62. S# TN1627.  Overall condition is 
good. Bore is lightly frosty showing moderate to heavy wear. Accompanied by a 3.5x PU telescope with a sling 
and bayonet present. Metal retains approx. 95% of the original finish with the bolt being renumbered to this gun. 
Bayonet shows good. Buttstock  and hand guard show good with virtually no abuse. Sling also shows good. Scope 
optics show clear. (07-3318 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 900 - 1200.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2243.    German Mauser Pre-war Single Shot Bolt Action Sporting Rifle. Cal. 22. S# 183186.  Overall 
condition is very good. Bore is bright, shiny and shows dirty. Metal retains better than 95% original finish. Stock 
shows good with mostly light handling marks and a couple more moderate dings and a nice Mauser banner 
cartouche. Sling is dry but overall good. (07-3319 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 500.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2444.    Moisin Nagant Model 91/30 Bolt Action Sniper Rifle. Cal. 7.62. S# 223490.   Overall condition is good. 
Bore is bright showing moderate wear. Equipped with a PE telescope on a sliding rail system that is mounted to 
both sides of the receiver. Metal of rifle shows approx. 80% of the original finish with some light scattered pitting 
on the forward part of the barrel. Bayonet shows good. PE telescope shows approx. 80% of the external finish with 
clear optics. Buttstock and hand guard show good with only light scattered scuffing and a small horseshoe shaped 
crack on the left rear of the receiver. Sling is good. (07-3321 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 1000 - 1500.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2445.    Russian Model 91/30 Moisin Nagant Bolt Action Sniper Rifle reworked for the Polish Army. Cal. 
7.62.  S# Y8418.
 Overall condition is near excellent as reworked. Bore is bright showing moderate wear. Metal shows overall better 
than 98% of an arsenal rework. The 3.5x scope shows near new with crystal clear optics. Has leather scope caps 
and a canvas cover that covers the entire receiver. Bayonet shows good. Buttstock and hand guard shows near 
new as replacements. Sling also shows near new. (07-3322 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 1000 - 1300.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2446.    DOT/44 98K German Military Bolt Action Rifle. Cal. 8mm. S# 6795AN.  Overall condition is good plus. 
Bore is bright and shiny. Rifle is 100% matching except the bayonet. Barrel and receiver retain approx. 85% 
original finish as do the bands, trigger guard and floorplate. Bayonet shows good overall with light scattered 
surface corrosion. Scabbard is good, frog is soft and pliable. Bright buttplate shows light scattered corrosion. 
Buttstock and hand guard show good plus with a minimum of scuffing and very present waffenamts and maker 
markings. (07-3325 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 700 - 900.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2447.    Danzig KAR 98 Bolt Action Rifle. Cal. 8mm. S# 5627.   Overall condition is good. Bore is bright showing 
moderate wear. Receiver and barrel show approx. 98% of the original finish with the barrel bands, trigger guard 
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and floorplate showing approx. 85%. Bayonet shows fair with scattered corrosion. Buttstock and hand guard show 
good with light scuffing throughout. Sling shows good. (07-3326 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 400 - 600.   VIEW PHOTO
 
2448.    Remington Rolling Block Mexican Contract Rifle. Cal. 7mm. S# 3784.   Overall condition is good. Bore 
is frosty. Receiver shows case hardening turning to patina. Barrel shows approx. 50% with 4 or 5 small patches of 
light to moderate pitting. Barrel bands show approx. 10% of the blue turned to plum. Upper hand guard shows 
good with no dings or significant scuffs. Lower hand guard shows good with a couple minor scuffs and an approx. 
1 x 1 1/2” chip at the rear. Buttstock shows fair to good with just a few moderate nicks in it. (07-3303 / BK / BS) 
Curio. Est. $ 350 - 500. VIEW PHOTO
 
2449.    Erma WWII Bolt Action Sporting Rifle issued to the Reich Finance Organization. Cal. 22. NSN.   
Overall condition is good. Bore is bright showing moderate wear. Barrel and receive shows approx. 80% blue 
turning plum. Buttstock shows good with mostly light and some moderate dings present. (07-3305 / BK / BS) 
Curio. Est. $ 350 - 500. VIEW PHOTO
 
2450.    237/1939 Code German Mauser 98K Bolt Action . Cal. 8mm. S# 9910B.  Overall condition is good. 
Bore is slightly frosty. Rifle is matching except for the number on the cleaning rod, wrong number on the barrel 
band spring and an unnumbered hand guard with finish and wear matching the rifle. Barrel and receiver retains 
approx. 80-85% original blue with some bright spots present. Barrel bands, trigger guard and floorplate show 
approx. 85%. Non-matching bayonet shows good. Upper hand guard shows good with one light scratch. Buttstock 
shows fair to good with light and some moderate gouging present. Buttplate shows overall patina with some fine 
pitting. (07-3304 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 450 - 650.   VIEW PHOTO
 
2451.    Mauser Single Shot Bolt Action Pre-War Deluxe Version Sporting Rifle with Hand Checkered 
Buttstock. Cal. 22. S#  188729. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. Rear sight is adjustable for 
sight radius. Barrel and receiver retain better than 95% with slight surface corrosion on the barrel. Buttstock shows 
good pus with scattered light scuff marks throughout and sharp checkering. (07-3329 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 450 - 
600.  VIEW PHOTO 
 
2452.    Walther Repeating Semi-Auto Sporting Rifle. Cal. 22. S# 35619K.  Overall condition is good. Bore is 
bright and shiny. Barrel and receiver show approx. 95% original finish with some light scuffing halfway up the 
barrel.  Buttstock shows good with light scuffing. Buttplate is slightly warped. (07-3330 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 350 
- 500. VIEW PHOTO
 
2453.    Walther Single Shot Bolt Action Sporting Rifle. Cal. 22. S# 24303W.  Overall condition is good. Bore is 
bright and shiny. This heavy barrel target rifle shows better than 90% original finish with some light speckling 
throughout. But stock shows overall good with slight dinging and nice sharp checkering. Rear sight radius is 
adjustable throughout the entire length of the receiver and rear half of the barrel. Sling shows slightly dry but good 
overall.  (07-3331 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 500. VIEW PHOTO
 
2454.    Russian Model 91/30 Moisin-Nagant Bolt Action Sniper Rifle reworked for the Polish Army. Cal. 
7.62.  S# TK248.    Overall condition is near excellent as reworked. Bore is bright showing moderate wear. Metal 
shows overall better than 98% of an arsenal rework. The 3.5x scope shows near new with crystal clear optics. Has 
leather scope caps and a canvas cover that covers the entire receiver. Bayonet shows good. Buttstock and hand 
guard shows near new as replacements. Sling also shows near new. (07-3332 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 1000 - 
1300.  VIEW PHOTO 
 
2455.    Romanian Type 79 Copy of the Soviet SVD Semi-Auto Carbine. Cal. 7.62. S# E0966.  Overall 
condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. This 7.62 x 54 carbine shows better than 95% of the original parkerized 
finish with a canvas package with 4 magazines and a cleaning kit. Buttstock and hand guards show good overall 
with light scuffing and a thick coat of varnish. Carbine has a sling. No telescope is present. (07-3333 / BK / BS) 
Curio. Est. $ 1300 - 1600.    VIEW PHOTOS
 
2456.    Czechoslovakian Model VZ57 Moisin-Nagant Bolt Action Sniper Rifle. Cal. 7.62. S# C3124. Overall 
condition is good. Bore is dark and pitted. Rifle retains approx. 85% original finish with scattered  slight thinning of 
the blue. Telescope and optics show good. Leather scope cap is not proper for this gun. Buttstock and hand guard 
shows good with light scuffing. Sling also shows good. (07-3335 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 750 - 900. VIEW PHOTO 
 
2457.    German Mauser Model 1933. Ethiopian Contract. Cal. 7.92MM. S. # A 2070.   Overall condition is fair. 
Bore is somewhat bright with heavy wear. Metal retains better than 80% blue turning plum with some light 
scattered corrosion present. Floor plate also has several small dings in it. Leather scabbard shows slightly dry but 
good while the saw back bayonet shows good with minor surface corrosion on the handle with a bright clean 
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blade. Buttstock and hand guard show good with light scattered scuffing throughout and what I presume 
(according to Mr. Stern’s notes) are Ethiopian characters carved in the side. (07-1403 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 350 
- 500. 
VIEW PHOTO
 
2458.    Belgian / Ethiopian Mauser Carbine with later crest. Model 24 / 30. Cal 7.92MM. S. # 192. Overall 
condition is  good as reworked. Bore is bright with some light corrosion near the chamber. Receiver and bolt show 
bright with a slight patina while the barrel shows approx. 95% of an arsenal refinish over light pitting. Trigger guard 
and floor plate show better than 95% of an arsenal finish including the barrel bands. Bayonet shows fair with light 
scattered spotting and a couple of small nicks in the handle. The stock and hand guard show good with only a light 
scattered mix and a faint crest in the butt. (07-1404 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 400 - 600.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2459.    US Springfield / Bannerman Model 1903 Rifle. Cal. 30. S. # 350638.Overall condition is good as 
reworked. Bore is bright & shiny exhibiting moderate wear. This is a classic example of a Bannerman built surplus 
rifle that consists of the following: 1903 barreled receiver with a 1917 stock and bolt assembly. Rifle also has a 
1902 Krag rear sight. The rear barrel band and upper hand guard being 1917 while the front barrel band is 1903. 
The sling appears to be foreign. Barreled receiver retains about 95% of an arsenal blue with the barrel bands 
retaining approx. the same. The 1917 trigger guard and floor plate assembly show approx. 80% blue mixed with 
surface corrosion. The bolt shows approx. 70% bluing. The stock and hand guards are in overall good condition 
with light nicks and bruising throughout and a repair at the rear of the receiver. The sling is foreign and in good 
condition. Fine example of Bannerman’s ingenuity. (07-1410 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 650 - 850. VIEW PHOTO 
 
2460.    Breda / Greek Model 1927 Rifle. Cal. 6.5MM. S. # 5348. Overall condition is good. Bore is slightly frosty. 
Metal shows approx. 80% blue mixing with scattered surface corrosion and turning brown. Bayonet is in good 
condition with no scabbard present. Rifle is equipped with a muzzle cover. Buttstock and hand guard show good 
condition with mostly  light bruising and a couple of moderate dents present. (07-1408 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 350 
- 500.  VIEW PHOTO 
 
2461.    FN Model 98K Rifle. Israeli Conversion. Cal. 7.62MM S. # 699260.  Overall condition is fair to good as 
reworked.. Bore is bright & shiny. This is a 98K that Israel had in possession and converted to 7.62 some time 
between the late 1940’s and mid 1950’s. All German marks were removed and Israeli marks were put on the gun 
with 762 stamped in the top of the front receiver ring and in the buttstock at the toe. Metal retains approx. 80% of 
the Israeli added finish with the bayonet showing slightly over 90% as reworked. Buttstock and hand guard show 
light to moderate scuffing throughout. Original sling shows good plus. (07-1413 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 400 - 
600.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2462.    BRNO / Persian Model 1938 Mauser Rifle. Cal. 8MM. S. # Farsi.   Overall condition is very good plus. 
Bore is bright & shiny. Rifle shows better than 98% of original finish with no signs of having ever been fired. 
Showing very light surface corrosion on the barrel and only light handling marks on the wood. Bayonet & scabbard 
show near new. (07-1417 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 600 - 800.  
VIEW PHOTO
 
2463.    BRNO / Persian Model 1938 Mauser Rifle. Cal. 8MM. S. # Farsi.   Overall condition is very good plus. 
Bore is bright & shiny. Rifle shows better than 98% of original finish with no signs of having ever been fired. 
Showing very light surface corrosion on the barrel and only light handling marks on the wood. Bayonet & scabbard 
show near new. (07-1419 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 600 - 800. 
VIEW PHOTO
 
2464.    FN Model 1949Rifle. (A-L Marked) Cal. 30 - 06. S. # 4586. Overall condition is good as refinished. Bore 
is slightly frosty. Rifle exhibits better than 98% of an added grey parkerized finish. Upper hand guard shows some 
very light scuffing while the buttstock shows near new with just a couple of nicks. Bayonet shows near new. (07-
1422 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 500 - 700.  VIEW PHOTO 
 
2465.    Beretta M-1 Garand . Contract Rifle for the Lebanese Army. Cal. 30 - 06. S. # E 0400.  Overall 
condition is good. Bore is slightly frosty. Showing a light grey parkerizing on the receiver and bolt assembly with 
the operating rod showing slightly darker. The import marked barrel shows a very light parkerizing that appears 
almost bare metal with the gas cylinder, trigger housing, and buttplate all showing a darker parkerizing. Hand 
guards and buttstock are in fair condition showing light to moderate scuffing throughout. There are both the 
Berretta logo and Lebanese script on the buttstock. Sling is a black web replacement. Bayonet & unique scabbard 
show good. (07-1423 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $700 - 900.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2466.    Yugoslavian Mauser Model 1924 Carbine. Cal. 8MM. S. # 2332.  Overall condition is good. Bore is 
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bright & shiny. The receiver shows approx. 95% of the blue with just a little bit of corrosion on the bolt take down 
lever. Matching bolt shows bright with patina and some scattered corrosion on the handle itself. Barrel and barrel 
bands show better than 90% blue with the major wear being where the bayonet was installed. Matching trigger 
guard and floor plate assembly show 90% of blue with high edge wear. Bayonet shows good with just a light 
patina showing on the blade and some scattered corrosion on the handle. (07-1426 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 500 - 
650.   VIEW PHOTO
 
2467.    FN Model 1924 Rifle. Venezuelan Contract. Cal. 7MM. S. # 31806.    Overall condition is very good. 
Bore is bright & shiny. All matching numbers except the bayonet. Receiver and bolt assembly show bright with 
very little patina and just the bolt take down lever showing a nitride blue. Barrel, bands, and floor plate show better 
than 98% of the original blue while the trigger guard shows approx. 90% with some nicks on the bottom. Bayonet 
shows fair with a brown patina. The buttstock and hand guard show very good with a moderate coat of varnish and 
only a few small rub marks. Sling is dry but in overall good condition.  (07-1428 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 450 - 600.  
VIEW PHOTO
 
2468.    FN / Venezuelan Mauser Model 1924 / 30 Carbine. 7MM. S. # 022369.  Overall condition is good. Bore 
is slightly frosty. Receiver retains approx. 85% of the original blue as does the barrel with the bands, trigger guard, 
and floor plate showing slightly less than 80%. Non-matching bayonet shows good with the scabbard and frog also 
showing good. The sling is slightly dry but shows good condition while the matching buttstock and hand guard 
show good with mostly light and a few moderate nicks throughout. The buttstock also has an added number, “F 
101”, down near the buttplate. (07-1433 / BK /BS) Curio. Est. $ 450 - 650.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2469.    Lot of Two Spanish Mauser Model 1916 Carbines with Slings & Bayonets. 
            1.  Spanish Mauser Special Model 1916 Carbine. Cal. 8MM. NSN. (722 on bolt). Overall condition is 
good as arsenal reworked. Bore is bright & shiny but exhibits little rifling. Rifle retains better than 90% of the 
arsenal refinish with a couple of bright spots on the barrel and one on the bottom of the trigger guard. Buttstock 
and hand guard show good with only minor nicks and a couple of small moderate bruises throughout. Bayonet has 
been heavily cleaned and exhibits fair. Sling is slightly dry but has no rips or tears. (07-1438 / BK / BS) Curio.
            2.   Spanish Model 1916 Carbine. Issued to Guardia Civil. Converted to 7.62 NATO. S. # 2Z8701. 
Overall condition is good. Bore is bright & shiny. All matching components except bayonet. Receiver exhibits 
better than 95% of original finish with the bolt showing bright and having been cleaned. Barrel and barrel bands 
exhibit approx. 85% of the original finish with some surface corrosion present. Bayonet shows fair as reworked. 
Trigger guard and floor plate assembly show better than 80% of the blue with a little light corrosion present as 
does the buttplate. Sling is in good condition. (07-1439 / BK / BS) Curio. 
Est. $ 400 - 600 for pair. VIEW PHOTO
 
2470.    Lot of (4) - Two 1954 Mosin Nagant Carbines & Two Romanian SKS. All 7.62 MM w/ Slings and 
Folding Bayonets.
           1.  1954 Moisin Nagant Bolt Action Carbine. S. # ET 671. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright & 
shiny. All metal of this matching rifle retains approx. 85% of the original finish showing bright spots on some high 
edges. Buttstock and hand guard show good with light bruising and scuffing throughout. Bayonet and sling are in 
good condition. (07-1440 / BK / BS) Curio.
            2.  1954 Moisin Nagant Bolt Action Carbine. S. # GR 1497. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright & 
shiny. Shows better than 90% original blue with minor nicks and scuffs on the buttstock. The sling & bayonet are in 
good condition. (07-1441 / BK / BS) Curio. 
            3.  Romanian SKS Rifle. S. # BC 3806. Overall condition is good as refinished with matching numbers 
and a bright, shiny bore. The metal on this import marked rifle shows better than 90% of an arsenal refinish. The 
buttstock and hand guard show good plus with only light scattered scuffing. (07-1442 / BK / BS) Curio. 
            4.  Romanian SKS Rifle. S. # FE 2227. Overall condition is good as refinished with matching numbers 
and a bright, shiny bore. The metal on this import marked rifle shows better than 90% of an arsenal refinish. The 
buttstock and hand guard show good plus with only light scattered scuffing. (07-1443 / BK / BS) Curio. 
Est. $ 450 - 650 for the lot. VIEW PHOTO
 
2471.    CZ. Model VZ - 24 Mauser Rifle. Romanian Contract for King Michael. Cal. 8MM. S. # TR 19803.   
Overall condition is good as refinished. Bore is poor. Receiver, trigger guard, and floor plate show better than 90% 
of an arsenal finish with the matching bolt showing bright. Barrel and barrel bands show approx. 85% of an added 
blue with areas of pitting underneath the finish on the barrel. Bayonet is good as reworked with frog being a 
replacement. Buttstock and hand guards show good with only light denting and scuffing. (07-1448 / BK / BS) 
Curio.  Est. $ 350 - 500.   VIEW PHOTO
 
2472.    German Mauser Model 98K Rifle. Portuguese Contract Model 1941. Cal. 8MM. S. # H 19785.  Overall 
condition is near excellent. Bore is bright & shiny. All matching numbers including bayonet and has Nazi proofs 
throughout. Retains better than 98% of the blue on all metal parts. Buttplate is bright. Portuguese crests are still 
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intact on both receiver and buttstock. Sling is still in very good condition. Matching bayonet has been refinished 
and shows better than 98% of the refinish. Buttstock and hand guard are near excellent showing only the lightest 
of scuffing with both Portuguese & Nazi proofs intact. (07-1451 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 650 - 850.  
VIEW PHOTO
 
2473.    German Mauser Model 98 (Prewar) Rifle. Portuguese Contract. Cal. 8MM. S. # C 7939.   Overall 
condition is good. Bore is bright & shiny. Receiver shows approx. 90% of the original finish with some surface 
corrosion present. The barrel shows approx. 75 - 80% also with some surface corrosion present. Barrel bands, 
trigger guard, and floor plate show approx. 50 - 60 % original finish turning plum. Non-matching bayonet shows 
approx. 90% of a refinish. Sling shows dry and cracked but with no tears. Buttplate is bright with fine pitting 
throughout. Buttstock and hand guard show good having only light scuffs throughout. (07-1453 / BK / BS) Curio. 
Est. $ 350 - 550. VIEW PHOTO
 
2474.    Portuguese Model 1904 Mauser-Verguiero Short Rifle. Cal. Converted from 6.5 to 8mm. S# 4393.    
Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. Receiver retains better than 90% of finish with high edge wear. 
Bolt retains approx. 85% with bright spots on working edges. Barrel retains about 75% of thinning blue while front 
barrel band shows about the same. Rear band shows about 90% turning plum as does the trigger guard and 
floorplate. All external numbers appear to be matching. Matching bayonet shows good as does the scabbard and 
frog. Sling is dry and cracked. (07-1456 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 400 - 550.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2475.    Mexican Model 1936/54 Mauser Bolt Action Service Rifle. Cal. 30-06. S# C8592.   Overall condition is 
good. Bore is bright showing moderate wear. Barrel and receiver show better than 95% of the original finish with 
light scratching and nicks present. Barrel bands and trigger guard assembly show better than 90% blue with some 
surface corrosion present.  Non-matching bayonet is in very good condition. Buttstock and hand guard show good 
with light and moderate denting, A rack number is embossed on the side and a blank brass tag screwed to the 
bottom of the buttstock. Sling is dry with some cracking. (07-1463 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 450 - 650.  VIEW 
PHOTO
 
2476.    SIG Model 210-DK M/49 Semi-Auto Pistol Cal. 9mm. S # 13062.  Overall condition is good.  Bore is 
bright and shiny. Pistols shows good plus in the original box with and extra set of grips. Retains approx. 98% finish 
with the black plastic grips showing near excellent. With a spare pare of wooden grips showing near new in the 
box.  (07-3470 / 4-33901 / BK / BS) Modern. Est. $ 100 - 1300.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2477.    Smith and Weston Model 52-1  Semi-Auto Pistol Cal. 38.  S # 100829.  Overall condition is good.  Bore 
is bright and shiny. Pistol shows approx. 97% of its original finish with one slight scratch on the left side of the 
slide. Grips show good overall. Pistol comes in the original box with the Smith and Weston paperwork and 2 
magazines.  (07-3468 / 4-33903 / BK / BS) Modern. Est. $ 650 - 800.   VIEW PHOTO 
 
2478.    SIG Model 210-1  Semi-Auto Pistol Cal. 9mm. S # P54613.  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and 
shiny. Pistol shows near excellent in the original box with the original manual with scattered light handling marks. 
Grips show good.  (07-3474 / 4-33913 / BK / BS) Modern. Est. $ 1500 - 2000.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2479.    Colt Conversion Kit. Cal. 22. NSN. Overall condition is near excellent. Bore is bright and shiny. This 
conversion kit shows near excellent in the original box with the magazine, slide stop and spring and plungers. This 
1950’s kit shows better then 98% of original blue with no scuffing or marring and a service ace magazine present 
in the original box. Box shows good though slightly tattered. (4-34123-B / BK / BS). Est. $ 350 - 500. VIEW PHOTO
 
2480.    Pre-War Colt 22 Conversion Kit. Cal. 22. S # U597.    Overall condition is good. Bore is Bright and 
shiny. Conversion kit shows approx. 95% of the original blue with scattered surface rust on the top. In the original 
box with original instructions, two toned magazine, and a latter slide stop. Box shows near mint. (4-34123-A / BK / 
BS). Est. $ 500 - 800. VIEW PHOTO
 
2481.    Berretta U.S. M9 Slide and Barrel Assembly  Cal. 9mm. NSN. Overall condition is near excellent. Bore 
is bright and shiny. This is a U.S. property M9 Top N for a Beretta Model 92. Has included slide assembly Number 
9346442-65490 and the barrel assembly 9346426-65490. Shows 98% original finish.  (4-33923-B / BK / BS) Curio. 
Est. $ 350 - 450.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2482.    Remington Rand 1911 A1 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 45. S# 1005221.  Overall condition is fair. Bore is 
bright and shiny. This 2nd model Remington-Rand retains approx. 15-20# of it’s original dulite finish with the 
balance fading between plum and gray patina. It is however, all original. Grips show fair. (07-2085 / BK / BS) 
Curio. Est. $ 600 - 800. VIEW PHOTO
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2483.    F. Ascaso Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# 1409. Overall condition is very good. Bore is bright and 
shiny. Pistol is a Spanish Copy of the Astra 400 Pistol. It retains approx. 95% of an arsenal finish with some fine 
pitting present on the flats. Plastic grips show good overall. (07-2086 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 450. VIEW 
PHOTO
 
2484.    Smith & Wesson Model 35 (1913) Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 35. S# 5518.    Overall condition is near new. 
Bore is bright and shiny. Pistol shows better than 98% original finish with no obvious scratches or wear present. 
Grips show near excellent with just a couple of light rub marks from sliding around in the original box that 
accompanies this pistol. Box is in tattered condition. (07-2088 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 600 - 900. VIEW PHOTO
 
2485.    Browning Model 195 High Power Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# 05385. Overall condition is fair. Bore 
is bright and shiny.  Manufactured for the Buenos Aires Police Dept. Retains approx. 60% of the original finish with 
scattered rust and corrosion. Grips show fair overall with scratching and nicking throughout but no breaks or splits. 
Has the Argentine crest in the top of the slide “POLICIA PROV. BS AIRES—61”. (07-2084 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 
350 - 500.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2486.    Smith & Wesson Model 39-2 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# A205660. Overall condition is good. Bore 
is slightly dirty. Shows approx. 95% of the original blue with a little holster wear around the front. Grips show good 
overall with some very light scuffing. No magazine is present. (07-2063 / BK / BS) Modern. Est. $ 350 - 450.  
VIEW PHOTO
 
2487.    Beretta Model 92 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# D27188Z.  Overall condition is bright and shiny. Bore 
is bright and shiny. Pistol shows approx. 98% of the original matte black finish. Plastic grips show very good with 
no scratches or marring. A 15 round magazine is included. (07-2064 / BK / BS) Modern. Est. $ 450 - 550.  VIEW 
PHOTO
 
2488.    Walther Model PP Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 32. S# 159227. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and 
shiny. Retains approx. 95% of the original finish with the grips showing good. Is accompanied by a leather holster 
and a spare magazine. (07-2068 / BK / BS) Modern. Est. $ 350 - 450.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2489.    Walther PPK/S Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 380. S# 181731S.  Overall condition is near new. Bore is bright 
and shiny. Import pistol shows 98+% of original finish. Grips show near excellent. Comes in original plastic box 
with a spare magazine and a cleaning rod. (07-2072 / BK / BS) Modern. Est. $ 450 - 550.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2490.    Browning BDA-380 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 380. S# 425PX06389. Overall condition is very good. Bore is 
bright and shiny. Shows over 98% of the original blue with a little discoloration at the muzzle. Grips show good 
plus with a couple of minor rub marks. Pistol has one small scratched on the aluminum receiver directly below the 
serial number. (07-2071 / BK / BS) Modern. Est. $ 400 - 500.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2491.    Group of 2 CZ Semi-Auto Commercial Pistols.
            1.  CZ Duo Commercial Pre-War Pocket Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 25. S# 89557. Overall condition is good. 
Bore is bright and shiny. Retains over 90% original finish with some slight high edge wear. Plastic grips show 
good. (07-1779 / BK / BS) Curio. 
            2.  CZ Praga Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 22. S# 10464 inside. Overall condition is fair. Bore is slightly dark 
with a ring. Shows approx. 75% of an added blue finish thinning and turning plum. Grip straps show patina. Pistol 
comes with a spare magazine. (07-1780 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. 350 - 500.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2492.    Group of 2 CZ Semi-Auto Pistols.
            1.  CZ Model 24 Military Issue Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 380. S# 22039. Overall condition is good. Bore is 
bright and shiny. Shows about 75% of finish with thinning blue on the slide and about 15% straw on hammer, 
trigger and extractor. Wooden grips are in good condition. (07-1776 / BK / BS) Curio. 
            2.  CZ Model Z Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 6.35. S# 211308. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and 
shiny. Shows over 85% original blue with high edge wear and scattered light nicking. Plastic grips show good. (07-
1778 / BK / BS) Curio. 
Est. $ 400 - 600. for pair.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2493.    2 French Patent Infringement Pistols. 
            1.  French Copy of an Arizzabalaga Model 1915 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 32. S# 16578. Overall condition 
is good. Bore is bright and shiny. Shows approx. 85-90% original finish with scattered corrosion and worn to bright 
around the muzzle and front grip strap. Plastic grips show good overall. (07-1912 / BK / BS) Curio.
            2.  French Copy of a Smith & Wesson M&P Revolver. Cal. 8mm. S# 168795. Overall condition is good. 
Bore is bright and shiny. Retains approx. 90% of the original finish with some slight wear around the edges of the 
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cylinder and the muzzle itself grips show good with no cracks or gouges. (07-1913 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 300 - 
400. for pair.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2494.    Group of 2 Polish Semi-Auto Pistols. 
            1.  Polish Model 64 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9x18. S# GG08178. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright 
and shiny. This import marked pistol shows approx. 95% of the original finish with a little surface corrosion 
present. Plastic grips sow good with only a couple light scuff marks present. (07-1916 / BK / BS) Modern. 
            2.  Polish Model P83 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9x18. S# ZU07419. Overall condition is good plus. Bore is 
bright and shiny. Shows better than 98% of original finish. Plastic wrap around nicks show near new with no nicks 
or scrapes at all. Comes with spare magazine. (07-1917 / BK / BS) Modern. Est. $ 350 - 500. for pair.  VIEW 
PHOTO
 
2495.    3 Spanish Copies of Astra Arrizabalaga Pistol.
            1.  Esperanza Model 1916 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 32. S# 76228. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright. 
Shows approx. 85% original finish with some wear on the muzzle and some slight corrosion on the grip straps. 
Grips show good with a couple of light dings in the left side. (07-1909 / BK / BS) Curio. 
            2.  Esperanza Model 1915 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 32. S# 50771. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright 
and shiny. Pistol shows approx. 70-75% original finish with some scattered corrosion and some wear to high 
edges. Checkered grips are moderately worn with flattening of the diamonds. (07-1910 / BK / BS) Curio.
            3.  Esperanza Model 1915 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 32. S# 89131. Overall condition is good. Bore is 
slightly frosty. Shows approx. 80% of original finish with some light scattered corrosion present. Grips show 
moderate wear with the diamonds flattening. (07-1911 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 500. for pair.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2496.    Astra Model 400 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# 5162.   Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and 
shiny. Nazi proof pistol retains about 85% original finish with proof marks on the right hand side of frame. Grips 
show moderate wear with a couple of flat spots. (07-1901 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 500 - 800. VIEW PHOTO 
 
2497.    Astra Model 400 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# 12110. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and 
shiny. Retains approx. 90% blued finish with the grips showing overall good with no scuffing or marring present. 
(07-1899 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 450.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2498.    Astra Model 300 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 7.62. S# 597355.   Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and 
shiny. These German issue 32 caliber pistols were unmarked but were in a specific serial number range. This one 
is in that range and retains approx. 90% original blue with some very minor high edge wear. Grips show good 
overall with sharp checkering and no dents or marring. (07-1896 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 500 - 700.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2499.    Astra Model 4000 Semi-Auto Pistol, Boxed with Accessories. Cal. 32. S# 798555.  Overall condition 
is  good. Bore is bright and shiny. Comes with the following accoutrements present:  spare 32 caliber barrel, 22 
caliber conversion kit complete with magazine that is numbered to this gun, but missing barrel retainer, 380 caliber 
conversion kit not numbered to this gun. Box is unmarked and may or may not be original. Magazine release 
button is a replacement. (07-1894 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 500 - 800.   VIEW PHOTO
 
2500.    Group of 2 Semi-Auto Commercial Pistols. 
            1.  Beretta Model 1934 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 380. S# 606453. Overall condition is fair. Bore is slightly 
frosty. Retains approx. 60-65% of the original finish with the high edges and straps turning brown and some patina 
present. Grips are fair with minor scuffing throughout. (07-1968 / BK / BS) Curio. 
            2.  Stendawerke Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 32 Auto. NSN. Overall condition is good. Bore is slightly frosty. 
Shows approx. 85% original blue with scattered corrosion. Grips show fair with the right grip showing some 
cracking at the top. (07-1969 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 450. for pair. VIEW PHOTO
 
2501.    Pair of Manurhin P1 Semi-Auto Pistols.
            1.  Manurhin (French) P1 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# 225938. Overall condition is near excellent. 
Bore is bright and shiny. Shows approx. 98% original finish with the grips showing good with no scuffing, nicking or 
cracking present. (07-1957 / BK / BS) Modern.
            2.  Manurhin (French) P1 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# 239311. Overall condition is good. Bore is 
bright and shiny. Shows approx. 85% original finish with some light scuffing on the slide and the finish being worn 
on the front grip strap. Grips show good overall with a few light scuffs present. (07-1958/ BK / BS) Modern. Est. $ 
350 - 450.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2502.    Group of 2 Walther Semi-Auto Pistols. 
            1.  Walther Model 2 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 25. S# 57259. Overall condition is good. Bore is slightly 
frosty. Shows approx. 75-80% original blue with some scattered surface corrosion with no nicks or cracks. (07-
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2004 / BK / BS) Curio.
            2.  Walther Model 5 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 25. S# 383256.  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and 
shiny. Shows approx. 90% of original finish. Has a small dent in the frame and a small one in the slide, neither of 
which affects it’s function. Grips shows good overall. (07-2005 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 400 - 650. for pair.  VIEW 
PHOTO
 
2503.    Group of 2 Consecutively Numbered Walther PP Semi-Auto Pistols.  
            1.  Walther Model PP Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 380. S# 152416. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright 
and shiny. Retains 85-90% of the original high gloss finish with an Crown N proof on the slide. Grips show good 
        overall. Pistol has some minor nicks on the front strap. (07-2008 / BK / BS) Curio.
            2.  Walther Model PP Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 380 S# 152417. Overall condition is fair to good. Bore is 
slightly frosty. Shows approx. 70% blue  with surface corrosion with an Crown N proof on the slide. Grips show 
good overall with no cracks or dings. (07-2009 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 650 - 900. for pair. VIEW PHOTO
 
2504.    Russian Makarov Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9x18. S# NH281002. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright 
with very slight corrosion. This military fixed sight version shows approx. 95% of the original finish with a lot of 
dried cosmoline present. Grips show good overall with no cracking or breaking present. Comes with some kind of 
Soviet document and a spare magazine in a plain cardboard box. (07-2015 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 450.  
VIEW PHOTO
 
2505.    Russian Tokarev Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9x18. S# CI7931. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and 
shiny. This 1953 dated pistol shows better than 95% original finish with a bright barrel and a lanyard loop on the 
pistol and matching magazine. (07-2016 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 500.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2506.    Group of 2 Astra Model 400 Semi-Auto Pistols.
            1.  Astra Model 400 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# 90588. Overall condition is fair to good. Bore is 
slightly frosty. Shows approx. 90% of the original blue finish with scattered corrosion present. Grips show fair with 
several holes in the right one. (07-2046 / BK / BS) Curio.
            2.  Astra Model 400 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# 28507. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and 
shiny. Retains approx. 90% of an added blue finish with wear on the muzzle and the grip straps and some slight 
corrosion present. (07-2048 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 500. for the pair. VIEW PHOTO
 
2507.    Post-War Browning High Power Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# T150315. Overall condition is fair to 
good. Bore is bright and shiny. According to Mr. Stern’s notes, this pistol was a British Army issue post-war with 
the designation L9A1 and is so marked on the slide. Retains approx. 75-80% of a black enamel finish with the 
plastic grips showing fair with some light to moderate denting. (07-2033 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 750 - 1000.   
VIEW PHOTO 
 
2508.    Polish Radom Model 1935 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 9mm. S# T0383.  Overall condition is good. Bore is 
bright and shiny. This Type II Radom is Nazi occupation with the Eagle 77 proofs and shows better than 85% 
original blue with some touchup present. Grips show overall good with no chips or cracks. (07-2030 / BK / BS) 
Curio. Est. $ 500 - 700.   VIEW PHOTO 
 
2509.    Browning Model 1900 by Melior Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 32. S# 26409. Overall condition is good. Bore is 
bright and shiny. Pistol shows the same as a Model 1900 FN except it also has grasping grooves on the front of 
the barrel/receiver. Shows better than 95% original blue with the black plastic grips showing good overall and a 
minor amount of nicking present. (07-2032 / BK / BS) Curio. 
Est. $ 350- 450.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2510.    Mauser WTP I Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 25. S# 37141. Overall condition is good. Bore is frosty. Shows 
approx. 95% original finish with some light corrosion toward the muzzle. Grips show good. (07-3093 / BK / BS) 
Curio. Est. $ 300 - 400.  VIEW PHOTO 
 
2511.    Mauser Model 1914 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 25. S# 274533. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and 
shiny. Shows about 90% of the original finish with a little scattered corrosion. Grips show good. (07-3095 / BK / 
BS) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 450. VIEW PHOTO 
 
2512.    Mauser Model 1934 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 25. S# 415855.  Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and 
shiny. This police pistol shows approx. 90% of the original bright commercial blue with just a little corrosion down 
around the top of the grips on the left hand side. Grips show good overall. (07-3097 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 450 - 
600.  VIEW PHOTO
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2513.    Group of 2 Mauser 1934 Semi-Auto Pistols. 
            1.  Mauser Model 1934 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 25. S# 420425. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright. 
Shows approx. 90% original finish with some light scratching. Plastic grips show good. (07-3098 / BK / BS) Curio. 
            2.  Mauser 1934 Military Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 32. S# 583197. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright 
and shiny. This pistol shows approx. 90% original blue finish with some slight scattered corrosion on the frame and 
thinning on the straps. Grips show overall good. (07-3099 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 400 - 600. for pair.  VIEW 
PHOTO
 
2514.    Mauser HSC Nazi Navy Issue Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 32. S# 724134.  Overall condition is good. Bore is 
bright and shiny. Pistol shows approx. 90-92% of the original bright blue finish with all Nazi markings including the 
Nazi Eagle of M which indicates Navy on the front grip strap. Grips show fair with a little bit of scuffing. (07-3106 / 
BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 700 - 1000.  VIEW PHOTO 
 
2515.    Group of 2 Langenhan Semi-Auto Pistols.
            1.  German Langenhan Model 2 Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 25. S# 11881. Overall condition is bright and 
shiny. Bore is good. Shows approx. 85-90% original finish with some light scattered corrosion. Grips are good. (07-
3091 / BK / BS) Curio.
            2.  German Langenhan Army Model Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 7.62. S# 52614. Overall condition is good. 
Bore is slightly frosty. Shows approx. 80% original finish turning slightly plum with some scattered surface 
corrosion. Wooden grips show good overall. (07-3092 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 400 - 600. for pair.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2516.    Group of 3 Ortgies Pocket Automatics.
            1.  Ortgies Pocket Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 32. S# 63305. Overall condition is good. Bore is slightly frosty. 
Pistol shows approx. 95% of the original blue finish thinning slightly on the grip straps with some scattered 
corrosion present. Grips show good. (07-3088 / BK / BS) Curio.
            2.  Ortgies Pocket Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 32. S# 184268. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and 
shiny. Shows approx. 80% blue thinning. Grips show good. (07-3089 / BK / BS) Curio.
            3.  Ortgies Pocket Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 25. S# 66215. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and 
shiny. Shows approx. 90% original finish with some slight high edge wear. Grips show good. (07-3090 / BK / BS) 
Curio. Est. $ 400 - 600.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2517.    Group or 2 Russian Semi-Automatic Pistols
            1.  Russian Makarov  Semi-Auto Pistol Cal. 9mm. S# HX5115. Overall condition is overall good plus. 
Bore is bright and shiny. 1979 Manufactured shows better then 95% of the original finish with a few light scuff 
marks on the right hand side. Grips show good. (07-3203 / BK / BS) Modern.
            2.  Russian Makarov  Semi-Auto Pistol Cal. 9mm. S#  RM0033. Overall condition is good plus. Bore is 
bright and shiny. 1986 Manufactured pistol with and import mark retains approx. 95% of its original finish. With the 
grips showing good and lanyard present. (07-3204 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 450 for the pair.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2518.    Group of 2 French Pistols
            1.  Mac Model 1935 S  Semi-Auto Pistol Cal. 32. S# F1972. Overall condition is good. Bore is slightly 
frosty. Pistol contains approx. 85-90% original finish with grips showing good. (07-3195 / BK / BS) Curio.
            2.  SACM Model 1935A Semi-Auto Pistol Cal. 32. S# 4859A. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright 
and shiny. This import marked pistol shows approx. 90% original finish. Grips show good as modified for lanyard. 
(07-3196 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 350 -  450 for pair.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2519.    Group of 2 British Enfield No. 2 MK I* Revolvers. 
            1.  Enfield (no name on gun) No. 2 MK I* Double Action Only Revolver. Cal. 38. S# 6496. Overall 
condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. This revolver has no maker name on it but is of the Enfield design and 
has all the British proofs. Shows approx. 95-97% of the original military finish with some slight surface corrosion 
present. Grips show good overall. (07-3176 / BK / BS) Curio.
            2.  Enfield/Albion No. 2 MK I* Revolver. Cal. 38. S# A6730. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and 
shiny. Pistol shows better than 90% of the original military finish with some light scattered corrosion and vice 
marks on the barrel. Grips show good. (07-3178 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 350 - 450. for pair.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2520.    Group of 3 British Military Revolvers.
            1.  Webley No. 4 Revolver. Cal. 38. S# A73198. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. 
Retains approx. 95% of the original blue with some slight surface corrosion on the muzzle and front sight. Grips 
show good. (07-3177 / BK / BS) Curio.
            2.  Enfield No. 2 MK I Revolver. Cal. 38. S# D3259. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. 
Shows approx. 90% of a phosphate finish with some scattered light corrosion. Wood grips show good with a 
couple of minor bruises. (07-3179 / BK / BS) Curio.
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            3.  Webley MK IV Revolver. Cal. 32.  S# A18669. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. This 
import marked revolver retains approx. 90% of the original blue finish with significant surface corrosion on the 
barrel assembly. Grips show good. (07-3181 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 450 - 650.   VIEW PHOTO
 
2521.    Group of 2 Colt Revolvers.
            1.  Colt Official Police Revolver. Cal. 22. S# 1951. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright, shiny and 
slightly dirty. Retains approx. 85% of it’s original blue finish with some slight edge wear and holster wear on barrel. 
Grips show good with a couple of light nicks in the right side. (07-3006 / BK / BS) Modern.
            2.  Colt Model 1892 New Army Civilian Model Revolver. Cal. 38. S# 180781. Overall condition is fair. 
Bore is slightly bright with some moderate pitting present. Pistol shows approx. 75% original finish with scattered 
corrosion throughout. Grips show good with no nicks or gouges present. (07-3007 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 450 - 
600. for pair.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2522.    Smith & Wesson Model 38 Bodyguard Revolver. Cal. 38. S# J7233. Overall condition is good. Bore is 
bright and shiny. This light weight body guard shows approx. 85-90% of the anodized finish on the frame with 
scattered wear and nicks around the edges. Blue steel barrel and cylinder show better than 90%. Case hardening 
on trigger starting to mellow. Grips show very good with a couple of minor bruises. (07-3005 / BK / BS) Modern. 
Est. $ 350 - 450.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2523.    Colt Detective Special Revolver. Cal. 38. S# 870611. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and shiny. 
Pistol retains better than 95% original finish with a couple of minor spots of light surface corrosion. Leather holster 
is included. Grips show good overall with some wear but no dents or mars. (07-3011 / BK / BS) Modern. Est. $ 350 
- 500.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2524.    Smith & Wesson Model 37 Revolver. Cal. 38. S# 599698. Overall condition is good. Bore is bright and 
shiny. Pistol shows approx. 90% of the original finish with some scratching to the lightweight frame and some wear 
on the muzzle of the barrel and the front of the cylinder. Revolver is accompanied by a leather ankle holster that 
shows good. (07-3014 /  BK / BS) Modern. Est. $ 350 - 450.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2525.    Group of 2 Smith & Wesson Revolvers.
            1.  Smith & Wesson Hand Ejector Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 455. S# 68236. Overall condition is good. 
Bore is bright with some pitting. This British proofed S&W shows approx. 80% of the original finish with holster 
wear and some scattered corrosion present. Grips show good. (07-3168 / BK / BS) Curio. 
            2.  Smith & Wesson M & P Semi-Auto Pistol. Cal. 38. S# 728063. Overall condition is good. Bore is 
bright and shiny. This 6” barrel revolver retains approx. 95% of a parkerized finish with the letters  R.C.A. electric 
penciled into the sideplate. Grips show good. (07-3169 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 400 - 600. for pair.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2526.    Russian Current Issue Starlight Scope for SPD Dragunov (or AKM Assault Rifles). Scope shows 
new in metal case with  manuals and accessories. (02-1017 / BK / BS). Est. $ 1000 - 1500.  VIEW PHOTO 
 
2527.    Korean War Infrared Sniper Scope for M - 3 Carbine.  In good overall condition. Complete with scope 
rail and two upper hand guards. (02-1015 / BK / BS). Est. $ 800 - 1200.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2528.    CZ. Model NSP-2 Infrared Sniper Scope for a Model DZ 52 or 52/7.  Shows near excellent in the metal 
case with accessories. (02-1042 / BK / BS). Est. $ 1000 - 1500. VIEW PHOTO
 
2529.    German WWII Prismatic Optical Sight for an MG42 or MG1 Machine Gun. Sight attaches to the tripod. 
Overall condition is near new with all accessories. (02-1149 / BK / BS). Est. $ 600 - 1000. VIEW PHOTO
 
2530.    Lot of 2 British Sniper Scopes. Includes one for a 42 MKI. Needs work to cross hair. Second is a PPC 
Ltd. British WWI scope. Overall condition is good with loss of finish. (BS). Est. $ 200 - 300.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2531.    Dragonov Russian Sniper Kit.  Complete with a scope, 5 mags, and a cleaning kit in original green 
canvas pouch. Overall condition very good. (SP / BS). Est. $ 1000 - 1500. VIEW PHOTO 
 
2532.    U.S. A.R.T. Scope.   This is an original Vietnam M-14 Sniper Scope with original can. Overall condition is 
very good. Optics are clear. Can in very good condition. (SP / BS). Est. $ 700 - 1000. VIEW PHOTO
 
2533.    Israeli/ British Tri-lux for an M16.  Overall condition is good with minor scratching and scuffing. Optics 
are good. (SP / BS). Est. $ 500 - 700. VIEW PHOTO
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2534.    Unertl 8X USMC Sniper Scope. Overall condition is near excellent with good optics. Includes lens caps. 
(RV) Est. $ 2500 - 3500.  VIEW PHOTO 
 
2535.    Russian SVD-Dragonov Sniper Scope. Overall condition is very good. Optics are good. (SP / BS). Est. $ 
600 - 800. 
VIEW PHOTO
 
2536.    German ZF-4 WWII Sniper Scope on a G-K43 Mount.   Overall condition is good with some minor scuff 
marks. (SP / BS). Est. $ 700- 1000.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2537.    Ajack Snipe Scope.  SS marked. Short side rail for SS 98-K. Overall condition is good with some surface 
corrosion. (SP / BS). Est. $1800 - 2500.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2538.    U.S. M82 with M1-C Mount.  Includes M-14 adapter and lens caps. (SP / BS). Est. $ 700 - 1000.  VIEW 
PHOTO
 
2539.    Yugoslavian Sniper Scope for a Zastava Model M76B Draganov Rifle.  Will work on all Draganov 
rifles. Overall near excellent with clear optics. Come sin canvas and leather pouch. (02-1114 / BK / BS). Est. $ 500 
- 800.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2540.    Scope and Can for WWII Japanese Type 97 Sniper Rifle.  Overall condition is good showing approx 
90% of the original black enamel finish. With clear optics. Eyepiece is slightly dry. Can shows very good plus. (02-
1002BL / BK / BS). Est. $ 600 - 900.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2541.    Erma 98K Conversion Kit. Cal. 22.  S# 534.  This is a numbers matching kit to convert a WWII 98K 
Mauser from 8mm to 22 long rifle. The kit is made by Erma and shows 95-98% original finish and is in the original 
box consisting of the bolt assembly, barrel sleeve, replacement floorplate, two magazines, and the tool. All show 
very good plus in the original German box. Box shows good overall with light scuffing. This kit is addressed from 
Sergeant W. Zahn, 5130 Engineering Btn. APO NY, NY to Miss Rachal Zahn, 1212 Burton St., Freeland, PA from 
when this soldier shipping this home, evidently to his sister. (02-1073 / BK / BS). Est. $ 1250 - 2000. 
VIEW PHOTO
 
2542.    Erma 98K Conversion Kit. Cal. 22.  S# 512.   This is a numbers matching kit to convert a WWII 98K 
Mauser from 8mm to 22 long rifle. The kit is made by Erma and shows 95-98% original finish and is in the original 
box consisting of the bolt assembly, barrel sleeve, replacement floorplate, two magazines, and the tool. All show 
very good plus in the original German box. Box shows good overall with light scuffing. (02-1070 / BK / BS) Est. $ 
1200 - 2000.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2543.    Erma 98K Conversion Kit. Cal. 22.  S# 2513.  This kit converts a WWII 98K Mauser from 8mm to 22 
long rifle. The kit is made by Erma and shows approx. 90% original finish and is in original box consisting of the 
bolt assembly, barrel sleeve, non-matching but proper floorplate, two magazines, and the tool. All show good in 
the original German box. Box has a significant gouge in the front. (02-1071 / BK / BS). Est. $ 800 - 1200.  VIEW 
PHOTO
 
2544.    Erma 98K Conversion Kit. Cal. 22.  S# 2513.  This is a numbers matching kit to convert a WWII 98K 
Mauser from 8mm to 22 long rifle. The kit is made by Erma and shows approx. 80-85% original finish and is in 
original box consisting of the bolt assembly, barrel sleeve, replacement floorplate, two magazines, and the tool. All 
show good in the original German box. Box shows good overall with light scuffing. (02-1072 / BK / BS). Est. $ 900 
- 1500.  VIEW PHOTO 
 
2545.    Swiss Conversion Unit for a Schmidt-Rubin Model 1911 to 22 Long Rifle. S#  251472 on bolt. In 
original box. (02-1112 / BK / BS). Est. $ 350 - 400.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2546.    Erma 22 Conversion Kit for 98K.  Missing floor plates. With clip. (SP / BS). Est. $ 500 - 800.  VIEW 
PHOTO
 
2547.    Erma Conversion Kit for an FN/FAL Assault Rifle to Convert from 7.62 to 22 Long Rifle. Kit consists 
of barrel sleeve, complete bolt assembly a tool and 2 magazines in the original box. (02-1163 / BK / BS). Est. $ 
400 - 600. 
VIEW PHOTO 1  VIEW PHOTO 2
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2548.    Complete in the Box Conversion Kit for an HK Model 91 to 22 Long Rifle. Kit consists of 1 barrel 
sleeve assembly, a bolt assembly, 2 magazines, and a cleaning kit in the original wooden box. Overall condition is 
very good. (02-1165 / BK / BS) Est. $ 450 - 650.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2549.    Sub-Caliber or Conversion Kit for a Walther P38 to Convert from 9mm to 22 Long Rifle. Overall 
condition shows better than 90% original finish. Kit consists of the barrel sleeve, the complete slide assembly, 2 
magazines and comes in the original box marked “Einstecksystem P38 Kal. 5,6mm”. (02-1115 / BK / BS). Est. $ 
500 - 700.  VIEW PHOTO 1   VIEW PHOTO 2
 
2550.    Complete in the Box Conversion Kit for an HK Model 93 to 22 Long Rifle. Kit consists of 1 barrel 
sleeve assembly, a bolt assembly, and 2 magazines in the original wooden box. Overall condition is very good. 
(02-1164 / BK / BS). Est. $ 450 - 600. 
VIEW PHOTO
 
2551.    WWI 1911 Squad Cleaning Kit. Complete with all accessories. Overall condition very good. (SP / 
BS) Est. $ 500 - 650.  
VIEW PHOTO 
 
2552.    Original 1941 Johnson Barrel, 30-06 Cal.. Overall condition very good with a few minor scratches. (02-
1132) (SP / BS) Est. $ 700 - 1000. VIEW PHOTO 
 
2553.    Original 1941 Johnson Barrel, 30-06 Cal..   Overall condition very good with a few minor scratches. (02-
1131) (SP / BS). Est. $ 700 - 1000. VIEW PHOTO
 
2554.    1941 Johnson Front Hand Guard, Original. Overall condition is fair to good. (BS). Est. $ 200 - 250. 
VIEW PHOTO
 
2555.    German GR. W. 16 WWI Mortar / Grenade Thrower.   Overall condition is good. Included a German 
1918 dated Mortar  / grenade throwing device. Complete with base plate, launcher, tools, manual, 3 rocket 
grenades - deactivated & letters from Ian Hogg speaking about this piece as well as paperwork from the BATF 
stating that this is not a destructive device. Has the original transit chest.  (02-1157 / BK / BS). Est. $ 1200 - 
2000.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2556.    Nabal Company, Inc. Line Throwing Gun. Cal. 45. S# D984074.  Overall condition is very good. Bore is 
good but dirty. Contained with this rifle are the following supplies:  1 gun box, 1 line throwing gun, 12 projectiles, 1 
canister, 50 blank cartridges, 7 rewinding spindles, 1 cleaning rod, 1 bottle of solvent, 1 can of oil, patches, and 
cleaning instructions. This is as complete as one could expect to get. Rifle retains better than 98% original finish 
with the wood showing only a couple of light scuffs. Has a factory butt pad. (07-1701 / BK / BS) Curio. Est. $ 1200 
- 1800. VIEW PHOTO
 
2557.    Smith & Wesson Line Throwing Gun. Cal. 12 Ga. S# py7343. In original grey box with 2 boxes of 12 
Ga. launching cartridges, 4 launching rockets, & 4 complete service lines, as well as operating instructions. Built 
on N frame Smith & Wesson. (07-2130) Est. $ 1000 - 1500. VIEW PHOTO
 
2558.    MG42 Lafayette Tripod.  Complete. Overall condition is very good. (02-1161 / SP / BS). Est. $ 1000 - 
1500. VIEW PHOTO
 
2559.    Post-war MG42 Tripod. Complete including optics. Overall condition is very good with minor scratches. 
(02-1162 / SP / BS). Est. $ 700 - 1000.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2559A.  Colt 1928 Complete Machine Gun Tripod. (SP / BS). Est. $ 600 - 900.  VIEW PHOTO 
 
2560.    Finnish Model 1910 Maxim Mount.  Complete. Overall condition is very good with some paint loss. (SP / 
BS). Est. $ 600 - 800.  VIEW PHOTO 
 
2561.    US 1917 M1 Browning Tripod. Brass socket and steel head. Overall condition is very good with minor 
paint loss on face. (SP / BS).  Est. $ 800 - 1000.  VIEW PHOTO 1  VIEW PHOTO 2 
 
2562.    Colt Model 1885 Potato Digger Machine Gun Mount.   Overall condition is very good. Complete. (SP / 
BS). Est. $ 800 - 1200. VIEW PHOTO
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2563.    Truck or Jeep Mount Tripod for Browning Machine Gun.   Overall condition is very good. (02-1197/02-
1159 / SP / BS) Est. $ 700 - 1000. VIEW PHOTO
 
2564.    Complete Bren Tripod. Very good condition. (SP / BS). Est. $ 300 - 500.  
 
2565.    Original U.S. Sub Caliber Training Kit. For U.S. 4.2, 80 mm, or 60 mm Mortar 21 projectiles, blanks, 
adapter, and tools. Overall condition is very good. Appears to be complete. (4-34679/ SP / BS). Est. $ 500 - 700.   
VIEW PHOTO  
 
2566.    Original British Bren Gun Drum Magazine Chest with 4 Drums 303 British. Complete with winding 
tool, holding plate, and original instructions. (SP / BS). Est. $ 800 - 1200.  
 
2567.    Canvas Case with 4 Pan Magazines for a DP-28, Cal. 7.62x54. Overall condition is very good. (SP / 
BS). Est. $ 400 - 600.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2568.    Box of MG34 Parts.      Includes 2 barrels, spare bolts, stocks, top cover, and other pieces. (SP / BS). 
Est. $ 800 - 1200.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2569.    Large Lot of Machine Gun Parts.   Includes Vicker’s Air Craft shroud with barrels, Thompson parts, 
MP44 barrel, Japanese parts, misc. odd barrels and stocks. (SP / BS). Est. $ 800 - 1200.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2570.    4 Maxim 08-15 Bipods.   Overall condition is good with paint loss. (SP / BS). Est. $ 600 - 900.  VIEW 
PHOTO 
 
2571.    Maxim 2 Barrel Carrier.   With 2 barrels and cleaning rod. Also a Maxim 08-15 muzzle-booster. 
Complete. (SP / BS). Est. $ 600 - 800.  VIEW PHOTO 
 
2572.    U.S. WWII Thompson Drum.   45 Cal., in U.S. made 1942 pouch. Overall condition is good with some 
rust on cover. (SP / BS). Est. $ 600 - 800. VIEW PHOTO
 
2573.    New York 50 Round Thompson Drum in British Carrier. 45 Cal. Overall condition is very good. (SP / 
BS). Est. $ 1000 - 1500.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2574.    Thompson 1928 SMG 45 Cal. 50 Round Drum in U.S. Pouch.    Overall condition is good with some 
minor surface corrosion. (SP / BS). Est. $ 600 - 900. VIEW PHOTO 
            
2575.    Thompson 1928 Fifty Round Drum. L-type. Refinished. Overall condition is good as refinished. (SP / 
BS). Est. $ 400 - 600. VIEW PHOTO
 
2576.    1921-28 Thompson Model V-1 Cavalry Case. In near excellent condition - looks new. (SP / BS). Est. $ 
600 - 800. 
VIEW PHOTO  
 
2577.    55 Paratrooper Rising Stock. Overall condition is very good with minor scuffing. (SP / BS). Est. $ 700 - 
900.  VIEW PHOTO 
 
2578.    German MP40 Hearts-Lock. Includes 2 lower units minus barrels and receivers. (SP / BS). Est. $ 800 - 
1200. VIEW PHOTO 
 
2579.    3 Original 20 round Reising Magazines and Pouch. Near excellent condition. (SP / BS). Est. $ 300 - 
400.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2580.    German Drum for an MG15. Overall condition is fair with major finish loss. (SP / BS). Est. $ 250 - 350.  
VIEW PHOTO
 
2581.    3 Pouches of Thompson Magazines. Includes 2 five mag. 20 round pouches and 1 three mag. 30 round 
pouch. Overall condition is very good. (SP / BS). Est. $ 200 - 300.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2582.    2 pouches of 5 twelve Round Reising Magazines. 45 Cal. Overall condition is very good. (SP / BS). 
Est. $ 400 - 600. 
VIEW PHOTO 
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2583.    5 Twenty Round Reising Magazines in U.S. 5 Cell Pouch. Overall condition is very good. (SP / BS). 
Est. $ 500 - 700. 
VIEW PHOTO
 
2584.    East German Pouch Set with 6 MP-44 Mags. Overall condition is good with some leather scuffing. (SP / 
BS). Est. $ 100 - 150.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2585.    Two Machine Gun Barrels.  
            1.  Unknown type with muzzle break at end. Air cooled with interior sleeve. 
            2.  Marked "MG-17" and is out of an aircraft. Finish on piece is near excellent. Has the following Flieger 
number; FL.47500" and displays early waffenamts.  With interior sleeve.  Good condition. (02-536 / SE) Est. $ 100 
- 150 for pair. 
VIEW PHOTO 1    VIEW PHOTO 2
 
2586.    Lewis Gun 4 Mag Double Pouch Set. Mills type. Overall condition is very good. (SP / BS). Est. $ 200 - 
300.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2587.    British Boyes Anti-Tank Gun 7 Mag. Canister. In good condition. (SP / BS). Est. $ 100 - 150.  VIEW 
PHOTO
 
2588.    Lot of Uzi Mags and Accessories. Mags in pouches. (SP / BS). Est. $ 400 -500.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2589.    2 Sacks of Thompson Magazines. One sack with 8 thirty round and 2 twenty round. The other has 99 
thirty round mags. Overall condition is good. (SP / BS). Est. $ 250 - 350.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2590.    5 Pouches of 3 Magazines each for an M-3 Grease Gun. Two with original wrappings. Overall condition 
is very good. (SP / BS). Est. $ 300 - 400.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2591.    Lot of Misc. American Magazines and Pouches. Mostly for M-14 and M-1 carbine. Overall condition is 
good. (SP / BS). 
Est. $ 400 - 500. VIEW PHOTO 1  VIEW PHOTO 2
 
2592.    Pouch with 5 Danish Mabson Light Machine Gun Magazines. Overall condition is fair with pouch 
having cracklature. (SP / BS). Est. $ 100 - 150.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2593.    Drum Magazine for an AK47. Overall condition is very good. (07-1242 / SP / BS). Est. $ 150 - 250.  
VIEW PHOTO
 
2594.    Pouch of 50 Round Stick Magazine for the Finnish Suomi or Swedish K. Overall condition is good. 
(SP / BS). 
Est. $ 200 - 300.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2595.    Pouch with 8 Mags for Swedish K 9mm SMG. Also includes 9 odd clips to Swedish K. Overall condition 
is good. 
(SP / BS). Est. $ 200 - 300.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2596.    U.S. B.A.R. Accessory Lot. Includes a squad ammo. box with 15 mags, two mag belts with butt braces, 
and belt with 7 U.S. marked mags in it. Overall condition is good. (SP / BS). Est. $ 400 - 600.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2597.    3 Pouches with 3 Mags each for an MP38-40. 2 with loaders. Also 6 loose magazines. Overall condition 
is good. (SP / BS). Est. $ 400 - 500.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2598.    Lot of 4 PPSH 41 Drum Mags and 1 Suomi Drum Mag. Overall condition is good. (SP / BS). Est. $ 200 - 
300.  
VIEW PHOTO
 
2599.    Bipod for an M14. Overall condition is very good. (SP / BS). Est. $ 250 - 350.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2600.    Loading Machine for Maxim belts. (30) Est. $ 800 - 1200. 
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2601.    British Hotchkiss Feed Strip. (34) Est. $ 150 - 250.  
 
2602.    Canvas Belt Full Machine Gun Clips. Est. $ 200 - 300.     VIEW PHOTO 1     VIEW PHOTO 2
  
2603.    Three Machine Gun Ammunition Boxes.  Two are wooden boxes for 30 cal. Marlin MG and one is 
original WWII German mg. boxes with 100 rounds of ammunition on 50 round belts. Est. $ 200 - 300.  
 
2604.    Three WWI Maxim Water Cans.  Overall condition is fair.  There is surface rust.  Est. $ 100 - 150.  
 
2605.    Lot of Misc. Ammunition Pouches and Clips.  Est. $ 200 - 300. 
 
2606.    Three MG 34 Canisters with Some Ammunition.  Est. $ 300 - 500.  
 
2607.    Lot of 2 Machine Gun Barrels.  One for Russian Maxim 1910 7.62x54r and one for 30.06 1917 with 
WWII cover.  
Est. $ 150 - 200.
 
2608.    US  Dragon Med. Anti-Tank with Assault Weapon System. It is fiberglass, 2 only with mount.  Est. $ 
250 -350. 
VIEW PHOTO 
 
2609.    Anti-Tank Rocket Launcher.  Est. $ 200 - 300.  VIEW PHOTO 
 
      2610.    Large Lot of Jap. Machine Gun Clips, 7.7 Jap.  Roughly 5 cases.  Est. $ 500 - 1000. VIEW PHOTO. 
 
2611.    NO LOT.
 
2612.    Large Lot of Blanks for 308 and 30-06 and Other.  Including 4 green cans and 1 cardboard box.  Est. $ 
200 - 300.  
 
2613.    Three Cases of 7.5 Fr. Ammunition.  There are 3 battle packs per case.  Est. $ 300 - 400.  
 
2614.    Seventeen Boxes of 7.5 and 6.5 Japanese Ammunition.  Mostly unopened.  Est. $ 300 - 500.  
 
2615.    Four Cans Large Ammunition - 1 Sealed 20mm - 1 Mixed 20mm and 55 boxes - 1 Can 20 mm 
Projectile and 1 Can TP M99 Proof Charged.  Est. $ 600 - 800.  VIEW PHOTO
 
2616.    Large lot of Ammunition.  400 rounds of 30 Luger in boxes and 900 +/-  round 30 mousers some in box 
and some in stripper clips.  Est. $ 500 - 800.  
 
2617.    16 Vandaleers in 8 Round Clips of 30.06.  Est.  $ 300 - 500.  
 
2618.    2 Cans of Belted 303 British and 1 Can of Belted MG34.  Est. $ 200 - 300.  
 
2619.    5 Cases of 9 mm Israeli 1974.  Est.  $ 700 - 900.  
 
2620.    2 Cans of 7mm Mauser in Boxes.  Est.  $ 300 - 400.  
 
2621.    4 Cans of Ammo.  1 can is 45 auto-2 cans 30 carbine and 1 can 30 cal. 8 round clip cavaliers.  Est. $ 400 
- 600.
 
2622.    2 Containers of 400 Rounds Each.  30.06 match in original unopened boxes. (Lake City Arsenal).  Est. $ 
700 - 1000.
 
2623.    Approximately 400 Rounds of Loose 3.08 Match Cartridges.  Est.  $ 200 - 300.
 
2624.    Box Lot of Ammunition Including 3.08 - 220 Match and 240 Standard in Boxes.  Est. $ 300 -400.
 
2625.    18 - 30 Cal. Metallic Belt Links.  Unopened.  Est. $ 150 - 250.
 
2626.    Wooden Box of Loose 30.06 Armor Piercing, Count Unknown.  Est. $ 100 - 200.
 
2627.    15 Boxes Post War Japanese Ammo. Mostly Unopened Boxes.  Est. $ 300 - 500.
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2628.    16 Boxes of 45 Cal. Est. $ 400 - 600.

Preview to be held on :

Wednesday, March 5th, 2008 : 10:00 AM to 4:00 PM

Thursday, March 6, 2008 : 10:00 AM to 5:00 PM

Friday, Saturday & Sunday March 7, 8 & 9 - 8:00 AM to 10:45 AM

 

 

Home / Auctions  / Shop / Appraisal Service / Contact Us, Directions & 
Accommodations / About Us  
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